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There are enclosed herewith to the Bureau, 7 copies 
and to the New York Division one copy of a letterhead memorandum 
containing information concerning an exchange between. represen-— 
tatives of the CPSU and representatives of the CPC at the ee 
sessions of the meeting of the Editorial Commission on <7 
October_17 and 18, 1960. Se eg re hc bol ΤΩΣ 

The information in the letterhead memorandum was fur- Ϊ 
nished by CG-5824-S* to SAs JOHN E. KEATING and RICHARD W. 
HANSEN on 12/29/60. It is noted that only CG 5824-S* and 
ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN from the CP, USA participated in this 
meeting of the Editorial Commission. For this reason and in 
compliance with instructions set forth in Bureau letter dated 
11/2/60, the letterhead memorandum is classified " t", The 
place of issue has been reflected as Washington, DC ini accordance 
with instructions in referenced Bulet. 
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wane -EXCHANGE.BETWEEN REPRESENTATIVES OF 

In.,Reply Please Refer _ 
to File. No. 100~428091 | 

THE. COMMUNIST PARTYCOETTHE SOVIET” ~~~ --  -- -«-. 
he : UNION: (CPSU) AND REPRESENTATIVES OF 
IC | THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF CHINA. (CPC) 

AT THE. SESSIONS:.OF ‘THE MEETING ΟΕ. 
THE: EDITORIAL COMMISSION HELD. IN 
MOSCOW, RUSSIA ON: OCTOBER 17 .AND. 
18, 1960 

A source, who has furnished reliable information..in. 
* the..past, has furnished the following Anformation: 

i A ἀρ των A.lively exchange. took place between ‘representatives | 
ἢ ‘of: the ‘Cpsu and representatives of. the CPC. at the October..17 and: 

3 18} 1960: sessions..of the: Commisston..to; Prepare ἃ Document. for 
“the November Meeting of. Communist’ :and Workers' .Party,, ‘also. -known. 
as ‘the. Editorial Commission... .Thesée. sessions :took.place. in: 
St. George ‘Hall: in the. Kremlin in Moscow, Russia. ὁ 

‘Remarks: of MIKHAIL..SUSLOV Russe 
Ξ 

w) 

Qa The. first ‘speaker in this exchange was HikhasiJeSuslov, 
: (ἦ member of the. Presidium. and a Secretary of. the Central, Committee 

Or oF 
= Se 

of the CPSU-(CCCPSU) ΤὴΘ᾽ follow hg is the essence. of nisvTomarks . 

ἮΝ We. need «10: reduce- our. differences: Only the enemy | 
would, profit if we keep on fighting. \.We are glad that. the=CPC 

has agreed.to meet with'us, This should facilitate meetings:with 
A. other Parties and should help us..in the.preparation..of. the’ “forth- 

᾿ coming. conference of all Parties. This meeting is significant. 
in the: Struggle. against. war and. against colonialisn. 

“In a. letter’ of the CPSU, addressed tothe CPC on . 
August .13, 1960, we expressed. a hope for unity. and we told ἜΣ 
our Chinese ‘Comrades thatiall, fraternal Parties would be .made 
happy. Af we could unite. But, the Chinese Comrades , in-a letter 

00-Y2F0H) — VO a 
ENCLOSURD 



, EXCHANGE BETWEEN. REPRESENTATIVES: OF. 
‘THE. CPSU. AND. REPRESENTATIVES OF THE 
CPC .AT: THE’ SESSIONS OF THE MEETING OF ᾿ 
THE EDITORIAL ‘COMMISSION. HELD IN MOSCOW, 
RUSSIA ΟΝ. OCTOBER 17 AND 18, 1960 

of “September: 10,- -sent_us,a letter of a. different character: 
-than..ours.,. § Their letter sharpens Sand-piles- -up-new_differences. 
(Their letter. ‘contains many: incorrect statements. There is τὸ. 
-Marxist-Leninist..approach nor are the.:interests.of_ather " ” 
Parties. given consideration.in their Jletter. We. reject .the . 

. «theses -in. their letter, They are not based .on facts. but. 
τἶοα, itiagination, ” They ascribe to, us, things. we never said 
.or..put. forth. 

\“Zhe,.letter, on many important: issues, is. anti-Marzist- 
Leninist..and they ignore. the. opinions of the fraternal Parties 
that met. at Bucharest .as..well as. the decisions. made by some 
Parties. since. Bucharest. This. letter also contains. slanders 
against. the CPSU. . They charge us with opportunism and. the. 
abandonment .of Marxism-Leninism, 

“Not since the Trotskyites were. expelled from our 
Party were such .accusations. made.. We..emphatically. reject 
these. Slanders. We also: reject the attempt on their part 
to sparate Comrade Kirustchev from the: CPSU .and to divide the 
CPSU from..other Parties. The. attempt to separate Comrade 
Khrushchev from the ‘CCCPSU is.anm abortive and crude attempt 
on. the part of. you. Chinese Comrades. 

“fhe CPSU. is united internally. It is. united .on inter- 
national and domestic :problems. Your. attempt .to break the. unity 
of. the CPSU and :to ‘separate. it. from.other. fraternal -Parties is 
insulting. . We want to sincerely..elimimate differences. We. want. 
to. eliminate. possible mi sunderstandings.. But we want to do this. 
on the basis of. principle. Ve. would say. that: your letter. and 
your. speeches: here..show, that. you.are..lacking’ in.a ‘sincere. desire: 
to meet us, half way. : ᾿ 

“ The. Chinese. Comrades say that ἃ majority cannot decide 
principle, . that. a majority cannot turn. a: mistake into the | 
‘truth or into principle. They .say further, in the letter and 
‘in the speech of TENG 'Hsiao-ping that a- minority cannot be 
made wrong by. a majority. ‘This, Chinese Comrades, means 
ignoring the opinion of the world Communist movement. 

YG), 82 
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' EXCHANGE, BETWEEN: REPRESENTATIVES OF 
THE. CPSU: AND--REPRESENTATIVES OF ‘THE 
CPC AT THE, SESSIONS OF THE MEETING. OF 

THE: EDITORIAL, COMMISSION. HELD IN. MOSCOW, 
..RUSSIA. ON. .OCTOBER 17. AND. 18, 1960 

ὃς 

“The, ΟΣ ἤ ΘΕ Θ᾽ are ‘abandoning. their. position: which. -they. 
. took. at δ. prior: meeting wth representatives of the the ΡΒ when’ ‘they: - 
. promised ‘a.re-examination of their stand, ifa, majority. of...the. 

. Parties. :prove: the. Chinese wrong. Now: the CPC..does ον δῦ... ΜΝ 
to reckon with: the. opinions. of ‘the international.mavement.. Not... 
a Single.Party,. including the.CPC, cannot but.ireckon with the.. 

| opinions. of: the international. movement. 

| “The CPC is’ abandoning the great: principles..of.. 
Marxism-Leninsm. The. CPC letter: of September 10, 88.611. as.. 

| the. speeches::made. here, .do ποῦ. contain,.one constructive | 
| suggestion. On,’the. contrary, ‘we must. say, to our sarrow, that 

the Chinese ’.Comrades.. are sharpening things. 

“rn - the CPC letter they tried to create. the impression 
that they. were, always for peaceful. co-existence, for the idea 
of non-inevitabillty of war'‘and for:disarmament, Everyone. knows 
this is not.so. They also.ascribe views to the CPSU that -we:..do 

- . -not hold,‘and. never held. The letter and the. speeches. have. no 
answers: for current problems. that we face, But you are. attacking 
the CPSU in: a vile.:manner like. the bourgeoisie. We. are. surprised 
that the CPC joins. in .such slanderous attacks. -Qur.-Party, has 
always. offered. support.and. assistance to. the CPC. We. suggest 
the Chinese. Comrades say how..they Want. this.méeting to-proceed, / 

» Romarks:.of TENG Hsiao-ping (hwt/. puss 

| g General. Sepretary-.o ΟΣ ΘΟΕ Ο,,. .was.the 
ἜΣ exchange. There folTows™ the ose essence. of 

He. are. glad.to; hear that Marxism-Leninism. will. be, the 
‘basis. for our discussion. We..are: also happy: ‘that..the Moscow 
Declaration of 1957 is: referred. to, Our ‘letter, the letter. of 
‘the CPC,..is.really’a reply’ to your letter, ‘the..CPSU letter. of 
June 21, -Your letter: was. the. beginning .of..a crusade. .and.‘an 
organized attack..against, us.. ‘Was..this ‘an. effort for unity: or. 
an effort to. reach. agreement by our two states? 

~ next. spésker-in™ 
_ his. remarks, ; 

NO, ar, ~ πο, 
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EXCHANGE BETWEEN REPRESENTATIVES OF , . ΝΣ 
THE. CPSU AND. REPRESENTATIVES ‘OF THE 
ΡΟ AT. THE .SESSIONS..OF THE. MEETING. OF 
THE EDITORIAL. COMMISSION. HELD IN MOSCOH,,. 
RUSSIA ON ‘OCTOBER 17 AND 18,.1960 

-\The, Bucharest.Communique is not .all~sided and .contains, 
Some erroneous. theses, Although it: contains. some. wrong theses,.for ὁ 
example, on opportunism, we Sigried but for the sake of wnity oBly. 
All the. attacks against us came and come from Comrade..Khrushchev 
but just the same. we agreed to. participate. in ‘this second.Moscow. 
conference. 70. articles. appeared. in. the..Soviet press..directed. . 
against. us. ‘and calling us. adventurers, dogmatists and other 
thi ngs. 

\Mrter Bucharest the CCCPC decided not to argue any 
more..but. to. wait..until this’ Moscow meeting.. We did:not publish. 
a single article. after that. 

At this. pbint there was an interruption by Boris 
Ponomerev, member of the CCCPSU, who said,\you. did publish..such 
articles, !/ 

N. V. Andropov, head of a Department of the..CCCPSU, 
also interrupted to say ,“\dozens. of such .slanderous. articles. were 
published against us in your press. " 

TENG Hsiago-ping continued. “on July >6,. 1960 and. on July ] 
15, 1960 ‘we stopped two publications that contained articles 
aimed at you. At.the end of:July you recalled nearly all your Ἢ 
specialists. On August 31 our government: ‘sent you some notes | 
‘because of these:terrible boundary incidents. Therefore, it [i 
is. hard for us to find a way of reconciling the words of Suslov’ i 
with the solution. of our problems in the fight against the if 
common enemy. You,. the: CPSU, which governs. the ‘USSR, carried. our 
differences into. the realm of state. relations. 

Ζ.' 

“ie. want to.. know. what..the.-CPSU.. and:.the. ‘USSR are vgokng - 
to. do. ‘Are. σου. aready:-to develop better. relations. and friendship? 

46 



EXCHANGE. BETWEEN REPRESENTATIVES OF . 
TRE: CPSU. AND REPRESENTATIVES OF THE 
CPC..AT: SESSIONS.-OF THE MEETING. OF 
THE- EDITORIAL COMMISSION HELD IN 
MOSCOW, RUSSIA ON OCTOBER 17 and..18, 
1961 

δ᾽ 
Remarks .of FROL ΚΟΖΙΟΥ͂ poli l- 

ye | | 
Froj7Kozlov_,_membersof—the.Presidium and 5. Secratarya, 

of the CCCPSU, was the néxt speaker in this exchange. The following. 
is the essence of his remarks. 

“There are no objective. conditions..that..should prevent. 
us from.reaching a solution of the many problems. We.of.the CPSU . 
cherish proletarian internationalism, and.we are surprised at .TENG . 
Hsiao-ping's question, where are we going?. Such..a.posing..of..the. .... 
question. is wrong. We never pose questions that. way.. 

\\We proceed from. the viewpoint that there must be rela- 
tions. between .us based-on proletarian .internationalism and - 
Marxism-Leninism..' We. always, ‘in practice, answered. these. questions. 
We always: offered fratérnal help. Our. relations: have .always. 
been .based :on sincere. respect for .the. people of China,. the. 
CPC, its ‘revolutionary past and its contributions:to socialisn.. 
But we must state very frankly the CPC letter of September .10 
does not help to. overcome our differences. 

\ You, Chinese Comrades ,ttasferred these arguments from 
the sphere of. ideology to the sphere of state matters.” On. the 
recall of. Soviet specialists I.would. remind the representatives 
that this was raised with Comrade MAO Tse-tung in 1958. Our 
experts were.frustrated. They found it difficult to work,. 
You carried on.agitation amongst Soviet specialists. How would 
you like it if we did the same thing amongst. your people?. When 
you .published the..magazines that you circulated in.our .country. 
you did just that.- You carried on propaganda and we protested 
andso did our people. We could either continue to polemize against. ~ 
‘you, fight you openly Οὐ take. other measures that might have led. 
to further compjications. We stopped the circultion and, the 
.publication. of, *The .fournal of oviet-Chinese Friendship? and 
the, magazine called YFriendship’. 



EXCHANGE, ‘BETWEEN.-REPRESENTATIVES OF. 
THE:.CPSU:,AND::‘REPRESENTATIVES OF. THE . 

- CPC’ AT SESSIONS..OF THE MEETING OF - 
THE .EDITORIAL .COMMISSION.:»HELD IN: 
HOSCOH,. RUSSIA ‘ON OCTOBER 17. AND.18, 
-1960.. 
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Tr .. 

\\Comrade . TENG ‘Hsiao~ping -says..that..the.,.CPC létter - 
and ‘the: speeches hhevmakes ‘here. are; actually a. reply. τοίου. 
lettex'.of, June. 21, 1960. Comrade. TENG ‘Hsiao-ping is. Wrong. . 

: We. think that. he. ‘is. only using..an: argument. tor justify. the... 
- Chinese. actions;, You have. been carrying. ‘on .. o-crusade.dgalnat,-u6..... 
and.other ‘Marxist-Leninist Parties. ~Not ance did the. leaders, 
.Ship..of. the.CPC strive. to. discuss: with us .the. questions. :0f:.. 
dispute. when: they were, in embryo forn,.. that.i8 before .they.. 

. developed... We, :on..our part, never: carried. .our..discussion ‘beyond. 
our: Centrai- Committee. | re 

Wit is an:actual: fact -that :the CBCThas attacked.the. 
international :Communist movenent, A11. the articles .on the 90th.. 
anniversary of the birth of LENIN can be considéred..official..even 
if théy did,not*~carry: the signatures of.:your leadership. ‘Ehe:CPC. 
leadership. did. speak to various. ‘people -O£: the.. fraternal Parties. " 
and. they..did.do.these things: :behind’ our :backs.. “You also involved . 
non-Party organizations;, like the-.World.Federation.of Trade ~ - 
Unions, and attacked: some fratérnal..Parties. - You .did. snot. ‘consult. 
us or any. other Party.. 

“Would. you say; .that.this..is..no attack when you call. . 
together: people to.deal with issues: which..you: raised. ‘and .related . 
to the..general iine: and. tactics which you..tried to. revise? When 
the. Parties. in, the.Bucharest..meeting rebuffed; you’ and, your. views ᾿ 
you. -turned..around.and, charged that ,an. attack is. ‘being.-made.. 
upon; you. The, CPSU etter. :of June: "21, 1960 was.:formulated in 
calm tone. and..discussed. these. questions:, Now: ‘you charge: that. 
this was .an, attack also. 

ὑλ As. regards your Séptember latter: you eharge- that . 
many. articles in, the..Soviet press.have. been’ attacks on’ China.. 
This. is not.:so;, -We wrote. articles only. to explain the: Bucharest | 
line. ~We. ‘never mentioned : China or the CPC. as a vehicle. -or :the. 
carrier. of, erroneous views... In some.articles .on. June:.28 and . 
August .13 in. "Jenmin Jihpao":, you-spoke about..contemporary 
revisionisn. You. even. charged. that Lenin's. line :on war .and 
peace had. been,.distorted.. Onl. y .the blind would.not.. understand. : 
at' whom: these’ articles were .directed. 

«θ-- 



EXCHANGE. BETWEEN REPRESENTATIVES OF 
THE CPSU AND REPRESENTATIVES OF THE 
CPC A¥ SESSIONS.OF -THE MEETING OF THE 
EDITORIAL COMMISSION. HELD IN MOSCOW, 
RUSSIA ON OCTOBER 17 and-18,. 1960: 

‘\on. August 1,. 1960 CHOU: Enlai spoke. for thé - principles. 
of peaceful co-existence. But an the See. monet OF δυβιυιθίς 10... 
one. of. your papers in an autonomous region wrote: . ὃ To abandon... 
the gun one should. take up the gun. Only. through.war.can war 
be eliminated.* 

\\You continued your arguments but not in. the abstract 
but very concretely and against the. views: of the fraternal Parties. 

Your letter was written months after Bucharest... You ‘ 
could have thought things over. You.might have asked. yourself , 
where’ does it lead?. You, TENG Usiao-ping said: "The-Soviet 
side,.is. the cause of several. boundary incidents". There are no 
boundary problems. between us, there is.no such issue..between our 
countries. -But when this question is raised in.such a manner 
by TENG Hsiao-ping, you are shifting. the sickness. trom a sick 
head to a healthy. one. 

\We bere will observe all treaties. You are. trying to 
create artificial problems or. issues. This hinders .the removal 
of differences. You are raising artificial. questions and. you 
include. these. among those that were solved a, long time ago. 
For example, why do you now raise the question of the. cult : 
of the individual. and. try. to revive. the. cult of J. V. ‘STALIN? 
In doing this’ you ignored the positive estimate of all the fraternal 
Parties. on the 20th Comgress of the CPSU and even the. decisions 
of your own 8th Congress. of. the CPC. 

‘\Our, letter only touched on Stalin lightly. This 
problem has: passed but the CPC letter made this a first. rate 
problem. but omitted the. most important aspect .of the. problen, | 
the. criticism of the cult of the individual. and its 
harmful consequences, You had two.:articles. on this question. 
But we,.since the 20th Congress in .1956, have dealt with this 
problem in. the, history books, The. History of. the CPSU, in the 
Soviet. Encyclopedia,. etc. 

Ks ET 
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EXCHANGE. BETWEEN: REPRESENTATIVES, OF 
. THE:.CPSU..AND: REPRESENTATIVES ‘OF. THE 
 CPC.,AT.-SESSIONS-OF THE:. MEETING. OF THE 
EDITORIAL ..COMMISSION-HELD.-IN.. MOSCOW, 
RUSSIA. ON" OCTOBER 17 and..18,. 1960 ᾿ 

ἡ -- - 
= ee ae --- 

\\In. your ‘letter. of. September ‘you. ‘point: ‘to..différelces.. 
regarding Poland.:and. Hungary. But you<knaw "as..well_as:;we.do,.° ~ - - = 
‘that. we. are, in..agreement..with: these. Parties. .and-with these. |. even 
.countries..concérning. the events that transpired:in. the: fall. of. 
1956. - But :now.the Chinese. Comrades. :.criticiza.us_and even try 
to raise the .question..of. the ‘location of,.our troops: -in- Poland 
‘in, 1956, Qo 

When the: reactionaries were preparing. to, attack we. 
‘moved-~our -troops.;for. the defense. of the-Polish. ‘working. class. ἐσ, . Ν 

. δνολὰ repeating a.second Hungary. MAO. Tse-tung ‘recognized . ‘this... 
. and told: us: that.the. Soviet troops-were. needed.-in Poland: .and.. 
; shouldbe. sent.in. But. events in-Poland: turned.out. differently. ae 
than in Hungary, -Here-we.can. say thanks :to the. Polish. Partyirn. 
1.15 a: ._principledParty,- very. decisive yet, flexible.. 411 the.. 
USSR. did at. that. .time. was..show.a readiness:.to. help. 

_— me wh 

“The CPC gave us advice of a.different. character..than. 
‘you now. claim... All the.fraternal -Parties..approved the..step of 
sending troops into. Hungary: to: ‘suppress. the. counter-revolution. 
‘Only the.. Chinese. Comrades: at that time:'said.it was..premature 
and. done in haste. LIU! Shao-chi. said this. He-said, wait ten days. 

. That..was.your Partys actual point.of view. Now..you.distort: 
-. your. position. of: 1956 :and hamper clarity. regarding. this. period, 

We.‘know what:.we are talking about and we have documents. to prove 
ον this. Your method can: only. whip ἂρ nationalist. feeling: in. Hungary 
..and Poland. . 

he. articles. on. the 90th anniversary of the birth of 
Lenin, you. claimed -were..supposed. to..end.all.un-clarity.. But 
even in 1956 we: did wot speak .of ideological .confusion. in the 
Communist: movement, © Only.-the. enenies charged that .and now: you 

_ talk. about ideological. confusion ‘in:-the: Communist. movement. 
You..are. bringing distortion: :and, icongusion Anto.thbe fraternal 

| (Parties by..distorting Markism-Leninism ‘and. the: Moscow. documents. 
Cot 1957). What’ you say ig in. contradiction. to. what..you.do. 

Rx 
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EXCHANGE’ BETWEEN,..REPRESENTATIVES: OF 
THE.CPSU. AND REPRESENTATIVES ΟΕ THE 
CPC..AT'SESSIONS:.OF THE. MEETING OF THE 
‘EDITORIAL COMMISSION HELD IN MOSCOW, 
RUSSIA ON .OCTOBER. 17 AND: 18,. 1960. 

“You, are trying to create a split.between the CPSU and. 
Comrade Khrushéhey, This will fail. Comrade Khrusichev is our. 
authoritative leader. He is dedicated to Communism and τὸ . 
the cause of -peace. Right now he is in. the. United. States: talking. 
to the peoples of the world. from. the rostrum" of the United. . 
Nations... He is talking. about the decay of capitalism.and.how. . 
it is.burying itself: That, Chinese Comrades, is not. white- 
washing imperialism. 

“Comrade. Khrushchev. could have stayed home here 
comfortably. Would that have ‘helped the cause of Communisn?. 

. θ᾽ braught the issues into the camp of.capitalism. He. coached 
the peoples and. he indicted the. imperialists as the. vehicles for 
war. 

“the: Chinese. Comrades are now defending Stalin. and. are. 
calling him the. second sword as did PENG Chen, It is known 
to. you in particular that Stalin's separation from the people 
caused untold suffering; it caused Shortages in agriculture. 
There .was'a lack of food in our country as well as. other 
commodities. J. V. Stalin dreamed, and only dreamed, of 
two.million poods of grain. But now, as a result of. our policies, 
we have. more than three million poods, more than the dream α 
Stalin, and even. that' is not considered enough by us. We will 
have mare. 

\It is offensive to us when in your letters and 
speeches. you.criticize our Comrade Khrushchev but. we.still 
think we should: dedicate this meeting to discuss contemporary. 

. developments and to work out strategy and tactics for the 
- . world Communist..movement. We should’ :deal with: 

1, The character of the epoch. 
'2.. War and. peace, 

3. -Peaceful co-existence. 
4, Forms. of transition to socialism. 
5. Other miscellaneous problems. : 

“We should concentrate our. work on these./ 

DALAT " 



-THE.CPSU AND REPRESENTATIVES OF THE 
CPC AT SESSIONS. OF. THE ‘MEETING..OF THE 

Additional Remarks. of . TENG Hsiao-ping 

appeared in, 

EXCHANGE. BETWEEN REPRESENTATIVES. OF . 

EDITORIAH-COMMISSION HELD IN :MOSCOW; 
RUSSIA. ON ‘OCTOBER 17 and.18, 1960 

Bint ee eed 

TENG Hsiao-ping spoke again, ‘Hé. said, I need: to-study ‘ 
and think. over what .was sajd here. But the articles. which. 

Jenmin Jihpao™ on June. 28 reflect. the viewpoint. 
of our. Party. We respect Comrade. Khrush¢hev but. many. views ‘that 
are .contrary. to.Marxism-Leninism seen to be concentrated in.the. 
views. of Comrade ‘Khrushchev. Also. Comrade. Khrusihev is. always 
attacking China,.its leadership and the. CPC, 

At this point there was an interruption by Froel-Keplav 
-who said,“we agree with Comrdde Khrushchev, / 

Mikha}}Suslov.. interrupted to say., ‘Comrade Khrushchev | 
never said anything against. the. CPC. - You fedi. for the propaganda 
of the bourgeoisie.” 

Remarks: of ‘PENG. Chen 

The next speaker in this exchange was. PENG Chen, .men- 
ber of the. Politburo and the Secretary of the.CCCPC. The 
following is. the essence of his remarks. 

_ we. refer to sources where Khrushchev has made statements 
that.attack the CPC. Where will you find statements orcassertions 
that this.is an epoch of Yimperialism and wars?? Yet..you: ‘call 
us dogmatists...-We. never madé such statements. ‘In our. press 
we write of peaceful co-existence 365 day a-year.~~ 

With. this remark, Boris.’ Ponomarev, N. V. Andropov 
and.L. F. Ilyichev.,.a11 menbers of the CCCPSU, shouted simultane- 
ously .at PENG ‘Chen, ὃ They said, we could not find a reference 

‘to peaceful co-existence in any of your speeches. or: ‘in- “any 
documents - -you have, written lately. 

PENG Chen continued. “Why. do you not publish our 

articles in. the magazine, "Problems of Peace and Socialism’ 
(also. known as, the World Marxist Review*)?”’ 

“to. Me | 

TOP 



EXCHANGE, BETWEEN REPRESENTATIVES OF 
THE. CPSU .AND. REPRESENTATIVES OF THE 
-CPC AT SESSIONS’ (08: THE ‘MEETING OF THE 
‘EDITORIAL COMMISSION HELD IN ‘MOSCOW, 

. RUSSIA ON OCTOBER 17 AND 18, 1960 

. Suslov. replied, tliis is not our magazine. alone. Other 
Parties. have. a. say. // _ 

Additional Remarks by TENG. Hslao-ping 

‘TENG Hsiao-ping spoke. .again and.said, \the. Soviet ~ 
Comrades, even before Bucharest, :did. not_agree with us\‘on our. 
Alspute with India. You actually: condemnad -aitr..position. and... 
Nehru used. your statements to whip up an. anti-Chinese. campaign. a 

¢ The source pointed out that Tass had issued..a statement. 
hoping. that: the border: dispute between China and India.could 
be. settled peacefully through negotiations. 

Andropov interrupted TENG Hsiao-ping to say, it 15. ἃ 
fact however that. the position, of. the USSR. and that statement 
stopped United States. interference. ~~ 

TENG Hsiaoeping .continued. Wthis. Statement,. which 
| was published in. the world capitalist press, . not only helped 

the Nehru government, took sides. against us but. resulted 
in attacks. against Indian Communists too. And I want to repeat 
what Comrade. PENG. Chen said, Comrade Khrushchev has been attacking 
the CPC and has. been making attacks: on China,/4 : 

a 

“ἡ 

5: Additional Remarks. by. PENG .Chen 

PENG Chen asked\what was the purpose of the Bucharest 
meeting if not $0 use China. as.a punching. bag -and Khrushchev. did 
the punching? Ls 

Reply. by Pyotr Pospelov 

Pyotr Pospelov, Candidate Member of the Presidium of 
the CCCPSU, replied. to PENG Chen and said,“I can. tell you 
the purpose of the Bucharest meeting. It was. to. get ‘the 
Parties to.consult with each. other, ~ 

Ν 
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EXCHANGE. BETWEEN REPRESENTATIVES OF 
“THE: CPSU:-AND: ‘REPRESENTATIVES. OF THE 

... CPC AT.-SESSIONS. OF. ‘THE ‘MEETING: OF THE 
EDITORIAL .COMMISSION. HELD: IN ‘MOSCOW, 
“RUSSIA, ON “OCTOBER . 17 AND 18, 1960 

τ Additional. -Remarks.. ΟΣ ΕΝ HStaosping:- ΕΞ 

~ TENG. ‘Hsiao-ping then. spoke. again. and said, “Khrushchev 
has, on. many .- occasions, said that ‘Eisenhower. believes in peace ἡ 
‘but other forces .in the United States have a hand.in. determining. 
the. situation. Why does Khrushchev have.to.praise Eisenhower?7. 
I ‘think. that. Khrushchev is wrong in believing that.Eisenhower - 

. did. not know of the U-2 flight. I. repeat. that Khrustchev concen- 
trates his: attacks. on. China and continues: white-washing: United. 
States. imperialism, its. government..and. especially Eisenhower, 
We thave.proof:of this. _ te 

\Khrushchev may. be. alright. in. talking’ about burying 
imperialism. . When. ‘he makes militant :propaganda speeches ..he is 
alright. but .as a-result..of having confidence. in imperialist. 
“Statements he ‘negates. the.idea. of burying..capitalisn.. We 
saw in your paper, the. Soviet. Press,, a cartoon: by-one Constantinov. 
(phonetic): in. which a.girl gives an olivebranch ‘to Eisenhower. 
That..idea.is not. a, fact. This is, trash that you print. in. your 
press,7 

final. -Renarks.. by. ‘Mikhail. ‘Suslov 

This. exchange came: to .a conclusion with. a -final.remark.. 
.by Mikhail ‘Suslov. He! said,\we want the. Chinese: Comrades. aiid 
the. entire. world . ,to know. that- the. Presidium, the: Central Committee, 
the. Party '.and. its.entire..membership..and .the people Of: .the. Soviet. 
Union ‘support Comrade Khrushchev unreservedly. 

This memorandum contains. neither xecommendations Nor. 
conclusions ofthe Federal. Bureau of. Investigation. It “is ‘the 
property of the. Federal ‘Bureau: of” Investigation and .isloaned 
to your .agency,; it and its. contents are, not to be distributed... 
outside..your: “agency... 

. Ἂς a ΝΣ: 
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gt Goro), 
and to the New York Division 1 ‘copy of a letterhea memorandum 
containing information concerning a speech by MIKHAIL SUSLOV 
at the session of the meeting of the torial - ommission, 
held in Moscow, Russia on 10/8/60. 

The information in the. letterhead memorandum was 
furnished by CG 5824-S5* to Special Agents JOHN Ε΄, KEATING 
and RICHARD W. HANSEN on 12/29/60. It is noted that only 
CG 5824-S* and ELIZABETH: GURLEY FLYNN from the CP-USA 
participated in this meeting of the Editorial Commission. 
For this reason and in compliance with instructions set forth 
in Bureau letter dated 11/2/60; the letterhead memorandum 
is classified "Seé¥et". The place of issue has been 
reflected as Washington, D.C., in accordance with instructions 
in re Bureau letter. 
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DECLASSIFICSATION AUTHORITY DERIVED F BOM: 

; FEIT AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 

th * ᾿ ψ» $) DATE O6-2£7-42011 

NITED STATES. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. 

100-428091 _ Washington, Ὁ, Ὁ. Ἂμ ‘Soy 
| _ January 3, 1961 ἊΝ 

SPEECH BY MIKHAIL SUSLOV AT THE 
SESSION OF THE. MEETING OF ‘THE 
EDITORIAL ‘COMMISSION “-HELD.IN. 
MOSCOW RUSSIA. ON . OCTOBER 8, 1960 
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“A source, ; who “has: “Purnighed reliable information in 

the past; has: furnishéd | the following’ -Anformation. : 

The Commission to. Prepare a ‘Document for the November . 

ieeting. of Communist: and Workers: Partiés, also. known -as. the: 
Editorial Commission, heard ἃ, speech by” Mikhail Suslov, “‘nenber 

of the Presidium. and a Secretary.of the ( the Central Committee of _ 

“the. Communist Party of the he Soviet Union’ ( (CCCPSU) in “St? George” 
“Hall in the Kremlin. in MOSCOW;. Russia on ‘Octoner” 8, ° 1960, "This 

speech was. in answer ἐδ ἃ ‘spéech* BY TENG ‘Hsiao-ping, General’ 

Secretary of : the -Comminist Party. of China.(CPC), on. Octéber 5, 

1960. The CPSU had. madé available to. the delegates. of the 

26 ‘Communist - and Workers: Parties pregent an initial draft Of 

δὶ declaration. . τον αν Ὁ εκ τ ne . 
πὰ é 

There follows the essence, of the. remarks: of Mikhail | 
"he esteemnecens SALUTE 

JES OY scree mo, JK υ55 4." OE twee 
ee 

\% amglad“that 417. the* ‘Speakete” agréed. ‘that ouscavarec 

was a Marxist-Leninist” δοσαδηῦ., AT1 spoke’ 10 ἃ. gonstructive’ 

spirit and in a “bisiness like wanner.” The ‘arart "is a “‘progratiatic 

document “It is” “Hatiiral “that “amendments ’ and siiggestions willbe 

made. that Will” enrich ‘this<docutent? We are in. agreenent . that . 

this document should analyze: -the last three years and to,.do 

this in a Marxist-Leninist Way.’ The objective of this: -docinent 

is to. consolidate the socialist. camp and the world: Communist 

movement. We-are marching steadily’ onward to new successes » 

All the Parties are guided by Marxism-Leninism. 
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SPEECH BY MIKHAIL SUSLOV AT: THE 
SESSION OF THE MEETING OF THE 
EDITORIAL COMMISSION HELD IN 
MOSCOW, RUSSIA ON OCTOBER 8, 1960 

“phe CCCPSU enphasizes the. effectiveness of the 1957 
-Declaration.and Peace Manifesto. . ᾿ 

νη, wanted to elucidate only since Comrade TENG “Heiao-ping' Ξ 
speach shows we need to give ‘some answers. In the first part.of his 
speech TENG. Hsiao-ping-said that he agrees with us on the 
character of the epoch; peaceful co-existence, the ways of 
transition, etc. He ‘also accepted the ‘draft as a basis for 
discussion, at least this is what he said. We had ‘hopéd’ that when 
the: draft is accepted 23 ἃ basis ‘we will find agreement. We 
will. do everything, all we can, to try for agreement but 
on a principiéd basis. However the second part of TENG Hsiao-ping' 8 
speech: did not contribute to the unity of oux* movement. . The 
delegation of the: CPSU must, rebuff some of the unfounded charges 
contained in Comrade TENG Hsiao-ping' S speech.- 

re ek 

> 

definition of the present époch is pased on a“Harxist-Leninist 
analysis. Τῷ 15 also based. on the theses) of. tthe 20th and 215! 
Congresses of the CPSU and the Moscow Declaration of 1957. If 
we are in agreement on the character of this epoch this, will 
clear up the confusion in the three articles of the Chinese 
Comrades in "Long Live Leninism". Agreement on the essence 
of this: epoch, gives us a clue to solve some fundamental problems — 

_that mankind could. not solve before, The questions of war 
and peace. are the most important. There is no denying that ᾿ 
the war danger exists. The imperialists cite: these dangers and 
use science to measure the amount of destruction they can throw 
on this world. 

\But ΗΝ J want to deal with some other things. the’ ΄ 

“we disagree with the Chinese Comradés on the "paper 
tiger“ idea, We.do ~- believe, however, that. this historical 
period gives socialism the possibility to. shape the course of 
history. 

‘The Communists consider it their sacred duty to deliver 
mankind from nuclear war; We hold that ‘the fight for the prevention | 
of war means using every possibility available to us to accomplish 
just that. We also hold that it is necessary to fight against - 
small wars or local wars, Here we want to emphasize and state 
that as regards local wars we mean wars started by’ the imperialists 
not national liberation wars. 

ἐ 
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SPEECH BY MIKHAIL SUSLOV” AT THE 
SESSION OF THE MEETING OF THE _ . 
EDITORIAL COMMISSION HELD IN 
‘MOSCOW, RUSSIA ON OCTOBER 8, 1960 
} 

ν᾿ om πος \The history of the second World ‘War shows. that this war 
really. started with preliminary local wars. I want -to-point - 
out that Dulles' theory or strategy of the "rolled back" idea 
was based on local wars.To fight against a world war today means 
fighting to do away. with all the So-called nests of local wars. 
To accept the Chinese locdl war theory may doon the people 
to_inaction. Many speakers here have pointed out that the ‘peace 
forces of e world. can Stop’ ‘a-big war. We want to emphasize 
that these same forces can also stop local wars. 

“We cannot agree with the idea put. forth by our 
Chinese Comrades of putting. equal emphasis on preventing 
war and on the danger of war ‘imminently breaking out. | 
The task is to use every opbortunity to stop war. We cannot 
say to the masses, maybe we will have peace ;but we 
cannot μὲ sure, Or, as the Chinese Comrades have said in their 
articles, we. are not the general staffs of the imperialists 
or “we do not decide", 

“Local wars can break out. There is no guarantee against 
‘them but there are possibilities to prevent war even before 
some more major capitalist states become socialist. The banner 
of peace makes it. possible to rally millions of people, that 
the imperialists: cannot rally.’ Comrade TENG. Hsiao-ping Says’ 
that if we: say that. war can be preverited this disarmed the people 
fighting war, . 

\We cannot agree with Comrade TENG Hsia6~ping's gs lack δὲ } 
faith in peaceful co-existence or even with the Chinese Comrade's 
acceptance of péaceful co-existence but with. all sorts of 
reservations. The enemies, particularly Adenauer and the German 
militarists say that peaceful co-existence is dangerous. ‘Comrade 
TENG Hfiao-ping says that the period since World War II is 
characterized .by peaceful co-existence: of a Sort. How do we 
conceive of peaceful co-existence? Peaceful co-existence is 
an economic, political and social. struggle that will in the 
end weaken. imperialisn.. What we are concerned with is that 
this economic, political and: social struggle does not become a 
world ‘armed conflict. ι 
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CG 100-428091 
SPEECH BY MIKHAIL SUSLOV AT.THE 
SESSION OF THE MEETING OF THE 
EDITORIAL COMMISSION HELD IN 
MOSCOW , -RUSSTA. ON. OCTOBER : 8, 1960. 

cS ae 
thé. an inperdalists. try τὰν οὐδεν armed aggression but they ἡ 

will be foiled: by our might and our day to day struggle for aeace::: Sirs οὐ 
We will use. ‘the effectiveness of socialism to bolster. peaceful s 
conexistence. Peaceful ‘co-existence will help. the masses. 
Disarmament is ‘a maj ox question: and we are out to achieve it. 
This would. ‘Lift sone burdens from ‘the masses of people | 
the world ‘over,. Peaceful co-existence and peace mean,a world 
without aris , a ‘world without, ‘armies and wars. 

Are the. -eneny continues to art we will do so. too: * In 
fact we wrote, this’ into. the. draft. We want to narrow the 
possibilities .of the imperialists ‘unleashing awar.. If we 
succeed το stop nuclear tests, to ban A and H bombs, this 
fest help. the ‘people of the world who are fighting . against 
imperialism. These. things .will' not -happen over night. ἴθ 569. i] 
our #im_as_a_long term fight to unmask ὑπ imperialists. This 
is wh what Comrade: Nikita S. Khrushchev is doing in the United 
Nations today in the lair: of imperialism. He is also, bringing 
the truth about. communism to the. ‘peoples of the world.and to 
the Americans. Comrade Khrushchev ἢ S expose: of imperialism 
and the need for China to be a member of the United Nations 
and telling the world about the achievements and great deeds 
of China were very important in waging the battle against 
imperialism: To, belittle this role of Comrade Khrughchev helps 
ur enemies. 

Von the question of transition to socialism, Comrade 
Khrushchev stated this problem at the’.20th Congress. He saw 
the necessity for struggle and even the. possibility for civil” 
wars in some. countries. but he. went ‘beyond this characterization 
and. ‘possibility. He said ‘that more diverse* forms of. transition 
to socialism. are ‘possible and ‘may ὡς even without civil war. 

\Comrade. Khrushchev’ outlined two possible forms of 
transition - peacetul and “non-peaceful; This idea has 
:nothing in common with the reformist, social democratic | 
idea for even peaceful transition. means struggle. ‘and leading 
masses of people in struggle; This . conception is contained” in, : 
the 1957 Declaration: Even at. that time the CPC disagreed, 
They said it is alright to talk about this for taétical reasons. | 
It is good to talk.of peaceful transition. But here: we 

ur Chinese comrades, 
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SPEECH BY MIKHAIL SUSLOV AT THE 
SESSION OF THE: MEETING OF THE 
EDITORIAL COMMISSION HELD IN 
MOSCOW, RUSSIA ON OCTOBER 8, 1960 

“We agree with this. idea of peaceful transition 
for more basic reasons—not—mereiy—for_tactical reasons. But we 
want to remind our Chinese friends that we never, however, 
stressed the one-sided aspect of this. problem of transition. 
It is.a question of taking advantage of the possibilities in 
our epoch such as the influence of socialism, the gathering 
of allies and broad support. .Also that we are gaining the 
upper hand in the field of production. As socialism develops 
its attractive power and ideas will increase and spread. The 
imperialists will not be able to intervene in revolutions as 
they did in the past. It is these circumstances that create 
the possibilities for peaceful transition. 

“The Chinese comrades keep:on referring ‘to both 
aspects of the problem and in doing this they reject the 
attractive power of socialism also the organizational power 
and strength of the working class. in the capitalist countries. 
In short, they underestimate the working class in the capitalist 
countries. Under’ the leadership of the communist parties in 
the capitalist countries, the workers will master other forms 
of struggie, parliamentary and non=-parliamentary. 

\Comrade TENG Hsiao-ping questioned us on the utilization 
of the collective experience of other Communist Parties. He 
stated that the CPSU denied experience of other Parties and 
that we especially ignored the experience of the CPC. I want 
to say that when we speak of collective expérience we 
include China. Comrade TENG, Hsigo-ping, on the other hand, 
thinks that if we mentioned China this was included in the | 
draft to really get_at the Chinese comrades, 

“Comrade TENG Hsiao=ping opposed the thesis of struggle 
against nationalism. In the draft we point to Yugoslavia as 
severing itself from the socialist camp, A very important 
thesis of the Mdscow Declaration of 1957 calls for combining 
national patriotism with proletarian internationalism, 
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SPEECH: BY MIKHAIL. SUSLOV AT THE 
SESSION OF THE MEETING OF ‘THE 
EDITORIAL COMMISSION HELD IN 
MOSCOW, RUSSIA ON OCTOBER: 85. 2960. 

“We use the phrase, national communism, bedause-we -΄, - ~ 
are not going to. take a step backward, For the first time: in. 
history we have an ‘international movement which includes. a 
system of socialist states. This. is something -new but this 
requires that we :must act in greater unity in order to advance 
the cause of socialism, ‘Imperialism will try to prevent unity. 
The imperialists. left us a Legacy of nationalism, Lenin often 
warned us about this evil of national pr@judices, The influence 
of Socialism or communism is so great thet even. the bourgeoisie. 
tries to use these words. but add the ‘prefix,. national, 

\The fanning of national dAloofness or pationalisn is . 
used by imperialism. Yugoslavian revisionism aimed darts 
at the .CP8U and the Soviet Union and called it hegemonyism. 
‘The: treachery of Imre Nagy in Hungary showad the poigon of 
nationalism. We also know that Comrade LIU Shao-chi has 
written many works oon the evils ofinationalism. We have 
studied these. We, thik that the. struggle against revisionism 
is bound up. with the ‘struggle against nationalism and here I 
want, to emphasize that. the delegation of the CPSU categorically 
rejects the horrible .charge contained in Comrade TENG Hsigo-ping*s ~ 
speech, the charge of great power chauvinism. 

\Remember our help in Berlin,: in Hun: ary. ‘Rémember 
the praise of support. to Egypt and Iraq.. These are manifestations ° 
of internationalism. Do you want to delete this from world ‘history, 
Chinese comrades? You know our tovée and friendship for China. We 
disregarded our own needs after World’ War II to help. China in , 
its construction. When the Sixth United States "pleet went into 
the Taiwan Straits, remember the warning of, Comrade Khrushchev 
to the ‘imperialists?’ Renember we said. that an attack on China 
would be considered by ‘the USSR as an attack on us. 

Sow about the recalling ‘of the Specialists and I 
\will deal with it only because it has been raised again, Many 
years ago we sent groups of advisors to China and other socialist 
countries, In 1956 we recalled most of our specialists and 
‘\they came home from, aii the secialist countries, Only the » 
hinese comrades asked that our specialists stay on, But our 

comrades in China began to suffer, Their experience was belittled. 
The Chinese, were counselling their people not to follow blindly - 
foreign experience. . 
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At your production and industry has been damaged, 
you, Chinése comrudes aré ‘responsible, ᾿ Your managers would 
not. listen, You fired. your examiners, Your,.foremen and many 

.-other.superviséry_positions: were abolished in your, establish- 
ments. Our people, when they insisted on high technical 
standards, were insulted and pushed around. While this was 
happening’ all the Chinese were interested ‘in was: glory: 

\In addition to the frictions between Soviet and 
Chinese officials you tried to inject ideological differences. 
We could :do nothing else but recall these specialists and experts, 

“Now on factionalism, we say it is intolerable and 
applies-to all Marxist -- Leninist Parties. ‘Comrade TENG Hsiao-ping. 
also calls for unity and solidarity. But what is needed is not 
mere words but deeds. The Leninist principle of respect for — 

the majority is valid also in the ‘international movenent not 
merely inside each Party. There can be no unity without’ this . 
principle. ‘If we delete this part from our document, the part ad 
on factionalisn, we will ‘become: distinited. 

“We bélieve in equality.. He. do not believe in 
compulsory agreement, But we do ‘need a contion line and’ common 
action, We always drew strength from unity. We must reject ἡ 
the idea of pressure or, the idea of a father Party. as ‘placed here 
by the Chinese, We have no use, for the phrases, headed by 
the CPSU, led. by. the Soviet. Union} ete, Our Party has 
proposed. to abolish, this formula,’ We base our relations with 
811 ‘Marxist - Leninist fraternal Parties on the principle of 
equality. 

“he draft before us gives proper attention to the 
jaideological. struggle. The draft stresses the importance of 
ideology today. We have heen waging a struggle against 

{Yugoslavian revisionisn. In some Parties the revisionists 
were in. power or tried to‘gain power. There were. terrific struggles 
in the CP-USA, the CP of Canada, the CP of Great Britain ἀπ 
Denmark and. other countries. We are table to say these Parties 
withstood the onslaught of the Yyevisionists and defeated then 
decisively. We must also emphasize and admit that we not only 
‘waged a struggle against the revisionists but defeated then. 
All the Parties I have referred’ to threw the revisionists out. 
‘Comrade TENG Hsiao~ping: criticized the draft declaration, as 
introduced by the CPSU, on the struggle against revisionism 
and dogmatism. ~ To ἐν ΕΣ ΗΝ 
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" \WWehold- ‘that- -unless-we-fight._ on. tito fronts, revisionism 
and doguatisin, we -cannot wan. Revisionism is the influence ο΄ ---.- 
of the bpirgediste. It underestimates the revolutionary 
potentialities ‘of? the working class. The sources Of dogmatism 
are the petty bourgeoisie. - The ‘dogmatists have no creativeness. 
They are divorced from reality. They have no grasp of the 
world revolution 85 a whole. They attempt. to skip stages. 
Lenin. wrote about this, He criticized the lefts and 
Sectarians and said the revolutionary phrase is the repetition 
of slogans ‘without life. 

‘Here af’the exact quotations from Lenin: *The 
revoluptionary phrase is a repetition of revolutionary slogans 
without taking into. account: the objective. circumstances “" 
prevailing at the given. zig zag in events, in. the given state’ 
of affairs, . Slogans beaut ifal and inebriating, with no groynd * ~ 
under them,, such is. the essence of. the revolutionary phrase 

“There is a heed for :combining~organically Marxism - 
Leninism with new propositions. The Chinese comrades: dusist . 
that at Bucharest they were subjectéd ‘to ‘unjustified’ eriticism. 
This is not so. We should remember the fact that the CPC 
organized méetings of World Federation of Trade Union leaders. 
white"in: Peking, met with them,. tried to indoctrinite 
then and eriticized ‘other fraternal Parties :in these: méétings. 
Later the Chinese:: ‘comrades. raised some of these same. things; 
with non-Party people, Therefore we had to raise these ἡ 
questions and discuss these things at ;Bucharest. 

\The CPSU,. when preparing the draft,was -motivated. 
only by the spirit. "of unity. Comrade TENG: Hsiac~ping' Ss: speech 
contained so. many erroneaus propositions, | so many unfair 
misinterpretations ‘and ‘sometimes ° even absurd Assertio#s 
with respect to our ‘Party that we were unable and indeed had | 
no right. to pass. “then. over in ‘Silence. Lenin taught us: to be guided 
by principle, to. talk things out and then: redouble our unity: ’ 
after we argue out our ‘problens. Disagreements are: bound to 
arise’ but. we must not ‘permit. ‘these to weaken our’ unity. 
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“As members of the arafting committee we should ΒΡῈ ~~~ - -- 
concerned. with preparing 8. collective. document for the . November 
meeting. We believe. we, can do-it. Here I want to state $Hae 

. that. the cPsu agrees. with ‘the proposal made: by the Parties .of 
the. United - States and Great Britain, to issue an- appeal ‘for 
peace, , I would’ ‘suggest that. this: committee be made’ .up of 
comrades fron. the United States, Great Britain; France,.. 
Poland and. others would bé drawn in to. work, ‘to ‘prepare’ such 
a document, 

\The imperialists. will try to split our ranks.. We, 
on the other. hand, must. work for cohesion,- We. must do every= 
thing necessary to Glose: our ranks. I want to warn. ‘the. Chinese 
comradés. that, a fight. has its own ‘logic. Very: often people: say 
things and go: further: than, they ‘originally ‘intended. Our 
guiding star: is. Marxism, ~ Leninism, This. is. whet keeps: us 
united, solid and monolithic. . We hope, on the basis. of 
the teachings of Marxism = Leninism to solve ‘all of our tasks.” 

The source advised that. when Suslov..finished speaking 
Hysni Kapo, member of the Politburo of the Albanian ‘Party of, © 
Labor,. jumped up; and: said that. he objected to some of thé ‘remarks 
of ‘Comrade Suslov, however,. the. delegates shouted ‘him * down. 

The Communist Party ,USA: (CP, USA )has been, designated by 
_ the, Attorney’ General of the United States pursiant to Executive 
Order 10450.. 

| This document: contains: neither ‘recommendations’ ποῦ. 
ΝΣ conclusions of. the FBI, It is the property. /of the FBI and is 
| loaned. ‘to your agency; it and. its contents:.are. not. to ‘be 

distributed outside your agency. 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

& Enclosed’ herewith to the Bureau are 7 copies“ 
a to the New York Division one copy of a letterhead mémorandu 
“πα containing information concerning the sessions of the 

Ν meeting of the Editorial Commission held in Moscow, Russia 
A on October 5, 1960, with the exception of the speéch of 

- TENG Hsido-ping on that date, The speech of TENG G Hsiao~ping 
has been set forth in a separate letterhead memorandum. 

The information in the enclosed letterhead memorandun, 
was furnished by CG 5824-S* to SAs JOHN E, KEATING and 50 
RICHARD W. HANSEN on 12/29/60. It is noted that only 
CG 5824-S* and ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN from the CP, USA 
participated in this. meeting of the Editorial Commission, 
For this reason. and in compliance with instructions set 
forth in Bulet datdd 11/2/60, the letterhead memorandum 
is classified " et", The place of issue has been 
reflected as Washin#ton, D.C,, in accordance with instructions 
in ReBulet. é Α / 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU’ ‘OF. INVESTIGATION 

in: Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. 

100-428091 | Washington, Ὁ. Ὁ, pe: 
January 3, 1961 . } ‘ 

‘SESSIONS-OF ‘THE MEETING. OF 
“THE: EDITORIAL: ‘COMMISSION: ‘HELD © 
IN. HOSCOW:,. RUSSIA ΟΝ. 
OCTOBER. By: 1960 ΒΝ 

Γ Ρ 
- -«- —— --.«- ee or -- -- - Oe --- «- -- a —_—— -- «ὦ —— — ee me te, 

A’ source, who has. furnished réliable information 
in. the, past, -has. furnished. the. following information,. 

The ‘Commission. to. Prepare a Document for: the 
November,,meeting. of. Communist ‘and: Workers’ Parties, also 
known as the Editorial Commission, met for. the fourth day 
of sessions in. St, -Georgé,; Hall. in the Kremlin ‘in ‘Moscow, 
‘Russia on October .5, 1960.. . The ‘Communist Party. of the, Soviet 
‘Union (CPSU), had made..available to the delégates..of: the. 
twenty six. Communist, and: Workers! Parties: present, an 
initial, draft ὍΣ 8. declaration; . y 

ἃς ᾿ ἣν 

Ms τ Νὰ 

The. first. speaker οὐ Οὐ tober: δ,.»1960, WAS ‘LE ayan, 
member of the ‘Politburo and: the. First Secretary_.of ‘the. ΄ 
orkers! Party of. Viet. poe rhe, following, is the: essence 

of his'remarks., s,'e. Russie 
-ΠΠ-ς|’ Το... ᾿ 

"Xn. the. draft. We have a igood basis.for discussion,. 
‘The 1957. Moscow. Declaration:was 8: good, one: -but we. must’. develop: . 
“that Declaration further: to; unite the international: movement, 
We agree with the CPSU: draft. ‘and, its.main: ‘provisions. We. 4 
will, ‘ag. we. go along, outline. our. views: ‘on ‘some <problens Ὁ we. ΝΣ 
may want to extend or: amend. oa ΩΝ ΜΝ ἝΦΕ 

- - - al 

ie agrée, with the definition. of the CPSU's draft 
.on- the character of our epoch, ‘Although ‘imperialism is: - 
decaying and. weakened, it. is ‘still strong in a big part of 
the globe and, is ‘fighting to preserve. itself. We, ‘believe. 
in peaceful co-existence: but. ‘imperialism: ‘interferes -with 
us. ‘We must strengthen: the revolutionary. moverient , in the 
capitalist. ‘countries: in. order to isolate. the. imperialist 
war. makers ὦ » Τῷ. is: necessary to step up the: struggle 
‘against. imperialism. and forthis. we need greater cooperation -- 
anongs Ὁ, the. socialist: countries for peace and disarmament, 

axcuffon orks ᾿ 
4OO-4L2 FBG LL 
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HELD IN MOSCOW, RUSSIA 
ON OCTOBER: 5, . 1960 

We eéngider disarmament a militant Slogan;But. we. regard it as 
a long term slogan, - As‘long as imperialists will be in 
existence they. will not disarm voluntarily. 

itn Laos, there is a dependence on the masses as 
well as the armed struggle and the. united front to gradually 
oust the imperialists. Flexibility prevents war in Indo« 
China, United States imperialism is. trying new methods to 
bring back imperialist colonialism in these countries. ‘They 
use force, bribery and corruption but some sections of the 
bourgeoisie are anti+~feudal and anti-imperialist and are 
making active. contributions to the forces of revolution that 
defend the independence, This prevents surrender to 
imperialism and to feudalism and thus Jays the basis for a 
future transition to socialism. 

NOur experience in revolution shows that winning 
the working peasantry guarantees the revolution if this is 
in alliance with the working class. -This is the. only way ‘to 
get the progressive sections of the bourgeoisie to go along 
with the revolution and keep them from surrendering, 

we agree that there is a need for a peace. manifesto. 
In this manifesto. we should ask for uniting Korea and Viet 
Nam and for independence for Algeria, 

“We agree. that revisionism is still the main danger 
as stated in. the. 1957 Declaration but we need to fight 
sectarianism: too, 

‘The Central Committee of. the CPSU (CCCPSU)' is. the 
center of the world revolutionary movement, Unity of all. 
the: socialist and. workers’ Parties 15. necessary. Unity 
of the CPSU and the Communist Party of China. (CPC) is most 
vital. The U,S.S.R.. is the ‘homeland. of Leninism, China 
was the first. gemi-colonial country that carried through 
a revolution and transformed a backward. country into a modern 
one. We must have unity of the CPSU and the CPC. The 

ne Dm 
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class enemy will profit from lack of cohesion. in our ranks, 
We cannot go along. on this. negative.line, We all base 
ourselves. on ‘Marxism-Leninism, When differences arise, let 
us talk it over, Let, us. not broadcast it to the world. We 
should also avoid imposing views on other Parties: and 
strive to avoid conflicts between socialist states,” 

4 
mirks. of Viadini Z “Ait 

oitski | Pe 
εξ ΤᾺ 2:5 

The. source..advised that{ TENG Hsiaom-ping, General - 
Secretary Of _the.. CPC, was the next “spe ker on~October ὃ, 
1960, Because. of the length of his remarks, they have heen 
set: forth elsewhere, . TENG Hsiao=ping was followed by Vladimir 
Koitski, ajSecretary of ‘the Central Committee of the Communist 
Party of Czechoslovakia. in July, 1960, an amendment to the 
onstitution of Czechoslovakia, described Czechoslovakia as 

a socialist,vepublic. The: following is the essence of the 
renarks, of Koitski. | 

| thanks to the upsurge of the socialist camp, we 
were able: to codify ourselves as a socialist state, 

and capitalism, -This. is a new era in the. crisis. of capitalis 
The slogan, a:world without wars, and without arms,is. a 
hunanist slogan and will meet with response throughout 
the world, 

‘This is the epoch of competition between socialism Ν 
Mm. 

“Local wars can lead to world war, therefore, it is 
necessary to fight to prevent local wars, The West Germany 
militarists would like to strangle the German Democratic 

-sRepublic, United States imperialism would like to smash 
Cuba, It would like to do it through a local war. Of course, 
such a war would have wider consequences, We must understand 
this as well as the imperialists. The draft document must 
fight. West German militarism and imperialisn. 

an Jon 
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EDITORIAL COMMISSION 
HELD: IN MOSCOW; RUSSIA 
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Ive should: put forth slogans that will unite. the 
peoples of Europe, 511 who had suffered from German fascisn,. 
We ‘must: give more support..to the German Democratic Republic, 
This is where the front Line. against aggression. is now. 
Peaceful co-existence, in essence, is anti-imperialist. 
Peaceful co-existence separates new and independent. nations 
‘from militaxy blocs and for peace.. We must therefore, more: 
actively advance peaceful cocexistence, No socialist country 
can ‘solve its task.in an isolated way by itself, ὅθ. should use 
cooperation and all around mutual assistance, ᾿ 

SESSIONS OF THE lpi 

The Czechoslovakian delegation whole heartedly agrees 
with the section cf the draft which shows the possibility. of 
a peaceful transition te socialism. The peaceful way will 
more readily win allies for socialism. The peaceful way 
‘does not exclude great class struggles. The Czechoslovakian 
experience showed a possibility of peaceful transition. 
We won the workers to our side, We had great influence 
in parliament and we were able to change the armed apparatus 
from one. serving the bourgeoisie to one serving the people. 
In 1948, when counter=revolution — tried a coup, the 
armed. workers rallied behind the Party. 

\Despite the outside support for the counter- 
revolution, the reactionaries, were smashed and their 
influence dissipated, We even: used pre-revolutionary laws 
and parliamént to seal their defeat, At that time we were 
charged. both by Matyas Rakosi of Hungary and by the Titoists 
of Yugoslavia with opportunism and the spreading of illusions, - 
But that did not prevent us from going ahead with a revolution 
in. the way. that was best suited for our country. 

\the: various. Parties will implement policy on the 
basis of the general documents,.we work out here, as well as 
the, Moscow Declaration of 1957, but they will have to take 
the pecularities of their countries into consideration, Cuba 
and its revolution might serve as a geod example. 
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The delegation of. the Coimunist Party of Czechoslovakia 
objects. to ‘the CPC. attitude toward. the CPSU and Comrade 
“Khrushchey.: -Such.an_attitude. hurts. our unity, -How. do. ‘the 
Chinese Comrades. reconcile: this.with their statétient;’that--- —[-- - 
the. CPSU: 15 the: 'thead Party". The fact is that. they. do not | 
agree that -there: should be a. center of international unity 
amongst: all the fraternal Parties, // 

gf eA 

Renarks: of: Zenon: Kliszko ᾿ 

The. next speaker Was. Ze .gmember ‘of: the 
Politburo:.o athe Bolish.Uni teds or Gre Pantys: Te ey O ne pee uel 
s;the essence .of his ,Temarks., v2 433,'4 

"the. | Polish delegation agrees with the. CPSU τ 
and the ‘wnanimous adoption of it asa basis for. discussion,. 
“Peaceful cosexistence is the center of our: foreign ‘policy. 

“Wladyslaw Gomulka ; First Secretary οἵ. ‘the Polish 
‘United: Workers! Party has said that the. policy. of peace can 
be carried. through: by. capitalist states as well as socialist 
‘States. The point is we do not want.,the cold war. or ἃ hot: 
war, Wo are: already seeing the positive effects. of: Gomulke! 8, 
Khrushchev's (and; other socialist, leader's visits to the 
capitalist. countries. : (attendance. at the: Fifteenth General 
Assembly of .the.United Nations). | 

fly agree with the. other. speakers. who put-emphasis. | 
on the. -prevention of local. Wars. ‘Local, wars: can and. must \ 
be. prevented, ‘Tf. this was an impossibility. ‘then. Cuba. ‘could | 
not. be in; existence for a fey. weeks - Let alone for a2 few years. 
Local, wars ‘can ‘spread. to a world war. . We-have. to fight: both, 

" Peacefal transition:.is. most profitable for the .. 
working. class, ‘but,.we should ‘be prepared for: both forms, 
peaceful ‘and. violent, but remember that. as. capitalism. gets _. 
weaker and, socialism stronger, the possibilities of 
intervention against. the revolution, decrease; . 
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\ iadty of action, particularly in foreign policy, 
is. essential amongst the social states, Now there. is close 
cooperation on this “as well as--in-the. econonic and other 
fields, The: new relations between us are based on prolétarian 
internationalism. We are surprised that the Chinese Comrades 
are challenging. this concept now although the draft proposes 
to strengthen this section. 

“We are glad that the 20th Congress of the CPSU dealt. 
with the: cult. of personality... In getting rid of the Stalin . 
cult,.the relations. between the. Polish Party and the CPSU 
as well. as. the relations between. our governments, are good, 

‘The CPSU and Comrade, Khrushchev command our respect, 
the respect':of .our entire Party and people, 

\ We. have some proposals for the draft. which we will 
give. to the secretariat, Chinese Comrade TENG Hsiao-ping 
raised a number: of questions that sounded contradictory to 
the first part of his speech when he claimed that he agrees 
with the-draft as a basis. The part. dealing with war and 
peace in Comrade TENG Hsiao~ping'’s speech seemed very 
contradictory... In the last war, Poland lost every fifth . 
person, This was.a war without nuclear weapons, How can 
we approach our :people with the kind of propaganda that -the 
Chinese ‘Comrades use and which puts the emphasis. on. war. 
There are millions: of Poles living in the United States. 
How could we: approach. them,. even talk to them, unless we 
counteract the. capitalist war propaganda, The Chinese 
nethod would make it impossible for us to do: so, _ 

\The Chinese Comrades repeated that revisionism 
is the main danger ‘but if I heard them correctly, they said] 
that dogmatism is non-existent. I believe that. the 
Chinese Comrades exaggerate. the revolutiona ossibilities 
in many parts of the’ W inese comrades talk 
about the revolutionary peoples in the United States; We 
do not know where they get such ideas... We need more 
objective. appraisals of situations. We cannot create 
situations to suit ourselves, ἡ 
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SESSIONS OF THE DE skp 
MEETING OF THE 
EDITORIAL COMMISSION 
HELD. ‘IN MOSCOW, RUSSIA 
-ON OCTOBER :5, -1960._. 

. This speech by Kliszko concluded the sessions of 
October 5, 1960, 

‘This. document contains: neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. -It is. the 
property of the Federal Bureau. of Investigation and is loaned 
to your .agency; it and its. contents are not. to he. distributed 
outside ‘your: agency. 
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oY TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 
f ! 

FROM: ‘ SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

med There are enclosed herewith to the Bureat, 7 copies 
Δ and to the New York Division one copy of a letterhead 

“tf memorandum concerning the sessions of the meeting of the 
Ν Editorial Commission held in Moscow, Russia on 10/7/60. 

~ The information in the lettérhead memorandum was 
ἔθος furnished to SAs JOHN E, KEATING and RICHARD W, HANSEN by. | ~ 

| CG 5824-S* on 12/30/60. It is noted that only CG 5824-S* 
NN and ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN from the CP, USA, participated 

in this meeting of the Editorial Commission, For this 
reason and in compliance with instructions set forth in 

Ness dated 11/2/60, the Letterhead memorandum is classified 
tt t",. The place of issue has been reflected as 

shington, D.C., in accordance with instructions in 7m eBule 
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File No. 

100~428091 Washington, D,. Cc, 
January 5, 1964 

™ 

‘SESSIONS. OF THE-MEETING OF THE τς 
ips Ors EDITORIAL COMMISSION HELD IN | 

, "MOSCOW, RUSSIA ΟΝ. OCTOBER.:%,. 1960 wi 

A source, ‘who has. furnished reliable information ᾿ ᾿ 
in the’ “past, has ~ furnished | ‘the following information: ---- - aie 

The. Commission ‘to. Prepare a Document for the 
«November. neeting: of Communist and Workers’ Parties, also 
‘known. as the Editorial Commission, -met. for the sixth. day 

en OF. ‘sessions: ‘in. St.George Hall in the Kremlin ‘in Moscow, 
S2Russia, on: October. 7, 1960.. The ‘Comnunist- Party of the 

Soviet. Union (CPSU) had made available to the delegates. 
of the. “twenty ‘six Communist. and Workers" Parties: ‘present ; 
the. Anitial draft of: a. ‘declaration. 

a 

Remarks of Peter. Borilz 

On October 7, 1960,. Fro zlov substituted for . 
" ‘Mikhail Suslov .as chairman of” €e . -Both are members: US 6 ν 
of 86 Presidium» and. Secretaries of the Central Committee SbF 
of ‘the: cps (ΘΟ ΕΒ — ἢ eT 

ἐς ἀκ ἂν Ὁ | 
Pe τ ἘΘΈΕΣΞΕσται la,. nenbex..of.the.Rolitburo,. ofthe: ΜΝ 

: ~“the- ie ΕΙΣΕΈ speaker" THe" foLlow— Ao 
ang isthe Sasencecor his remarks, ; ; Tg 

> 

. Ny agree with the CPSU draft we have before us.» 1 . Ὁ ὮΝ 

‘agree with ‘the. characterization of the epoch,. with the | " A 
-sections'on war and: peace, peaceful co-existence; and he 
general ‘line of thé draft. I want ‘to take issue with. ' 
TENG Hsiao-ping. . It is the opinion of the Rumanian. ‘delegation 
that’ the Chinese- statements ‘that they agree. with the draft — 
are: only perfunctory. 

\The: Chinese thesis is erroneous and denies’ the ͵ 
possibility of peaceful. co-existence, . We ask. the Chinese 
Comrades which of the twenty six Parties present here ever 

- @enied- the. war, danger. Who;.:then, are you. aiming at? Do 
you mean. the. CPSU, those people who sacrificed and - lost: Hore... 
than anyone else in the last war? Take ‘a good. look at. the 
draft , Comrades. ‘The war préparations of ‘the imperialists 
are: clearly stated, 
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re is the Chinese Communists who are under- 
estimating: United States. imperiglism, especjally when: they_. 

‘— τ ——propound--their- ideas..about..the: Ypaper | tiger? . This is’ a “ 
wrong. There are contradictions in’ the Chinese. .Comrades!~ ~~ ΝΣ 
reasoning, On the one hand they deny that peaceful cO~ 
existence.'is possible. On the other hand, they under- 
estimate United States imperialism. Who creates ‘illusions? 
Which’ sloganc would sbatiacsmobiLizing: one 2 

atom ἃ 

“The Rumanian Workers' Party denies the charge of 
great nation chauvinism made by the-Chinese against the . 
CPSU, This is what the Yugoslavian revisionists say.. This 
attack of. yours spearheads the attack against the world ᾿ 
Communist movement, . 

XSince TENG: Hsiao-ping raised. some questions about 
socialist constructions: I want to raise some questions 
regarding the material basis for socialist ‘construction. 
We consider that the Chinese aimed their attack not only. 
against the CPSU but against the policy and line. of. the 
Rumanian Workers' Party. This type of attack has:-no .basis 
in ‘fact but .it does’ disrupt the unity of the socialist camp. 
This, breaks the solidarity of the world Communist movement... 
We would like to urge the Communist Party of China. (CPC). 
not to remain. deaf. to the appeals of the other Parties, 
We want -to. plead with ‘you to help unite the, world: Communist 
movement. Albanian Comrade. Kapo insulted all of the Parties | 
which were: present: at Bucharest. He is completely. Wrong, 
when he.denies the. usefulness. of that meeting. Without, 
Bucharest, we. would have been unable to: prepare. this, meeting.” 

Remarks of. Alberti 
Gonzales. ‘Paulino... 

The next. speaker was. Albert 3X nzalesPaulino:,,. Ὁ 
member. of the; Central 1 Conmittes~or" the Communist“Par ty~of AL 

“Argentina, Thefollowing is”the essence’ or“his* remarks, YF 
| INS 
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Ny approve the declaration of the CCCPSU, which is 
-before-us-now,-- The. Argentinian. capitalists would like & war. 
They want to.sell a lot of goods and.get rich quick, :so 
they can repeat what happened in the, last war. In. the 
Latin American situation, there are. dangers of local wars. 
‘The Communist Party of Argentina is mobilizing. all the 
people, including. sections of the national bourgeoisie, 
for a struggle against imperialism. This mobilization. 
gogs on side by side with and is a part of a struggle. for 
peace, | . 

Wy believe, speaking for our Party, that the charge 
of great power chauvinism, leveled at the Soviet Union by ΄ 
the Chinese Comrades, is wrong. and insulting, . Does some 
other Party want to assume leadership and replace the 
CPSU,. with the: false assertion that the CPSU has abandoned 
Marxism-Leninism? What about help to Cuba? Who gave 
this help? If the Chinese Comrades would think and not be 
so. subjective, they could. give us the answers to these. ᾿ 
questions, 

Wy want to say something about the Albanian 
Comrades, All they did was ‘repeat the arguments of the 
Chinese and they are repeating infantile Leftism. If . 
we were to listen.to them, we would not be able to: work in 
any mass organization, The Albanian Comrades insulted all 
of the Parties. The Commnist Party. of Argentina. fights 
both revisionism and sectarianism and we are of the opinion 
that one or the other can become the. main danger. . Therefore, 
we should fight against all deviations. . We, from. the Communist 
Party of Argentina, are fighting for agreement here, We 
hope we can unite on .the basis of principle. . 

Remarks ‘of Khaled. Bakdash - 

᾿ The nex ‘speaker wagffbeles) 
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τ ΔΙῚ agree with the draft of the..CPSU,. We should | 
- put more emphasis-—in—this- -draft_on_the_ role of ‘the U,S5.5:R; 

me we ... 
-- a and the’ aid. it. is giving to -itany countries, in ordér ‘to _ ." 

show that. it embodies the. hopes of all peoples. At the . 
present time, the world Communist movement has: no inter- 
national coordinating: body.: ‘But the: CPSU, better than any 
other Party: or anyone else, can ‘give euidance and ‘leadership. 
to our movement, No-one can replace the CPSU. - No. one. else 
is capable of doing it. ‘ 

“The chief-task of all peoples is-to struggle for 
peace, Imperialism can transform local wars into a World, 
war; .The.imperialists are. afraid: of ‘the slogan of 
peaceful co-existence, Therefore, the fight for peace, 
for disarmament, for the banning of nuclear bombs, etc, 
is important to "all peoples, . 

. \Now I would like ‘to say a few words about the 
role of the national bourgeoisie. It is.quite ‘likely. that, 
‘there -will -soon. be an explosion: against Nasser's dictator= 
Ship in Syria.; We must have some clarity on the. ‘question 
of the rolefrmm the national ‘bourgeoisie. In some countries, | 
Comrades wantti to skip stages ‘and made some leftist 
mistakes because they wanted to go from the’ national ‘democratic 
revolution. straight to-socialism. I would place this 
problem as follcwe: 

1) The ‘chief task is independence from. imperialism, 

' 2) The-nueticnal bourgeoisie will not solve this. 
problem by itself. 

.3) We unite with some sections of the bourgeoisie 
and fight through unity for democratic and economic 
independence, 

4) The: people are mobilized and urged ‘to. parti-~- 
-‘cipate in the affairs of state and .in the-making: of policy. 

5) We cement the. ‘alliance between the working 
classes and the peasantry. 
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“The imperialists usually work: ‘with the right. wing 
of the capitalist class and the reactionary landlords. Even 
when 2 country gets its independence, the establishment of 
state capitalism is not enough, It is the task of thé 
Communists and the working class to show the path to socialism, 

“The Nasser: policies have been adventurous policies, 
His policy of uniting Syria and Egypt ‘has proven bankrupt 
and the people are begining to see this. Pan-Arab unity is 
not a good slogan and we should help to expose this. 

‘Now I will say a few words about the Chinese 
Comrades, Speaking for the Communist Party of Syria, I 
want to express my anger about the speech of TENG Hsiao~ping? 
His accusations against the CPSU are slanderous, especially 
the charge of great power chauvinism. If the CPSU is 
chauvinistic, then who is an internationalist? The 

oklet put oyt by the Chinese Comrades and,called %Long 
Live Leninism”, is not in keeping with Markism-Leninism 
or with the Moscow Declaration of 1957, Why did TENG , 
Hsiao-ping emphasize a lot of small things here, such as 
the withdrawal of the specialists? Are these the main 
things before us? Can it ‘be that the CPC, having in mind that 
China has the biggest population, feels it sinuld therefore 
lead our movement? Maybe this is big nation chauvinisn, 

Δ Are ‘the Chinese Comrades ‘trying to destroy the 
‘CPSU? The CPSU is ‘the leading Party., the most experienced 
Party. of all, it has proven its. international solidarity 
since. the. time of its‘existence,. It is proving it -now 
every ‘day by the practical aid it. gives. to backward 
countries and sometimes. this.is done at the expense of the 
needs. of the Russian. people, 

“The Chinese Comrades started a drive right after 
the 90th Anniversary of Lenin's birth. . They. charged all 
who did not agree with them as being. ‘revisionists. - We 
have been receiving letters from Syrian Comrades who.are in 
China. They tell us about the pressure. being placed on 
‘them in the same way that: pressure had been put:.:on. the 
specialists ; of the. U.S.8S.R. No.wonder the U.S. S.R. has 
withdrawn its specialists from Chine, 
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\aipanian Comrade Kapo- sometimes speaks of the need, 
πόντον --|-for-an-entirely, new ‘text_ book. on: on: Marxism-Leninism, The 

‘| Albanian delegate seems to be. guided by emotion instead-of — = -» --— 
analysis. . 

\Despite our differences I. hope that this. meeting and 
| the November meeting will lead:to the unity of our movement, % 

- Remarks of MariozAlves ape 1925 

The next speaker ‘was Mari Valves,,..member. of. the. ον 
Presidium and. ithe Central. Commi fhe-Communist Party 

ὩΣ: Brazil.. Alves: is approximately 35 years of ‘age and spéaks Cn? a7 f 
“sSone“English. .The following.is:the essence of his remarks. os 

ral 

‘We. ‘agree with the basic draft given to us ‘by ——~ 
the CCCPSU.: At the Fifth Congress of the Communist Party 
of Brazil, held only some weeks ago, Comrade Luis Carlos 
Prestes’ stressed the importance :of preventing war,. the. 
need for: peaceful co-existence and the importance of .the 
peace policy: of the socialist camp. 

MWe should introduce the experience of other 
Parties into the draft. The Cuban revolution is the most 
important contribution to tthe cause of peace. . It showed 
.that‘United States’ imperialism cannot. count ‘on ‘Latin 
America to support its: policies. United States imperialism. 
‘has, used the cold war to impose the most horrible. conditions 
‘upon:.the :peoples of Latin America. We believe that peaceful 
co-existence creates favorable conditions and. encourages 
the. anti~imperialist..and democratic front. 

Regarding peaceful transition, we think that 
. under some’ conditions this may be possible, but we'!,shoulid 
be. aware of: resistance. on :the part of. the bourgeoisie. 

. ‘We in Brazil are now concentrating on legal means of . 
struggle, . For 10:years, even when there were possibilities 
to use legal means,. our Party engaged in sectarian methods, 
We. used to urge armed struggle and thus isolated ourselves 
from the masses, Even in some semi-colonial countries, the 
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possibility exists for a peaceful transition to socialism, 
Perhaps the ‘Cuban. situation is-different... While we. think . 
of peaceful transition, we should: be ready for other.’ 
eventualities . If we stress. the peaceful way now, we will 
strengthen ourselves for the later struggle. ᾿ 

\tn .our Party, we were fighting revisionism several 
years ago... This revisionism was a reaction to sectarianism, 
Since the. sectarians lacked a self-critical approach, we . 
could not fight revisionism effectively. We. fought.on 
one front. That is, the leadership of our Party fought 
on one front. This allowed sectarianism to fiourish. It. 
was only later that we began to fight on two fronts,..and 
defeatedthe revisionists. We always need to fight on two 
fronts but sometimes we have to stress one or another 
deviation.At the present time we think sectarianism is 
the, main danger in our Party. ᾿ 

Ny disagree with Comrade Bakdash on his concept of. 
the national: democratic state, Perhaps this is the prospect 
for some dependent states but I doubt its validity for all 
countries, Some countries are different. In some countries 
we do have an anti~imperialist democratic front. 

\y had hoped at the beginning of. TENG Hsiao-ping's: 
speech that there was some hope for possible agreement. 
{I disagree with the Chinese Comrades and while I am. not 
completely discouraged, I believe we will have to do more | 
to achieve unity.. My Party told me to stick to principles 
but to try: to do everything possible to bring about unity. 
I hope the Chinese Comrades will understand us and cooperate,'/ 

Remarks of Kenji.Miyamato 

Κορ δήτνθμιε!ο ΚΘ 6731 Secreta of the Communist 
> Party_of Japan was the next.speaker, . The following is the 

- “essence”of"his remarks; . 
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\the seventh Convention. of ‘the Communist Party. ‘of 
Japan in 1958, confirmed 18 1156, the: Moscow. Declaration and 
Peace Manifesto of 1957, We support the. draft of the’ CPSU... 
ἴθ. want to say. something about war, peace, and national 
independence, United States imperialism is the aggressor,. 
trampling on the sovereignty of 411. nations. I could: 
quote from the draft a ‘statement which shows that. United 
States imperialism is the chief aggressor. This δος 16 
‘already indicated in the Moscow. Declaration and. the. Peace . 
Manifesto, 

“The United States. has imposed a treaty on us. 
It has’ bases. in Japan. We are surrounded by nuclear weapons. 

' The United States. has revived all of the monopolies in our 
country, even. the ones that were to he destroyed after the 
war,. In this way, Japan has. been made dependent on United 
‘States imperialism, Our struggle for the. revision of. the 
treaty was at the same time and still is a struggle for 
independence. 

NOQur Party consistently opposed United States 
domination. The social democrats and the Trotskyists 
saw only the native monopolies... We saw both, including 
United States. imperialism. United States imperialism 
is our direct enemy. We.appealed to the people of Japan 
to take. action against the Eisenhower visit and at the. 
same time we organized. to fight the treaty. Some social 
democratic leaders hesitated at first but after the U=-2 
was shot down,over the U.S.S\R., they agreed with us. 

\“\The United States«Japan treaty is aimed at. the: 
U.5,:5.R, and’ China, as well as other countries of Asia; 
At the same time, it is a threat to Japan itself, The 
protests of ‘the U.S.S.R. and China regarding the treaty 

-were an inspiration to our struggle and the people of 
Japan, : 
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\rt is correct , aS the 1957 Manifesto points out, 
and-as we do now, to consider the fight, for peace as the 
main-aim., Recently there were. numerous conferences in Japan 
with wide representation, . These conferences came out against 
nuclear war, We believe we can fight to, prevent war.: We. 
are telling the people that the, United States bases in Japan 
have turned our country into a prime target for atomic 
attack, The people are listening and the prospects to 
avert war look good. 

Nin our Party we will fight two deviations: and 
these -are: | 

1) ‘The revisionists, those who claim that 
imperialism has changed, Some of these people even say 
that the easing of. tensions is δ΄ result of a change on 
the part of the United States, 

2) We are fighting the Trotskyist deviation. 
-There are some people, like the Trotskyists, who are against 
‘peaceful co-existence. They call this *compromising. with 
imperialism, ‘We recently had to expel a few people who 
gave voice. to these ideas. 

‘The struggle to defend peace is the main task 
and must be linked with: the fight for independence and 
freedom. Without national independence, .there will be 
no peace because we are Linked by: military agreements with 
imperialism. Some of our land is. occupied by the United 
States, American. ships can. come: to any Japanese port even 
if they carry atomic: cargoes, 

δὶ agree with the analysis of the present epoch 
in. the CPSU draft. 

\We believe. that more stress is needed on the 
tasks of the Parties which are struggling in the capitalist 

scountries, The Japanese peoples’ struggie is gaining: - 
momentum. .But we have not yet succeeded in ousting the 
United States or in breaking the military alliance, In 
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October, we lad ‘the big-wave of protest, which is continuing, 
against the United States-Japan treaty. Pacifity. in this 

. period is. dangerous. - We need a more comprehensive. explana- 
tion of the crisis of capitalism, the new features and the 
contradictions, We must not forget that the imperialists 
still dominate a large section of the world, -This is why 
we should enlarge on ‘this section of the draft. 

& “Thy 

‘"MIn-Japan, the Trotskyists have penetrated ‘the 
student movements, They did.a Jot of harm and counter- 
revolutionary: damage to these movements, 

Wapan is. not a typical colony ‘and, not since World 
War Ii, isite capitalist country in the Western Kuropean \ 
sense. . It is now a country to a large extent dependent on 
the United States, 

\What is the line. of the ‘Communist Party of Japan? 
It is to establish.a broad democratic front in keeping . with 
what we said in the Moscow Declaration and what is said in the 
present draft, . 

‘We believe that the forthéoming revolution in ‘Japan | 
will develop along socialist lines. - We have now developed 

- some unity of-action with the Japanese Socialist Party ‘on: 
a national scale. This..gavé our struggle a very broad 
scope despite: the sabotage by the top leadership of. the 
Socialist Party. .We have in Japan a united front of 100 
mass organizetions with ‘the Communist Party included, This 
threatened. ‘to isolate the Socialist Party of Japan, They 
were,’ therefore; .compelled to join. “Two. hundred thousand 
local. organizations that ‘conduct daily struggles. on various 
issues have-been-established in ‘Japan. This made it 
difficult for the Socialist Party of Japan to break. the 
united front. We, the Japanese Communists, displayed a 
lot of patience. United States imperialism began to 
penetrate and influence. the Socialist Party, and caused 

- gome hesitation anongst its : leadership but finally, ‘the 

Socialist*Party.. yas 1 forced, “€hrough mass pressure, to 

renounce the United “States-Japan alliance, 
“10. PR ξο 
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Non the. question of transition ‘to socialism,.. we 
favor’ the tworways,—as.it-is placed in this draftand. was 
placed in’ the: prior’ Moscow ‘Declaration. --We-Lavorcthe 

peaceful way but the. imperialists’ will interfere ‘and | ‘the — 
socialist. camp may. have to play a role, 

\pegarding the peace: manifesto. we are going to draw 
up,- we would suggest that.we insert something on national 
liberation into that document, .We have respect. for the 
Chinese: revolution :and the ‘CPC, . If we do. not achieve: unity 
here, it-will help the imperialists. . It-:could even. cause 
a split in. our Party.. It would be ‘costly, . On a world-wide. 
scale: it would be much more damaging, The. Japanese 
delegation would like to suggest that we carry Οὐ our:work 
-in. this conference in a more friendly spirit, even when we 
are in disagreement. Let us not:-argue over small things. 

ποι 

.the essence”o SPLPEMATES yrs wrwraneeste er 

Let us try to discuss the basic problems.” 

The source advised that .the Communist Party’ of 
Japan .15. engaged in a factional fight. The majority favors 

. emphasis on :the: democratic ‘front and national independence 
with ‘the idea of socialism as something for the future. . The 
concentration. must; first:of all,. be against.United States. 
imperialism.in-an. effort to win over the nationalists in 
Japan,-including sections of: :the. bourgeoisie. The minority 
faction states that the chief enemy. is domestic monopoly 
capitalism and that it, is: necessary to. unequivocally put 
forth a program for socialisn. 

. Remerks:-of LEE Heesoon . 

The: next speaker W ; _member ‘of the 
Presidium of the Korean Party or Labor, . The following: is: 

το draft contains a good: contents. on the. whole 
and.is in the: spirit of: the Moscow Declaration.:. The 
Korean delegation agrees with the. draft on the analysis: of 
the epoch and the. world situation, . The struggle that. ‘took 
place in South Korea recently proved a lesson ‘that: we must 
not forget, That is, that if the ‘people unite; Shey can 
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deliver biows against United States imperialism, Next to. 
énphasizing-the. gains of: Socialism, we need to show the 
disintegration of the colonial, system, - 

YThe United States imperialists have brought into 
‘South Korea, rockets and other atomic weapons,. We know 
that they are generally preparing for aggression. If we 
are able to resist and hold back the imperialists, it is 
because we derive strength from the cohesion of the 
socialist camp: which is headed by the U.S.S.R. 

ἀπο must unite the world Communist camp. The 
imperialists are trying to drive a wedge between the various 
socialist ‘countries, The Korean Party of Labor follows 
the Moscow Declaration on international solidarity, The | 
U.S.S.R. stands as the chief guardian of. the socialist worlds. 
The Chinese Peoples’ Republic gave us great help. We say, 
therefore,. that. unity and cohesion are needed; with the | 
U.S.S.R. at the head. We should expose the agénts of 
imperialism who are predicting a weakening of ΟἿΣ unity. 

‘The fraternal Parties should adhere to. the. non~ 
interference in the internal affairs of the various Parties 
and at the same time should, apply proletarian inteynation- 

"alism in their daily work. v 

Remarks..of:, Elizabeth Gurley Fiynn 

The next speaker was Eligabeth curiepsan.. 
Vice.Chatrman, and nonber\of the _Natjonal..Co) eono0f. the MY 
Caamanist Part Party, USA.(CP, USA). “The following is tho" 7)~< 
essence or her remarks’, US 6S, i 

“I endorse the draft of the CPSU,. however there is 
some: phraseology in it that the. American CP would not’ agree 
with. There is too much on the ‘dictatorship of the. 
“proletariat. There. is. also too much emphasis: on the violent, 
méans of achieving socialism in contrast to the. peaceful ! 
transition to socialisn, ees | 
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ΕΝ ΔῚ do: not. object: to. the: dictatorship of ‘the: . 
| ~ préletariat- ‘in-principle but many. comrades. went-to jail 
ἢ because: ‘1t. was: placed. in. 1 this form, : I-hope-that;.the ̓ 
! . declaration..can :give the contents of. the meaning. of the: ~~ --ο--.-.  - 

dictatorship. of. the; proletariat. :without creating a scare: 
or placing :the: CP; :USA in legal jeopardy.,: There. is a hearing . 
before: ‘the: highest ‘court in, the United: States at the. present 
time. and. this’ hearing involves. this’ problem, ~Therefore,- I 
am notesure™ that--the:CP ;: USA: will be able to. endorse any . 

: resolutions ‘that, may be- ’ adopted: here.,, 

ANY disagree. with the. Chinese Comrades, . If. we were- 
to follow.the, line: of. the. Chinese, Comrades:.and not emphasize | 
‘the. shorrors of atomic. war, whatever peace: movements’ exist, 
in the. United States would ghy away from anyone. who would 
preach war or “would. emphasize that. the. consequences are.not as 
horrible as: the. imperialist: propagandists. say they are.. 

NIn regard :to. Comrade Khrushchey, I recently read, 
‘some.-Chinese.:document which makes am attack.on him. I. 
think ‘this attack; is wrong .and. unfair, Comrade. ‘Khrushchev 
does. not merely talk of .the-vitties of. peace and. Communisn, — 
but. he goes out to-do. battle, Right. now he is inthe: United: 
States.’.-Despite. the. hostile-press.in-the United. States, he 
gets a ‘hearing ,: -introduces;-proposals ‘at. the’ United. Nations,: 
and; appears on. radio and: television. -He.:-has. brought the 
ideas’ of: Communism: ‘to: millions, and: millions-of. people ias, he~- 

ri “Gad OD, & prior trip... He-may have .done..more in. a. propaganda : 
iway. in his brief. visit than ‘the American: Communists .-have. been: 

*Jable to do inthe. many, years. of the existence: of the :CP.;2 USA, 
The: world: Communist movement: ‘Ought to give Comrade. ‘Khrushchev 
a vote of ‘thanks. for his bravery ,:-clarity,-.and- dexterity :in “™ 
fighting :for the. cause of. peace: and» Communism and, against ‘ 
colonialism. in the” United. Nations.:: 

δ am. sorry. to disagree. with. the: Chinese. Comrades. but 
χα -think they..are.damaging: the. world. Communist. movement. 
Ι get the:,,impression that thé Chinese Comrades: .do*not..care 
what ‘happens. to ‘the Communist Parties’.in- the. capitalist. 
countries,.. ‘I hope. that. the Chinese Comrades: will see. ‘that 
their policy ds. not being. accepted by the: overwhelming: ; 
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najority. .of the: Parties,.. I hope that they, will not, use the 
dangerous, idea.’that a minority. of--today. can..be proven ‘to. 
be right tomorrow and ‘therefore, it does. not have’ to: abide 
‘by the majority decisions, I cannot ‘conceive. of a. Communist 
movement without majority rule, 

Ny hope that the. Chinese will quit their attacks: 
against the CPSU, Comrade ‘Khrushchev and the, other ‘Communist 
Parties and abide by the majority decision, ~ 

‘The remarks of Elizabeth Gurley. Flynn concluded 
the sessions of October. 7, -1960, 

The CP, USA has. been designated by the: Attorney 
General of ‘the. United States pursuant to Executive Order 
10450. 

This: document contains: neither recommendations’ nor 
conclusions: of the Federal Bureau of Investigation: τε: is 
the. property: of: the Federal, Bureau of Investigation and 15 
Loaned ‘to ‘your agency; it and its. contents are not to be 
distributed outside: your agency, 
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TO ; Mr. Belmont 7 ' DATE: January 13, 1961 

FROM. R, 0, LtAlliex , 

INTERNAL SECURITY - C ΓΈΣ pe Ci ce 

You may be interested in the fe Fottoving τοῖο ts which 
Were ~volunteered—to.Agent,Papich on January 12,°1961, by pies 

concerning the sensitive information which-was- developed γι (ὁ 

Dulles had just completed reading the informant's~ Hort 
of informal remarks which had been made by Khrushchev relative to 
ΤΗΣ Soviet-Chinese conflict. He referred to the information 85. 

the information on a strictly need-to-know basis. “Dulles stated © 
that within his own Agency he has issued instructions that copies 
not be made of Bureau communications and that the letter or report 
be carried by hand to an appropriate official. After it is read 
the document again is returned by hand and is retained in the Office 
of James Angleton, Chief Counterintelligence. 
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There are enclosed herewith to the Bureau, 7 copies 
and to the New York Division 1 copy of a letterhead 
memorandum concerning the sessions of the meeting of the 
Editorial Commission held’ at Moscow, Russia, on 10/6/60, 

a The information in the letterhead memorandum was 
( furnished by CG 5824-S* to SAs JOHN E. KEATING and RICHARD W, 

HANSEN on 12/29/60 and, 12/30/60. It is noted that only 
Ζ: CG 5824-S* and ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN from the Communist Party, 

USA participated in this meeting of the Editorial Commission,. 
For this reason and in compliance with instructions set forth 

f. in Bureau letter dated 11/2/60, the letterhead memorandum 
/ is classified ‘Seeff@t". The place of issue has been 

reflected as Washington, D.C,, in accordance ye 4 
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‘ & τ" fe ὃ 

. OE | : ΒΕΒΒΙΟΝΒ OF ‘THE’ MEETING 
ce re “OF THE. EDITORIAL. COMMISSION 

τὸς Ly ΟΣ ΘΟ ΒΕ IN MOSCOW, RUSSIA, ON 

ἣν AT source, ‘who has furnished reliable information in the 
past, pas furnished the following information. 

ἢ 

~ The: Commissig¥=to Prepare @ Document for the November 
Meeting of Communist. ghd Workers' Parties, also known as the 
Editorial Commission, met: ‘for the fifth day of sessions in 
St. George Hall in the Kremlin in Moscow, Russia, on October 6, 
1960, The Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) .had made 
available to the, delegates of the 26 Communist and Workers’ of 
Parties present an initial draft of a declaration. Sh? 

Remarks of Raymond Guyot : FKL 
. + 

The first speaker on October 6, 1960, was beimonssdavet. 
member of the Politburo of the French Communist _ Party. ee" 
following Is~the-essen nce or his remarks. ͵ ! 

, ( 
“I greet the CPSU and thank you for the initiative 

to convene this conference of the world Communist Parties, This 
conference will influence the working class striggle the world 
over, .All remember that the 1957 Moscow Declaration and. Peace 
Manifesto had a profound influence, the Manifesto especially, 
‘among very wide circles of people.: 

* j ‘ 

°The prestige of the.U.S,S.R., its successes, have 
inspired all socialist countries. ‘The socialist successes htive 
inspired the anti-colonial movement and the working oh ass struggle, 

“United States imperialism has suffered some’ defeats 
and setbacks in its cold war policy. This has resulted in some 

fro Bag of7l - //b7 
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moments, of” relaxation of” tensions.--0f£._course, there. is still 
the) possibility to go to war or to ‘avert war, Our: ix -task-will—be.. 
facilitated by- thé draft given to us by the CPSU; Our delegation _ 
has, approved the draft. This document is a good analysis of — 
the. contemporary, situation. The part. dealing with the .present 
epoch is very;clear,: The socialist camp’ has made some proposals 
at. the United Nations, The trip of the socialist leaders to. 
attend ‘the. 15th General Assembly of the United Nations was "' 
raal initiative, It came from the Soviet, Union and it. compelled. 
even some imperialists Like Eisenhower ; and others ‘to attend, 
Although the; imperialists. ¢an still. maneuver, as in the - ‘Congo, 
the fact. remains that. they have been set back. Ι 

: | “The: initiative of the Soviet; Union “eonvinces the 
misses that the socialist tates stand’ for peace, This demon- 
strates that. socialism is superior, to capitalism, If the people 
believe: in the inevitability of WAP , they are immobilized, .The - 
main task of every Party is to fight for, peace. Khrushchev!s 
visit. τὸ .France exposed the imperialists, -His visit also 
exposed intervention δὲ the colonies and it weakened the war 
against the colonial people who are fighting for liberation, 

tt “Let us, remember that the upheavals in South Korea, 
Turkey and Japan. took plate in a period when there was easing of 
‘tension, Comrade Khrushchey' 5 visit to.France helped Communism. 
I'am sure. that,the comrades from the United States will tell 
‘us the sane, More..than that, the visit exposed the lies of. the 
imperialists that the Soviet "Undon only wants a respite, then 
it will atteck. again, Ob. 

“SDo. you: .68.}1. ‘these illusions, Chinsse ‘compades? In the 
‘last war the. Soviet ‘Union lost 17 million people, .In, economic 
terms the: Soviets lost two 5-year plans. They lost thousands’ 
of: cities: and towns.,,, Communism cannot build on the ruins of .a. 
waste lend, The class. struggle is still with us, -So is | 
imperialism. But -the relation and balance of forces has changed. 
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The imperialists. are the ones who are, afraid of peaceful 
‘co-existence, The 20th Congress of ,the CPSU noted a swing to 
anti-colonialism and projected its”end.. The camp of socialism. 
makes possible such victories. The new nations could not have 
gone as far as they have if nof/for the defense by the socialist 
camp, The people in these ney countries will not‘ tolerate 
betrayal. Khrushchev has exfosed Nasser although the U,S,S.R. 
and the United Arab Republic continue to have state relations... 
The workers in the big capitalist countries should help the 
workers in the newly established countries to fight for democracy. 

“On the question of De Gaulle and personal power, we 
now have a basis in France for ἃ wide coalition to liberate 
the country from the regime of personal power. If we declared 
now for a revolution it would isolate us. Our Party asks for. 
more basic democracy and for control of the monopolies. Ye do 
not create illusions as the social democrats do. 

“on the forms of transition, our delegation would say 
that the forms should vary. We would have to take into considera- 
tion the conditions in ἃ certain country, the traditions, etc. 
The forms of transition would also depend on the relation of 
forces at that particular time, The 20th and 2ist Congresses 
of the CPSU made a big contribution on this question, The 
‘Moscow Declaration of 1957 dealing with this very question is 
today still fully valid.. 

“We examined this problem caréfully. . Each country has 
its own way but we are convinced that history demonstrates that 
progress is impossible witheut struggle. At the 14th Congress 
of our Party we pointed out that we will not abandon the idea 
of transition to social jem through parliament, but. even if we 
stick to the idea of peateful transition the bourgeoisie will 
never give up without a fight. Recognizing this, we reject 
opportunism, 

' We keep in mind that there can be 8. revoluntionary 
upheaval in parliament and outside of parliament. At all times, 

~ 3 « 
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however; we ‘keep “an-mind. that the _struggle aul socialism as 
moo oe Δ'ὋὯὋ" 

~~ 4 
ΜΝ 

δχ wait” ‘to. piace myself in opposition to some of. the 
ideas expressed by ‘Comrade TENG Hsiao-ping. You said.‘no Party 
should dictate: or be the sole contributor to Marxisn-Leninisn. 
You meant ‘the ‘CPSU, Your’. allegations are an insult, ‘What other 
Panty: played | ‘puch a magnificent rele? Who shed so much blood? 
Who made ‘more ‘Leninist contributions? How do you. reconcilé :.— 
this ‘with your repeated statements that the CPSU: is the head 
of; the world. Communist ‘movement? 

r 
m 

“I was at your ath Congress of: the Communist Party οὐ. 
China. (CPC) and ‘I. remember you endorsed the 20th Congress ‘of the 
CPSU ifn November, 1957, ‘the theses of the 20th Congress were 
cnderced by the world Parties. Why do you now raise. doubts. and 
suspicions? Your position, if you, persist, will hurt the 
movement of all the Communist Parties and the CPSD,. 

“chinese: ‘comrades , consider these. things as brothers, 
not as a minority or majority. Your accusation against the 
U.S.S.R. of great. nation chauvinism is too much, You have gone. 
too far, How can you do this after all the help you received 
from the U.S.S8.R.? The, French Communist’ Party attacks your 
methods used in Peking when the World Federation of Trade. Unions © 
met theré, We.are also against the methods in the peace councils, 
Our central committee wants unity, very much, especially now in 
the. present, world. situation. The Declaration of November, 1957, 
helped, all the Parties,’ The: revisionists were defeated and unity 
was strengthened; We hope that the. labors of our conference 
will result in unanimity.” 

Ihe A 
Remarks of: Hysni Kapo a ee cil [+ 

The next Speaker was ysndtkapo, member of .the. Politburo. 
of the. Albanian Party of Labor... The Following is the essence" 
of His remarks: 
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“The necting which was held in Bucharest was : premature, 
—— ~~ ΔΈΝ ΝΡ εἰοῦ; ‘useful, The propositions that came, out-of the 

= 

méeting ἡ were, “incorrect, ἈΦ᾿ Bucharest ἃ drive ,was. started against 
the CPC" η΄ λτ. aggravated all . différences;—Now. the afFerences 
‘have gone. ‘beyond Parties, They have affected states as- well ----.. . 
a5 non-Party,. organizations, 

: “The drat. document before us has: many false 
interpretations, We, héed. some unity of, understanding. on, the - 
character of. the: eppch, The dvaft document underestimates. 
the forces . of the eneny, We néed a.moré clear-cut definition 
on what. is aid to. the socialist countries, We need a clearer: 
understanding ‘Of: . equality and an understanding. that. there should 
be no. interference. ‘in..each other's ‘internal. affairs, although 
wei. strengthen our. solidarity. 

; +4 

“there axe} sone other doubtful formulas in the draft 
before. us, War 25 8 social and political phenomenon, The 
draft; :document. 15 very. unclear on how to prevent..a world war. 
If we speak ‘of preventing wars in general, this could mean -we. 
can avert: civil ‘Wwars.or national wars, ote. The idea of a 
world without arms and, wars put forth as an idea by the CPSU — 
igs: incorrect, Wars. will take place: as. Long. as: imperialism: 
exists, | This is. how it ‘was stated. in. the Moscow Declaration 
fot 1957). 

“ phe fear of: the disastrous consequences of a nuclear 
war is: ‘anti-Marxist and anti-Leninist,. ‘The way you talk about 
the CPC. is, an.insult. to the. Chinese Party, It is absurd to 
confine the entire: struggle. against imperialisn to- the. fight, 
for. co-existence,. What. we nsed is more struggle against 
imperialigm,. Peaceful .covexistence. can be. applied: only ‘as. 
between socialist. and capitalist countries and. does not apply 
between . socialist states, If one believes ‘this applies το 
socialist states, this is opportunism, That: is. the way it is 
embodied in the plan of the Yugoslay revisionist leader, Edward 
Kardelj. The ‘Comiiunist Parties. in-the capitalist countries 
should fight for. peaceful co-existence but. at the same time 
continue the class. struggle et a higher level; ‘The netional. 
Liberation struggles should and must continue, 
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‘ Dart Five of the dvaft presented to us by the. CPSU, 
which deals with revisionism. and dogmatism, is erroneous. Who 
are the social democrats? ‘How do we cooperate with ‘them? We 
have to isolate them and sxpose them but the draft (45. not clear 
on this, , 7 

“The present, deat t praises the peaceful way ‘as the 
only way to socialisn, hat is wrong. The main problem of 
the socialist cevolation - is power, It is mandatory to’ struggle 
for power, therefore, the revolutionary way is the only way. 

.“Revisionism is still with us. More has to be said 
about Yugoslay revisionism, The.draft needs to emphasize that 
Yugoslavia is the vanguard of revisionisn,. We should also:‘very 
definitely state that Yugoslavia is not the 13th socialist state. 
It is not.a socialist state. ” 

Renarks of Herméimaftetern 

" Hermann Matern, member _of the Politburo_: of_the » Socialist. 
Unity Party of Ge Germany, was the next speaker, The following 
is the essence of his remarks; , 

“Albanian Comrade Kapo said that the Bucharest meeting. 
was no good, At that meeting we re-endorsed the Moscow ᾿ 
Declaration, at least the three main provisions of that document. 
Here we have started with 8 good draft which we. unanimously 
accepted 85 8 basis. Comrade Mikhail Suslov was correct in 
giving the character of the epoch and shewing how this determines 
where we are going. The historical development from capitalism 
to socialism merks 8 new path to victory. The socialist system 
is the decisive factor in this epoch, The experiences in 
Germany bear out the theses of victorious socialism, 

“TENG Hsiao-ping said that the decisions of Congresses 
of Parties do not apply to other countries, He meant te say'the 20th 
and 2lst Congresses of the CPSU do not apply. 

= - 6 = ; 
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°on eccnomic cooperation, in February, 1960, it was 
' - decided. that._@ European Socialist Council of Mutual. Aid ‘be 

set up. -We also, at ‘the Lirst-meeting. of this. Council, said that 
there ‘is anover-abundance of agricultural products iw ‘the~ oe 
European section of the socialist world. Our aim was and 
is later to spread thisover-abundance beyond the countries of 
Europe into. Asia, -The.thesis in the draft before us will ; 
stag it possible to develop this type of cooperation on a higher 
stage. 

“The Socialist Unity Party of Germany agrees with the 
aratt and’ its general line on peace and peaceful co-existence, 
This must be the law of the present epoch. Ten to fifteen years 
of peaceful econonic development would secure for us superiority 
over capitalism and prevert war, 

“The Communists: must ‘lead thé fight for peace as 
saviors. - We must do this to prevent humanity from suffering 
the horrible atomic death. -The Trotskyists in West. Germany 
are fighting the theory of péaceful co-existence, -Why do not 
the Chinése comrades expose this, emphasize this instead of 
weakening the section of the draft dealing with peaceful 
co~existence? Adénauer, the militarists and neo-fascists 
of West Germany oppose the thesis, of co-existence, They are 
planhing localwrs against the German Democratic Republic, 
against Czechoslovakia and ageinst Poland. 

“What do the Chinese. comrades mean by majority and 
minority and nope-submission? Are they thinking of the old 
historical pericd when Lenin fought Plekhanov and Kautsky and 
would not submit to these opportunists? Since the Communist 
Parties have been founded and Marxism-Leninism is our ‘basis, 
while each-Party works out its own policy; we are all subject to 
some general principles, That is Marxism~Leninisn, 

“What do the Chinese comrades want? Only that. their 
opinions should prevail? We reject this idea, Why do they 

f 
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Speak of splits when we are speaking of unity? Why are the 
Chinese comrades against the use of the phrase, national 
Commiinism? Why do they object to this? It existed and does 
exist. Why do they call this revisionism? Of course, it is 
true. that revisionism has been routed ideologically. Why not 
admit. it? This is a fact, Lenin, in his day, routed opportunism 
but it was and renained a danger, 

“{ would ask the Chinese comrades a question. Do the 
Chinese comrades doubt. their alliance with the U.S.S.R,? Did 
not Comrade Khrushchev say that China would be defpndéd 4£ it 
is attacked just as any other socialist state would be defended 
if it is attacked, The Chinese comrades are putting too much 
Stress on military preparations, on defense, etc, They are 
giving too little attention to the question of peaceful 
competition, We emphasize economic competition with capitalism, 

“Regarding the question of communes in China, such 
communes would not correspond to or be any good in the conditions 
that prevail in the German Democratic Republic, We are 

_following Lenin's plan of cooperatives, We would say that Lenin's: 
A Bix applies to every country, The enemy uses the existence 

the peoples’ communes in China in order to fight the Communists 
| the Gexman Democratic Republic and in all other countries, 

We. want no publicity for the communes in our country. Besides, 
‘phere is not enough historical experience for these communes 
49. talk about their validity.” 

“Remarks of George Matthews gl Ἀ. 

George Matthewsjmember of the Politburo.of_the. Communist, 
Party of Great Britain. (CPGB) and Chief Editor .ef the London 
"Daily Worker", was the next speaker, The following is ‘the 
essence of his remarks: 

SE 
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| “y disagree , with the Chinese and their objections 
to the use, of ‘the phrase, national . Communism, . i, do not agree 

__.with“the.. axguments. of ‘the Chinese and their charge’ of great 
. power chauvinisn, | We should avoid this” ‘type ‘of -argument;---~- ——-------- - 
The dispute we have. here is more than mere differences between. 
the CPC and the CPSU. ΣᾺ the CPC’ Line would be. adopted, every 
Communist ‘Party in the world would have. to change its. ‘Line,. 

“ We. believe. that other. Parties are making contributions 
to Marxism-Leninism, We cannot understand why the Chinese 
insist that only the CPSU wants to reserve this right for itself, 

“on the question of peaceful transition, we have 
proof of this when some of the peoples' democracies’ were 
established,, We. also. see. possibilities for peaceful transition. 
By Bone capitalist countries. The 20th Congress” of the CPSU | 
generalized these experiences on peaceful transition,’ We differ 
with the CPC, fundamentally differ on this question. 

“In 1951, we put Lorth our own theories on this question . 
in the "British Road to Socialism". Our theories ‘proved: ‘correct | 
in life, "If we Should put forth the.cPCc theory on war and peace, 
we would be isolated, 

“What, bas happened in the Labor Party is good, or would 
the Chinese comrades say it was bad? The fact remains. that. the right 
wing has. been defeated on the: question of peace and. armaments, | 
Our experience: in “the peace. ‘movemént shows’ that. we have to fight 
for disarmament;, against: nuclear tests and the use. ‘of: nuclear 
‘weapons. 

“I disagree with the Chinese comrades on what. they have 
said on. the results-of a nuciéar war, Τ' also want: to ‘disagres™ 
With the Chinese on their emphasis. on imperialism determining: 
the fate.. of the world. at. this time;. We believe socialism Ν 
is the determinate. factor in this epoch, Already -in™ 1957 we. 
said that there is. no fatal inevitability of War... The Chinese 
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say that all kinds of war are possible now, , We, on the other 
hand, say that there are now greater possibilities than. before 
to avert war. - ΜΝ 

“on the quastion of peaceful transition, we have some 
very good examples, Even. Lenin said there are: such possibilities 
although he said: it would be 85 rare opportunity for a peaceful 
revolution?, But we Communists of Great Britain say, without 
equivocation, that this rare opportunity exists in our country, 
The delegation of the. CPGB supports the policies of the CPSU 
and. this’ draft before us because. we think that the policies 
are correct.’ 

The speech. of George Matthews ended the. sessions of. 
October 6,* 1960, 

This. document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Feiierel Bureau of Investigation, It isthe 
property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and. is. loaned 
to your agency; it and its centents are not to be distributed 
outside. your agency. | . 
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SAC, Chicago . ‘January 10, 

Director, FBI (100-21341) - 

“ PIMOTHY BUCK iC; 
INTERNAL SECURITY ὦ 

Re New York tetter to Bureau dated 1-4-61, copies. 
of which were furnished. Chicago. 

of the New York Office for permission to exhibit material 
found in possession of subject to CG 5824-S#. Jn obtaining 

| observations. of CG 5824-S% concerning Items No. 3, 6 and 7 
nentioned in referenced ictter, you should exercise care to 
avoid revealing to the inforriant the source of the inforna~ 
tion. The results. of this: inquiry should be submitted 
under instant caption. | ΝΝ ° 

aru (100-15140) 

PETS ON YELLOW: 
Tet | [γέ 

it. af 
wre: “ 

“- a 

a New York. letter 1~4-61 furnished photographs of 23 
items of material which were in possession of Timothy Buck. 

Le Through Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS), NYC, | 
the New York Office was abie to obtain photographs of ali 
papers in Buck!s possession as he voluntarily surrendered 
these papers to INS authorities. Iteris No. 3, 6 and 7 to 
oe displayed to CG 5824~S* concern notes on the Sino-Sovict 
Friendship Commune; notes apparently referring to percentage 
of increase or decre | 

‘and notes pertaining to increase in literacy of Chinese 
population, the development of the collectivization of 
agriculture, relationship of Tibet. to China and notes -on 
‘Chinese culture. A 
by the New York Office shows that it does not relate to the 
recent Solo mission of CG 5824-S. Due to the extensive 
knowledge of CG 5824-Ss concerning World communism, it appears 

_ this informant will be able to explain the meaning otes 
. on China which were in possession of Buck |= 

C2 1002428091¢CSaX0 | 
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ase in production capacity of Red China; [Ὁ 

review of 411 the material made available | 

a3 

The Burean interposes ‘no objection to the request *. 
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‘CG 5824-S* made available information concerning a 
| border incident between China and Russia obtained during the 
ττ στο στ το Το η 8th Solo mission while-in Moscow, Russia. τ anew ν 

| The informant, as a representative of the Communist 
Party, USA (CPUSA), accompanied by Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, member 

“of the National Committee of the CPUSA, met with representatives 
ΠΟΥ the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet 
ffUnion (CCCPSU) in a secret meeting on 9-28-60 in the Kremlin 
Ajin Moscow, Russia, They were briefed at that time concerning 

j the Sino-Soviet dispute and the Russians solicited their support 
for the position being taken by the Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union (CPSU) during the Conferences of Communist and Workers! ἕ 
Parties which followed during October and November, 1960, -- 

ώ222.- 
, 

κ᾿ 
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‘Pyotr N. Pospelov, candidate member of the Presidium, 
CCCPSU, related at this meeting that the dispute between the — 
CPSU and the Communist Party of China (CPC) was quite aggravated 
and growing worse. He noted the Chinese had also created-some 
border incidents. Pospelov did not go into detail about the 
border incidents although he placed the blame on the Chinese. 
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oe Qur informant later determined through representatives 
of the CCCPSY that one border incident occurred somewhere in 
Siberia. Members of a Chinese commune enlarged the area of the 
commune by moving into Russian territory. They were driven 

᾽ back into Chinese territory by Russian troops. It could not 
be determined whether there were any injuries or casualties 
as a result of this incident which was said to have occurred 
sometime prior to 8-31-60. “7, Lay eet ADA 
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Memorandum to Mr. Belmont 
RE: SOLO 
100-428091 

OBSERVATIONS: 

1}. This is the first information developed concerning 
the use of troops by Russia in their dispute with ina. 

2, This information has been _paraphrased to fully | 
protect our informant in letters for dissemination. 

ACTION: 

1, Attached for approval are "Pop ~Seert t" Letters 
disseminating this information to the Honorable Gordon Gray, 
Special Assistant to the President; the Honorable Christian A. 
Herter, the Secretary of State; the Honorable Robert F. Kennedy; 

Allen W. Dulles, Director, "Central Intelligence Agency; and) 
| the Attorney General. 

ete “hI 

_ αἰξαοί δι 
2, A separate communication “nas been prepared 

for the Honorable Dean Rusk setting out background information 
concerning this Sino-Soviet dispute. Incorporated in this 
communication is the information mentioned above. 
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, ᾿ 0 i-Mr. Parsons 
: 100=428091 | 1-Mr. Belmon 

᾿ | ον οι 3 BY LIAISON 1-ur. Baumga 
| " : 1-Lia 

Date: - January 16,1961 " ἜΤ ΜΝ 

fo: Office of Security — το be ΕΣ 
— Dp? Department of State 

Froms. | John Edgar Hoover, Director 

Subject: COMMUNIST PARTY, USA. 
- INTERNATIONAL. RELATION 

bs , DNTERNAL- SECURITY -- C/O | 
‘ fod Ἢ “ὅδ . " ᾿ 

μος Reference is nade to nstétter of January 12, 1961, : } 
= furnishing ‘you. with information concerning the Sino-Soviet ee 
x dispute. | a ΐ 

ἢ Enclosed for your additional infornation. is a , ; 
memorandum which contains a. statement of the position of ; Ν" 

σὰ the Communist Party .of China on ‘the policy of peaceful ~ - aS a 
~) cooxistence. 

aw This © information, ‘supplied by an extrenely sensitive! . ; 
ἢ source; Was obtained as a result of our over-all. coverage of | Υ 
' the Connunist Party, USA. bo ~ 

| - Because οὗ the- sensitive nature of our source, it 
is: requested that. the contents of this communication and : 
118 Gnclosure be afforded careful secprity and their use ἊΝ 
restricted to ἃ necd=to-know basis 

ee BE 
Enclosure ᾿ i” ee 

, oY 

res Νἢ 

τῇ ὦ A 
©. 1- Director 7° fAg gob. 
Σ Central InteLligend. J Tei ας. οἀὴῇι ]:- 

Attention: Deputy Director, Plans is a 

1 « - Director of Naval Inteitigence(enciosire) Ὁ 

- ἜΣ Special Investigations. (Enclosure) BY LIAISON 
_ Telson - i 
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NOTE ON YELLOW: ‘ 

Classified aera pécause disclosure of. 
this information could result in exceptionally grave damage 
to the Nation. 

Attention: Chicf; security Division υς 

Information furnished by CG 5824-S% and was set, 
out ag an enclosure to Chicago airtel dated 1-9- 61 captioned 
"Solo, IS -« CC.” 
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at . 1 ~ Mr. Parsons 
1 -- ἔγ, Belmont - 

.1 - Mr. ‘Baungardrer 
1 - Liaj 

100. 428091 BY:LIAIsON 1 - Mr. 
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τς Dates January 18, 1961 

το: δον General Robert Ae Breitweiser, USAF 
.° pdrector for Intelligence . 

The Joint Staff 
Room 2E966 ν hi 

Ibé the Pentagon - ὕω / 7, ό / ὴ 

Me Jn C — κ Washington 25; 3. D. ς Φ 

ΡΟΣ John Edgar Hoover, Director | 

Subject: COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 
INTERVATIONAL RELATIONS 
INTERNAL SECURITY -C i. 

Reference is made. to ‘my letter: of Decenber 28, 1960, 
transmitting information con¢erning ‘the Sind-Soviet dispute. 

μ Enclosed for your additional inforsiation. are ΤΊ 
Photostats ‘of memoranda setting out speeches and occurrences 

ty) at meetings of the Editorial Conmission on September 30, 1960, 
“¥ October 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 17 and 18, 1960. ‘This Commission 
met in. the Kremlin in Moscow, Russia, for the purpose of pre- 
paring a document_for the November, 1960, Conference of Come. 
nunist,.and Workers' Parties which also net in Moscow. There 

| is: aISo enclosed, a Photostat of. a meviorandum which sets out 
OS excerpts from a document containing a speech délivered by 

NAO Tse-tung, Chairman of the Communist Party of China. This 
document. was circulated on Novenber 14, 1960, among the delegates 

F attending the Conferencé of Communist and Workers! Parties. This 
© material provides extensive details on the ideological differ- 

5 «5 ences existing between the Communist Party of the Soviet Union / 7 
8 Φ «τ | Ο ὁ; and Communist Party of China RED. a ἐδ = - YLEOS Fi / 

ζω ὮΝ ἔλθ This informatio uppilied by: an- agit sensitive 
‘source, was, obtained as a result of our ovdP-at erage of of 
the Communist Party, USA. Because of the sensitive nature of 
our source; it 15. ‘requested that the contehts ὋΣ- this"communi- 

oon _—C@tion and. the. enclosifres be afforded ‘careful , Seourity and 
iors —_— their use restricted to 2 neéd=to-know basis. 
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Major General Robert A. Breitvedser, USAT 
Director for intelligence 
The Joint Staff 

NOTE ON. YELLOW: 

7 Classified m1 ‘ because disclosure of ‘this 
information could result. in exceptionally grave damage to 
the Nation. 

Inforration set owt in énclosures furnished by’ 
οὗ sB24-s%. and contained: in letterhead memoranda submitted 
by, Chicago. airtels dated: 1-3, 4, 55 6, 9.61, all captioned 
"Solo, IS --C." This information has previously been 
disseninated to: Office of Security, Department of ‘State; | 
CIA; ΟΥ̓; OSI; and: ACST, In view. of the unusual intelligence 
value of this information concerning the: Sino-Soviet dispute, 
it is felt this additional dissemination ‘should be made on a 
top: secret basis. 



DIRECTOR, FBI (100-351868) 

SAC, NEW YORK (65-15026) 

VLADIMIR 8. BARKOVSHY ) OS 
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ReBulet, 2 ee 60, ὦ | ; | he. 
NYlet, ΝΥΝ 
Rep of A sospeE a SPRINGER, “11/29/60, at WW. ςΟ i} wh 

Subject is a Soviet National employed ag Coufiselor eo 
and Advisor for the Soviet. Delegation to the UN, end is a ᾿ 
known’ Soviet IMtelligence Agent. Subfect last departed the 
US on 11/1/50» for vacation in the USSR and returned to the pO 
US oh 12/23/60. ΝΣ 

Referenced Bulet, requested the NYO to review the ν rn 
position 4b. had taken since 1 19/60; of essentially. no fisur es 
of subject and Bulet further requested analysis and recom- 
mendations concerning fisur off subject. 

oP 
+ 

ate 

Referenced: N¥let reflected that it was contemplated _ et 
subject would depart the US on vacation in June or July, 1960, - i+ 
and ἀντ ὀρ δ ἃ that upon subject's réttirn to the US he be afforded os 
spot ρου coverage. 

ee 

In view of subject's return to the US prom ‘vacation 3), 
in the osshe on 12/23/60, tt is recdnmended subject be AS 
afforded spot fisur coverage. Regarding scheduled mects with ἦν ah 
highly placed confidential inforpiants, no fisur of subject a 
will be conducted ten days prior or subsequent to such meets, | . & ° 
UACB. ; ” ΕἸ | 
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Najor General Jaries ἢ, Walsh " 
Assistant Chief of Staff, FnteLfigonee | 
Departnént of the Air Force aan “ς 
The Pentagon. LO 

Ως . - Washington 25, D. Ὅς yee » Sone 

τς ᾿ Dear General. Walsh: ὁ 

Reference is made to my letter of  Deconber 28, 1960; 
transnitting infornation concerning the Sino-Soviet dispute. 

Enclosed for. your additional information. are 41° ; 
Photostats of memoranda setting out speeches and occurrences. ᾿ “ 
At. tleetings of the Editorial Commission -on Septernber 30, 1960, 
October 1, 4, δ, 6, 7, 8, 10, 17 and 18, 1960, This Cozmission 
met in the Kremlin in. Noscow, Russia, for the purpose of pre» 
paring a document for the November, 1960, Conference of Con" 
nunist and Workers' Parties which also net in Moscow... There | 
is also enclosed a Photostat of a memorandum which sets out _ 
excerpts from.a docunent containing ἃ speech delivered by 
NAO Tse~tung, Chairman of fhe Comhunist Party of China. ‘This 
docunent was circulated om Novenber 14, 1960, among ‘the delegates 
attending the Conference of Contiunist and Workers't Parties: ‘his 
tiaterial provides extensive details on the ideological differ~ 
ences existing. betveen the Communist Party of the Soviet Union 
and the Comaunist Party of: China. ᾿ 

_ 7 This information, supplied by an extremely sensitive. 
Source, Was, obtaincd:as a result of our over-all coverage of fo 
the Communist. Party, USA. Because of the sensitive nature of ἃς 
our source, it.is reguésted that the contents of this coniuni- " 

' - cation and the enclosures be afforded careful Security and © 
P their use restricted to a need~ to-inow: basis. 
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Najor General James H. Walsh 

NOTE ON. YELLOW: 

Classified Non S because disclosure. of ΤῊΝ 
information. could result in. exceptionally grave damage to, 
the Nation. 

; Information ‘set out in enclosures furnished by 
CG 5824-S% and contained in letterhead. memoranda, subriitted 
by Chicago airtels dated 1-3, 4, 5,.6, 9:61, all captioned 
"Solo; IS = CV" This: inforriation. has’ previously: been. . 
disseminated to Office: ΩΣ ΣΕΣΕ Department of State; : 
CIA; ONT; OSI; and ACSI view of the unusual intelligerice 
value of this information concerning the Sino-Soviet. dispute, 
it is felt this additional dissemination should. ‘be made-on. a” - 
top’ secret basis. - : 

a 



| ̓ QA A at. secret meetings of representatives of communist and workers* 

| Subject: CoMiUNIST PARTY, USA 
“Ibs - TISTERWATIONAL RELATIONS. 
bic INTERNAL SECURITY = C 

veh on November 16, 1960. “ τ΄ 
Parsons anne 8. Speech! df Ajoy: "Kamar Ghosh, General. Secretary of ( 
ey the Communist vparty of India, on November’ 21, 
ΕΞ 1960. it 
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DATE 06-Z8-Z011 1 
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400.428091 

el Date: January 19, 1961 

To: Office of Security 
Department of State 

Frozt:, John Edgar Hoover, Director 

Reference is nade to my recent correspondence 
IX 4 furnishing you with information concerning the Sino-Soviet 
/ ὃ dispute, 

Enclosed for your additional information are eleven _ 
ν ΧΕ memoranda which contain details of proceedings as they occurred 

parties during October and November, 1960, in the Kremlin in 
HNoscow, Russia. This material inciudes: 

1. Final session of the Editorial Conmiigsion on 
Getober 22, 1960. 

2.- Opening day of sessions. of the November, 1960, 
neeting of communist and. workers’ parties: on 

_-Rovenber 10, 1960. Ce 
3. Navenber 14; 1960, speech of TENG Usiao-ping, 

= ~ sis General Secretary, Comnunist Party of China, 
he Speech of ist unity Party’ First δῆτ, Dy ‘of 

) he Socialist Unity Party ὁ y, 
% November 15. Kie@é6@] . -/o0- . Oue ν 

Sy 

S 
Pw) 
2» 

δ. November 16, 1960\lsessions of the me ag of 
communist and workers* pagbiess 23 1961 

6. ‘Spéech of Tim Buck, General Secretary of' the 
Communist Party of Canada,—on- Novenber=16, 1960. | 

7+ Speech of Enver Hoxha, First Secrétary. of, the 
Central Committee of the. Albanian Party af Labor 

ἢ 
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Office of Security 
Department of State 

9, Speech of Satomi, Hakamada, nenber of the - - 
- presidium of the Communist Party of Japan, 

‘on ‘November 22 1960. 

10. Speech of Soviet Premier γάτα, Khrushchev 
on November 23, 1960. 

12.. The November 24, 1960, speech of TENG Heiao-pitid. 

ae This information, supplied. by ‘an extremely sénsitive.: 
- source, Was obtained as a result of ‘our over-all ‘coverage of — 
6 the Communist Party, USAs— ν 

‘Because. of the sensitive nature of our source, it 
*- 18 requested that the contents of this communication and 
its encitosures’ be afforded careful security and their use 
restricted to a necd-to-know pase 
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1,“ Director 

Central. Intelligerice Ἵ ρον ΜΝ 41). BY LIAISON 
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4. “ Director « of f Maven intelligence “Generosires 11) ΒΥ LIAISON 
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Attention: Chief, Counterintelligence Division | 

- Assistant Chier, of Staff for Intoitd ence (Bactosures ii) 
Department ‘of thé Arny Te γα ΠΣ BY TLATS OR 

Attention: Chief security Division 

Le Major Génerai Robert Ae _brektwotzer;, USAF Gnoiosures 11)" 
Director for Inteliigence TAISON © _ 
Tie Joint Staff Fo en, BracLortre - 
Room: 2E966- fs oft , EE 
The Pentagon , 42 ες - οἷς 
Vashington 257 Dele -25 
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Office of Security Ὁ 
Departnent of State ; 

1- Major General James He Walsh (Enclosures 11) BY. LIAISON 

᾿ Assistant Chief of Staff, Intelligence ere 

Departnent of the Air Force - - | : - ae , ps | 
fhe Pentagon - ΝΕ (6. OFS 

Ε Washington 25, De Cs : : | | | 

NOTE. ON YELLOW: 

" Ciassified: “Tops ened! because disclosire of 0. 
this information could result: in exceptionally grave damage 
fo the Nation. - ; - = ; 

Information set out in enclosures furnished by _ 
CG 5824-S% and was received as letterhead memoranda enclosures 

. to eleven Chicago airtels. dated 1.10. and 1-11-61 captioned " 
"Solo, IS = c.™ - ae ἐν Ξ 
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Mr. Tolson 
Mir. Mohr... ὁ 

FD-36 (Rev, 12-13-86) : 
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j ζ &. Mr. Parsons... 

é : a 4 , Asie, selene ας, | 
FBI r, ‘Callahan 

Mr. DeLonch..... 
Mr. Malono...__. 
Mr. MeGui re ΕΝ 
Mr. Rosen... 

Date: 1/9/61 

Mr. Tamm 
Transmit the following in AIRTEL PLAIN TEXT Ls Ni , Mr. Trotter... 

; | Mr. W.c.Sultivan 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

dae ν᾽ r 

(Type in plain text or code) 

BOY FROM: SAC,. CHICAGO (134-46-Sub B) be 
a Isc 

ff Is - Cc 

tl f There are enclosed herewith thethe Bureau seven copies 
γ' and to the New York Division one copy of a letterhead memorandum 

containing excerpts from a document containing a speech 
OR delivered by MAO Tse-tung on 11/18/57. This document was 

| circulated by representatives of the Communist Party of China 
(CPC) at the meeting of Communist Parties and Workers' Parties 
in Moscow, Russia, in November, 1960. 

The original speech was delivered only before 
representatives of the Communist countries, The representatives 
of the CPC asked that the copies of this document be returned ᾿ 
immediately after they were read. CG 5824-S* managed to re- Ἱ 
tain a copy overnight and made notes from it. In the opinion ' | 
of CG 5824-S* no. one else in the Communist Party, USA, dele- 
gation to the November meeting in Moscow has notes on this 
document. 

For the reasons stated above and in compliance with 
instructions set forth in Bulet dated 11/2/60, the lettertiea 
memorandum is classified "Seehet". The place of issue has A | 
been reflected as Washington, D.C. in compliance with instefigtgons 
in above Bulet. —_ με 

he 7 
The informatioit in the letterhead memorandum vas ξαῦς 

nished by CG 5824-S* to: 
HANSEN and Stenographer 
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~ " “" ‘DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

FET AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFIC&TION GUIDE 

RATE O6-24-2011 

unk STATES DEPARTMENT OF derek 

FEDERAL: BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

in Reply, Please e Refer to 

File No. | . 

§ Mr. Ingram 
} Miss Gandy__7_ 

100=428091 — | Washington; “DCs: |» RET —S 
January 9, 1961 Dm ay crv ΜΝ 

Oops 7, 
~ — — .__ _. , . EXCERPTSTFROW: A DOCUMENT: CONTAINING Pe 

. “Ἀν ΡΕΕΟΗ  ΘΕΙ ΤΥΕΒΕΡ ΒΥ: MAO: “TSE=TUNG—.” —— 
‘GN, NOVEMBERLIS +: 4957:" “τῷ 

bk 

By. source, who has furnished Péliable information aj 
the past, “has furnished the following informations 

Ina letter dated November ὅ, 1960, the. Central Com 
mittee of. the Communist Party“of the Soviet Union (CCCPSU) 
responded to.a letter of the Communist Party of China CCPC) 576 
dated September LO, 1960. As a result of this and as a ‘partial. 

gation of the CPC in HoBCOW to attend the meeting of Commiinist 
Parties ‘and Workers" Partiés circulated a document among the . 
delegates on. November 14, 1960, After allowing time. for the 
document to. be read, the CPC asked for the immediate return of 
the: copies ‘which had ‘been circulated, 

The document was approximately 15 pages in: Length 
and contained a spsech delivered by ent Chairman of 
the CPC, on November 18, 1957, “in “Mo OW, Russia, The“speech™ 
was delivered at a meeting at which only represéntatives of 
the Communist countries - were in attendance, The draft of the 
Moscow Declaration of 1957 was prepared at this meeting. ’ Sub. 
sequently, this draft was adopted at a meeting of. representatives 

* of. several Οἱ Communist Parties and Workers* eat 
CH I ΄ 

The ‘reason for enact te BY OS Lt cstont by 
the delegation. of ‘the CPC. was an attempt. to show that the position 
of MAO Tse-tung ‘on peace and peaceful co-existence is contrary 

.to the position, attributed to him in the CCCPSU letter of November 
5, 1960, There follow excerpts taken from. this document. 

} 

I must apologize for speaking while remaining. seated 
but. I am not feeling too well. My cireulation is: affected and 
the doctors diagnosed the condition as-brain anemia. 

There is. a new turning point in ‘the international 
situation. . The socialist’ forces are. superior to the imperialist areas /00-42.909/— 13 x - 

i. So ENCLOSURE — ‘ple | 
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ee 

had planes as, thick as hordes of mosquitoes, Sixteen nations 

ἢ - γ - 
πᾶν Sed Φφορεὶ Saneeede te OBL Ἢ 

EXCERPTS, FROM A DOCUMENT CONTAINING sBphes 
A SPEECH..DELIVERED BY MAQ TSE-TUNG 
ON ‘NOVEMBER 18; 1957 | 

-ὀν 
PE τν» 

The Rigsian Séeialist Revolution of 40 years. ago was 
a turning point in the 16. history of mankind. _Stalingrad. Μ8Β, 8 

turning’ point in World| War If. 
wa 

We are very optimistic but the, western - world is ina 
state of panic, The launching of the: two earth satellites by 
the Soviet Union has: made them sleepless. 

cv Wythe! ΝΕ 

“Ths United Sfates boasts about steel groltictiox: ‘During 
World Wax 11 ,they produced 70 million tons of steel. The U.S.S:R.., 
due to loss of territory, produced ‘only 9 million tons of steel, 
yet on the basis of'history and fact we can say that the United 
States could not win without the U.S.8.R. We won the war- against 

SCHIANG Kai-shek, He was ‘licked: despite the help he received ‘from 
the United States. , 

In Korea the United States and the imperialist allies. 
were Licked: despite all their. planes, guns, aimunition, etc. 
We had”only 50 guns for each division. We had no front line 
planes. The United States had 800 guns for each division. They 

were on the side of the United States but we licked’ then. to, a , stand= 

still in Korea, 

In Vietnam the French had, the backing of the United 
States. They, too,’ would. Yeceive mountains of material, but the 
French and’ the United States imperialists were licked, 

| In Egypt, at Suez, the British and the French were 
licked. ΝΞ | ᾿ ᾿ 

In the last analysis, we want 15 years of peace. By 
that time, wé will. be invincible, No. one ‘would dare!’to: wage war 
against us, and ‘lasting peace can be circulated din the world, — 

The western world..may unleash war against us, though. 
They may throw 2tonic and hydrogen bombs. everywhere. If they do, 
and. we follow suit, things will be in a mess ‘and lives will be 
lost. -We must proceed from, ‘the worst in our consideration. of 
this matter. Our Political Bureau held several sessions on ‘this 

- Bm, 

Al 
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LAL ren 

~ excites? FROM A DOCUMENT CONTAINING 
A. SPEECH DELIVERED’ BY MAO TSE-TUNG 
ON NOVEMBER 18, 1957 | ἜΣ pe κὸν σκιῶν μου 

π᾿ π Ἀν ste nee τ 

question.* If war breaks out now, China has only. hand. grenades; 
no atomic bombs... However, ‘the Soviet, Union has thém.””” One. may’ 
_try. to visualize ἢ chow many. Lives, will_be: lost_if _War_. brdéaks out. Of... 
oun: world population..of 2 billion 700 million, one third may be 
lost, or even more»-half of the world's population may be lost. 
However, it. is not we, but. they; who want war. Once a war ‘starts, 
atomic and hydrogen bombs will be used, I once had a:;debate 
with a forefgn statesman on this question. In. ‘his’ view, if 
there were an atomic war, everybody would: die. I. said that to - 

‘put it in the extreme way, even if one half ofs,the worlds pop- 
ulation were destroyed, there would still be the other hel’ left, . 
The imperialists would be wiped out and the whole world. wold 
become socialist. After so many years, there will again be a 
world population of, 2 billion, 700 million, and certainly MOTE ὁ 
We hope for peace, but if the imperialists insist on fighting .a 
war then the- ‘only thing for us to do is to make a drastic decision 
‘toxfight first, and then construct, If you are afraid of war-all 
the time, what can you do when ‘war really comes. 

᾿ What decides the matter is not how much steel you have 

but, first of all, whether the people are for or: against yous 
This is’ the‘ way it has’ aiyays been in history. τ᾿ 

The Bolsheviks bad 40,000 members in the Party in 
February, 1917, and they had only 240,000 in November, 1917. 

, Parties ΤΟΥ͂ from email handfuis to ‘millions. 

We had 900,000 guerrillas. (Yenan, a town of only 700, 
was our héadquarters) in scores of bases:all cut off from each’ 
other by CHIANG Kaisshek, but we said CHIANG Kai-shek was only 
3, "paper tiger’. and ‘we - would, certainly defeat him. 

We must. splat? the enemy aS 8. whole but take full account 
of him so far as each and every concrete question is concerned... - 

“- 

I amy ALSO happy that the Yugoslav comrades are ready’ 
to sign on the*second decument. What does it shtw that they are 
going to sign the Peace Manifesto. of more than: δῦ Parties? It 
showS solidarity. They will not sign the declaration of the 12 
countries, Thus, ome of the 13 countries is missing. We cannot 

‘ impose upon others. Maybe some years later they will sign. 

fj 



A SPEECH DELIVERED: BY HAO TSE~TUNG 
EXCERPTS FROM .A DOCUHENT CONTAINING pe 

ON: NOVEMBER 18, 1957 | 
7 - πὸ he wah Ne -ὰ -- 

The source advised. that ait this point the. speech of 
-  _.MAO Tse-tung supported Khrushchev on: the ousting of Molotov 

and others from the lesdership of the Party at that time, -He’ - -- τον 
said: Khrushchev's line wis comparatively correct. The excerpts "ov 
from this speech continue. 

: Stalin. did grand work _While leading the Soviet Party. 
| His achievements are the main thing; his weaknesses and mistakes 

are segondary. Stalin, oyer a long period of time, developed. 
metaphysics and damaged dialectics. The cult of the individual 
is a metaphysical approach. Nebody could criticize Stalin. In 
my view, the Soviet, Unéon in the last 40 years underwent a : 
dialectical process; Since the diglectics of Lenin, Stalin had 
many metaphysical viewpoints. These viewpoints are reflected 
in actionsrdeveloped to. extremes and inevitably turned into their 
opposite. ence, again, dialectics. I am very happy that Conradé 
Khrushchev, in his report to the meeting, commemorated the fortieth “ 
anniversary of the Soviet Revolution and spoke about the existence 
of contradictions in socialist societies. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federgi Bureau of investigation. It is the 
property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned 
to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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Date: 1/19/61 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code)” 

Vig AIRTEL | 
(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

ne ww ee ee ees eee eee ee eee ee es ee, eee, ee ee eee ld ee ee ὑποσι 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) OQ». ala [ 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) QD 
fry acid 

Re New York airtel, 8/11/60, containing informa- [08 
tion concerning ABE and BELLE CHAPMAN, lo? 

Tae. 

CG. 5824-S* on 1/13/61 orally furnished to SAs 
JOHN E, KEATING and RICHARD ἢ. HANSEN the information on 
the following page concerning ABE and BELLE CHAPMAN. 

ae GALE 

ae 

en vie (ΑΜ) (RM) 
1 - Néw York (100-134637) (AM) (RM). 
1 - Chicago 

JEK: ntb 
(5) 

m JAN 54 196) ἌΝ ae 
5 a 3 v7 | Ate 
Ἂς ; 7 Wd ᾿ ig 

ᾧ ΠΏ. κ ; οὐ, ᾿ ' if "Ὁ a4 SN ia 

Boye nocdbye {| 
Ζ 

ΐ ξ = 

ῳ ᾿ . ᾿ “ - 5 . ᾿ "oo κ - - 

\ Approved: ΨΚ» ͵ a DE ἥ . sent : Μ Per 

/] Special Agent in Y Charge ἀν 

~ ae 
i) 
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THFORMAT ION CONCERN ING 
ABE AND BELLE CHAPLIAN 

- 

Ghgaged ἴῃ a ἀϊποιπαλου with ABE: and BELLE/CHAP ‘Ve 
Prague, Czechoslovakia, Thoy have given τε αἰ ὐδ Ἐν — 
roturning-to tie’ Unlted. States but hope that. their two: 
daughtora may some day bo ablo. to go to the United States. 
Ono of the daughters is: studying chemical ongincoring and 

- of pee daughtor is studying philolosy at. the ‘University 
ἵν] ALO 

On or about Decembor 15, 196 ὙΠ camps c 

BEE : EY crying as she Stated that . 
ΣΌΝ POTALE tune Hor a note reflecting that he dad 
vinited hor folks in a Spring Valloy, Now-York, 

| τς | arid he 4s still toaching philology 
at tho Unive ‘of Prague nnd works, in tho Literature ΕΝ 

Dopartnont of the Acadeny of Sciences, He has written two 
voluxies on the history ef American literature, Ho said he ce 
is willing to write articles for -“NATHSTREAH", Ce-- 

δ, ee 

ἦν OUIAPMAN paid he. S008 ALTDED. And HARTIS.DOR: bop prima . 
vory. often. ape ts mien oe 

‘- According to CHAPHAN ha: is treated as a citisen of 
Czechoslovakia and os ἃ Comuunist Party member but he lias not . 
heon -takon into tho Comiunist Party of Czechoslovakia and 
cannot tinderstand tho réagon for this. | OC 

ῖ 

τ ‘ype γ,. jt Ly 
ENCL Ast 



εν κι μος τ τ ατ-- a ττ 

7) ᾿ ~ - } . DECLASS IFICATION AUTHURITY DERIVED FROM: 

FRI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION CUIDE 

DATE 06-zZ8-2Z011 -ς =, hat ᾿ ΗΝ ᾿ ᾿ ' 

I Sy’ me , " δ ᾿ ΄ ες ν 
2 γῇ ‘ tA = ry, - 

‘ . , a a " Ξ - ᾿ 1 = Mr. Parsons: - 
1 - Mr. Belmont - 
1 - Mr. Baumgardner 
1 - bial με 

100.428091 BY LIAISON 
t; | 

| 4 Date: _ January 19, 1961. 

To: Office of Security 
Department of State 

bs Proms . John Bdgar Hoover, Directo πος 

Subject: COMMUNIST PARTY, USA - z Z 
_ ' TNTERNATIONAL RELATIONS - ‘aD 

JNTERWAL SECURITY - Ὁ. : 

Reference is made to my recent correspondence 
| furnishing you with infornation. concerning meetings. held 
in the Kremtin in Moscow, Russia, during October and Novenber, - 
1900, by representatives of comnunist and workers! parties. | 

Enclosed for your additional information are three 
menoranda which contain details of occurrences at. neetings | 
heid in Moscow subsequent. to Novenber 30, 1960, by représentatives 
of communist parties in Latin America. They. met to discuss the ᾿ 
Cuban revolution. and solidarity of the conmunist parties in Na 
Latin America. a | WOA 

This information, supplied by an 1 extrenely sensitive | 
source, was obtained as a.result of our over-all coverage 7] / Ἢ 
the Comnunist Party, USA. ” (Wn LEO — ¢A Lo Y.. 

Because of thé “genitive nature of our Source, 11 
is requested. that the ‘contents of this: ire of, our ou and its 
enclosures be afforded careful security and their use restricted 

δ ΌΞ᾿ to a need~to-know basis. ol el οι 

Enclosures | ok, leit . be 

1 +-Director ChAT! Le | : 
€éntral Intelligénce Agency (Eneio ures 3)" by LIAISON 

Toléon . Attention: ae uty εν Gr; Plans. ἐ ] 
Mohs : 

a | a: z | coma 3H OQ Callahan ~ 
DeLoach -.-ςὄ 
Malone ες 

ΝΟ, Sullfvan 
}. Tela, Room = 
ogram ene 



ἐν τὰ 

Rye 

Office of eee ὌΠ ΤΣ : 7 , 
Deparenett of State - Ρ her Layers 

1 + Office of Spetial Investigations (Enclosures 3) BY LEATSON 
Air Force 

Attention: chief, Counterintettigence Division 

Le , Assistant Chief of Staff for InitelLigence (Biclosires 3) - Department of the Army oe | BY ταῦτα yah 2 
an Th Sey, | 

Attention: . hier, ea Division _ Ts ROO? 

A = Major General Robert A. Breltweiser, USAF (Enclosures 3) 
» Director for Intéiligence ; -BY LIAISON 
The ‘Joint Staff dele 
Room 2B966 | pi) th b i, 
‘The Pentagon ne "4.5 ς 
Washington 25 Ὡς Ὁ; te 

Obit Gee ily 

1 - Major Géneral Jamas H. Walsh (Enclosures 3) BY LIAISON 
Assistant Chief of Staff, Intelligence - 
Departnent of the Air Force. 
The Pentagon. ~ 
Washington 25, Ψ Ds Ce 

NOTE ON YELLOW: 
_ Classified oe τς because disclosure of 

this .information could r 10 psalectnatiaaiel graye peeges 
to. the Nation. ε : 

Information eos ee in phe ν τὰ δι wae furnished: 

by. CG -§824-S% arid was. set out in Letterhead. nemoranda. enclosures. 

‘to Chicago airtels dated 1.10, 11, re all captioned 5010, 
15.» ¢." 



“ft DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROIN: 

FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 

ATE Oo 28- 2011 

- Mr.. Parsons 
Mr. Belmont 

Le 

| 4 The Attorney Generat i - Mr. Evans January 24, 1961 
inet : 1 if | 

«ὦ Director, FBI δ τς. . 

΄ % - oa Ὁ. 

iN COMMUNIST PARTY, USA {i OL ᾿ 
AN INTERVATIONAL RELATIONS ΠΝ CPO 

INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

My recent correspondence supplied you with. infor- 
ation concerning the Conference of Communist and Workers' 

\Y Parties held in Hoscow,, Russia, during November, 1960. 

At a banquet held in the Kremlin on December ἀν 
1960, Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev expounded his doctrine 
on communist revolutions, Yugoslavia as a socialist country 

© and the deceitful use of personal diplomacy. The enclosed 
memorandum sets. forth details of the expressions of Khrushchev. 

This information, supplied by an extrémely Sensitive 
Source which has furnished. reliable information in the past, 
Was. obtained as a result of our -ovéereall coverage of the " 

ΙΝ Communist Party, USA.. Because of the sensitive nature of 
our Source, it is requested that the contents of this come 

ca munication and the enclosure be. ‘afforded careful security 
~ Vand their use restricted to a need~to-lmow basis. | 

This information is being made availabieé to 2 
νὰ th tonorat Dean Rusk, the Secretary of State and Mr. A Αἰλοιέξ. ἮΝ 

κὺ Dulles, Director, Central Intelligence Agency, τ οὖ 
- : x» 

ἢ 2 _ Enclosure Wo τ we Ὁ 
oe JAN2 4 1961 μιξ ὅδ 

Ne of Ἢ 100428091, ” COMMAFET τὸ = 

iA Deputy Attorney General 

Classified "Te NOTE: 
P,,fr-NOme: Clas could result in exceptionally grave damage hage fo. 

___tt . [80 Nation. 

ROSOM pee Μααν sinter SNL tknig’ υἦ 
Dare oman — 9 ) a op 
Tele, ROOD ven ne ἢ 
eaten τ 

MAIL ROOK Ὁ TELEryee UAT 

Sow ioe oa 

"τὰ "4 2 Mr. Byron R. White Enctosure) 

δ΄ °C th edlmation. οι set forth, in enclosure furnished by “ee Seah ΡΝ Ν 
and Was contained in Jettérhead mémorandum enclosure to Chicago-. , 
Jaigtel dated 1-17-61 Cap tioned’ "Ῥοῖο, ἢ 1S = 6.5) τὰ } 

δά 2. Bekiy ay L 

Ob. Al ΓΝ AiSSLHG US Θ᾽ this 



Tanuary 24, 1961 

- STATENENTS Or SOVIET PREMIER NIKITA KERUSHCHEV 
AT A BANQUET IN THE. KRENLIN ON DECEMBER 4, 1960 

At the. conclusion of ‘the. conference of represerita- ; 
tives of 81 communist and workers! parties in Moscow, Russia, - 
a banquet was held in the Kremlin on December-4, 1960. : 
Soviet Prenier Nikita Khrushchev acted ae toastnaster. and, 
addressed yonarks ‘concerning communist revolutions, Yugoslavia 
and personal diplomacy. - 

ae Khrushchev stated that a successful revolution 
depends upon the circumstances existing ini ἃ given country. | 
He pointed out that the circumstances after World. War IT 
made it possible for sone of the Eastern European countries ~ 

-* ito accomplish ἃ. revolutions In what was described as a joking 
_eanner, Khrushchev added, "The, Red Arny ‘was a little closer to 

-- |Poland, to Hungary, to Rumania and to Germany as compared to 
‘other countries. The Poles know this. very well. They που] 
go to the ballot box and vote for sone Polish name but it 

=—— pecaat το ἢ them an Tvan or. someone who supported the Russians 
would win.” . - . 

Sesmeomemen Ὁ 

ΜΒ 
Τοΐβου, 
‘Mohr 
Parsons κα 
Belmont 
Callahan , 

Conrad 
DeLoach sve euee, 
Malone 
MoGulte , 

Trotter 

WC, Sullivan ., Ξ 

Tele. Reon ——  Vardous kinds of socialisn. 
- |disagree with me, they are building socialism in Yugosiavia. Ingram 

Gandy _ 

me: =u 

De Loach . .---.-.., 
Malone ν : 
δον re --. 

Tamia — 
Trotter. a 
WC. Sullivan en, 

Yell, what have you: got in Yugoslavia? If. you ‘have no 

ΟὟ get around. 

Khrushchev then made the point that there are 
We said, "Evan if some comrades 

'|It-would, be wrong to put Yugoslavia in the capitalist camp. 

communists, what have they got?" These statements caused 
a stir in the banquet Π411 as the "Hoscow Declaration" which 
had just been. approved by those asseribled condemned Yugostavia. 

| Next, Khrushchev discussed the question of diplomacy. 
and took issue "with those who claimed that diplomacy is a 
Betrayal of the international communist movement. He said, 

I -have.to taik to diplomats, to the leaders 
of thé capitalist class. Lenin once toid me about how we 
may have to put on a silk hat, white gloves and a frock coat. 
and go out and shake Xhehands -6f capitalist, diplomats. When 

‘XY shake the hand. of an Eisenhower, I- think sometimes that I 
would like to wipe my hand off. But diplomatic activity is 
necessary and is. not necessarily a betrayal of the class 
struggle.% } 

ΟΝ: ‘kmo 10) ΓΝ Loe πον ΝΕ WED 

YY Fey, MAIL ‘ROOM: cy TELETYPE unit LJ 

a " 
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Legal Attache, Ottawa  ὉῸὉὃ January 24, 1961 

| ( Director, FBI (100-428091) 

Ε΄ ΨΨΡ. INTERNAT 7 | 
INTERNAL SECURITY - Ὁ ae ει) 

A highiy sensitive informant has. furnished the 
Biread-with information concerning an international cadre 
training s¢hool currently being held in Moscow, Russia... ~ 
Although this is: a Russian school, two thirds of the 300 ~ 
Students are not Russian. Each studént is scheduled to 
attend the school for two years. The courses include Ib 

ee Marxism-Leninism, tactics and labor history. The school ὍΤΟ 
is simitar τὸ the Lenin school except that it is. more 
Russian. 

+ Attend this scoot are feoft I. Canada. They are wife of 
᾿ member of the Nationa Committee of the Commun st 
ΝΞ Party (CP) of Canada} member: 
ir. Π -ἔχθ tee of the CP of Canada; 
. and both members of - the National Committee 

: ὧν Νὰ You are authorized to furnish information - ‘cone \ 
cerning. this ‘school and the names of Canadian citizens ἃ 
atts asis to your source πὸ Pie 

" 7 - REC. gg (C0 ~ YE Ee 29) - Ii i 

=|NOTE ON YELLOW: sf 
Ce + 1 Ue qo JAN 241961 

This information was furnished by CG 5824-S# 
and was contained ina létterhead memorandum"stibmitted by 
Chicago airtel dated 1-16-61 captioned "Solo, IS - 6." 
Sinée this information is of particular interest to Canadian - 

Fo authorities, it is deemed desirable to authorize the Legat, 
Ottawa, to disseminate the information. It is felt this 

; should, be handled on an’ oral basis in order to further protect 
‘Tolson — 

Yahya . our informant. le, 

"Calc τς .~ 1 « Foreign Liaiéén Unit. (Routs through for revi Les. 

» it WL $i oye "Ἢ 
ts, Rosen 

( 
a Sulllvan OP 

; ian oon τς ne 

i | MAIL ROOM TELETYPE UNIT Ci a 

Ὶ -ς 
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OPTIONAL FORM HO. 10 © 9 ν 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ( Parsons γέ 

DeLooch 
Malone πεν... 

Memorandum wd. | vein 
(N McGuire —————n, 

TO : Mr. A. ΒΕ. Belmont pate: January 25, 1961 Resen τς 

° W.C. Sullivan «-- 
. Tele. Room - 

᾿- » 
In “ FROM : Mr. F. J. Baumgard Condy. 

OQ 
SUBJECT: \_ 90 

INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

ΝΙΝ During the recent Solo mission of CG 5824-S% the informant, 
accompanied “by _Eltizabeth~Gurley-Flynn,,-Vice-Chairman,, Communist 

Party, USA (CPUSA), visited the Chinese Embassy in Moscow, Russia,~  -- 
on 10-2-60. The purpose of this visit was to read an English trans- 
lation of a 165-page letter of the Communist Party of China (CPC) 
dated 9-10-60. This letter set out the Chinese position in its _ 
ideological dispute with the Communist Party of the Soviet Union 
(CPSU). The letter made stern accusations against the CPSU and 
called Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev a tool of imperialism. The 
informant was not able to obtain a copy..of this document from the 
Chinese and the time allotted for Yeading the document did not permit 
the taking of notes, 

Chinese representatives at the Embassy were told that in 
regard to the ideological dispute between the CPSU and the CPC, the 
CPUSA supported the position of ‘the CPSU and would not compromise 
on principle. They were also told the CPUSA would not lead a fight 
against the CPC and wanted, to retain fraternal relationships with 

e CPC. 

It will be recalled that CG 5824-S* previously made avail-~ 
able a copy of the letter of the CPSU dated 11-5-60 which answered 
point by point the accusations contained in the above-méntioned 
Chinese letter of 9~10-60. A summary of the Soviet document was 
disseminated to top officials of the Government. The complete. 
document was disseminated to appropriate Government intelligence 
agencies. 

ACTION: © 

All pertinent information concerning this ideological 
dispute “has been disseminated. 

400-428091 wo FA 

Mr. Parsons 
“AFA 4 — M8 OQ AL REC. 76 Ὁ. 1 - To 

1 - Mr. Belmont recs ee 

1 - Mr. e : - 

: Δ, JAN 9.6. 1961 
1 = Mr. ah ~ τοι xB | swe} | 

ὲ ΤΩ ee 1 IDA 
(5) 

Pee 



ΝΣ iv 

- . 12-13256) aa FD-36 (Rev 
, Talson—— 

1 x. . ‘: 

& ν 
- * “ 

FBI 

Date: 1/20/61 
recA Transmit the following in — 

(Type in plain text or code) 

Ts ia i: cy Ma 

. [1 poh Deere 

Mi 83 (anya , 

AIRTEL _. ot 
(Priority or Method of: Mailing) | 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI. (100-428091) 

ἥ FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

= SOLO » 

Re Chicago airtel, 9/7/60, containing. information 
concerning V. J; JEROME and his wife, ALICE JEROME. The 
information on the following pages was furnished by 6, 
CG 5824-S* to SAs JOHN E. KEATING and RICHARD W. ‘HANSEN D6 
on 1/13/61. ἊΝ 

Due to the nature of the information and the 
manner in which it was obtained, it is not being incorporated 
in a letterhead memorandum. 

email 
} Bureau. (AM) (RM) 

1 - New York (100-134637) (AM) (RM) ΄ 
1 - Chicago . 

JEK:ntb- 
(5) 

. REC. 10 bb: $2809) —j Ι7λδ 

20 JAN 27 1961 

Approved: (ft Ans J40& δορὶ... Μ ἡ ——  .... 
Special ion fn Charge 



ο INFORMATION ERNING 7 Visi do. 

Re es JACTOR ser cose ἢ ip SI 4 7 

— One AND THERE 
" 

᾿ “router” ‘SON Ctr HAL be 
DTC 

ἘΞ ΞΞΞΕΞ uIROVIGH 
“Aniorican ΒΔΕ ΤΟΝ 

During October, 1900" 
7 HOSTOUEIS Hoad of tho North and” 

@. International. Dopartment of. the Central, Conmittee 
ee ey 

y.of the Soviet, Union (CPSU); and 
. iit,..who is in charge. of the 

ον COmminist Party, USA (CP, USA) and the United States, ag. 
ry a deputy to MOSTOVETS, were discussing V. J, JEROME; 

JEROME 186. working: on English translations of the 
works of V, I. LENIN, JEROUE got into trouble because hoe 
would not follow the. systen. in’ the translation. section | 
where He is. -employéd, JEROME said that his superiors wore 
wrong in trying to speed up the translation of LENIN. Ho- 
went over tho Dopartmont heads and complained to. the CPS8U., 
Tho CPSU straightoned tho mattex out, but -MOSTOVETS. and, 
GRECHUKHIN. told CHILDS to tell JEROME - not to do St again, | 

-KOSTOVETS and GRECHUKHIN said that JEROME Yeceives 
$90,00 in foteign currency each month to. send to the United 
States for rent on his apartment; which he: is. maintaining,. 
JEROME wants to become a Momber of tho.CPSU but HOSTOVETS 
and GRECHUKHIN said that. this is absolutely not possible, | - 
Ho has boon. in tho Soviet Union for thirteen or fourteen 
vionths. During that tine he has worked about eight months. 
The rest of tho time he has been on vacttion, in a hodpital 
or in a sanitarium. He works on tho translations in his 
apartnent , The quality of his work is good but ho just docs 
not work, Continuing, MOSTOVETS and GRECHUKHIN said. that. 
JEROUE "5 youngest. son is going to “the University of Moscow... 
It costs’ $2,800 a. Semester for his ‘dducation, books, board, 
ete, ALICE JEROME 15 doing part~tine work and is not going 
to..achool ovon though she had previously” indicated a desire 
to do so, 

NOSTOVETS and. GRECHUKHIN to1d CHILDS to talk in 
plain tanguage to, JEROME, - 

γε - uf pane |IRO τι 

ENGL SUE | aa 
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-- . © - 

"π . - ra 

a 
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caxnns say: JEROME on three separate. occasions 
during October and November, 1060. CHILDS. told. JEROME. 
that the Russians had told hin that JEROME has to, follow 
the rules or he cab quit and go home. ᾿ 

JEROME said that he has no complaints except: ΝΣ 
that he is isolated from the Party. Me said that hé. has 

- never been ἐς [9] isolatad in his life.. 

According. to JEROME, he is working on 8. ‘pecond, 7 
volun of "A Lamp ‘for Jorony", The first volume is boing a 
translated in Italy. He is negotiating a trip to. Italy. ΝΥΝ 
He is planning to leave the Soviet Union ὅπ about. May or ΝΞ 
June, 1961, but has not told this to the Russians, — 

Ys 3. JEROME aiid ALICE JEROME and their youngest 
gon 11 speal Russ fan well, . | . 4 
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\ Transmit the‘following in - 

/ a 
24 Via AIRTEL. ΕΝ j [δοῖο, Πρου. 6 

πτ'᾽ΝἵγΡνππνπχσΠφτς, - ” 
ἤν iy tam 

| Miss Gandy 
= en eee eee ee ia on 1 . —, ST eR a mR a ee me ee er ee = ee τσ παι . ~ 

(Type in plain text or code) 

TO : "DIRECTOR ; FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134~46 Sub B) 

Gore 
5: 

y not There are enclosed herewith for the Bureau; 7 copies 
πο and to the New York Division 1 copy of ἃ letterhead | 

memorandum concerning the position of ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN 
and the CP, USA, on the ideological dispute between the 
CPSU .and the ορὸ as reflected in FLYNN's remarks to the 
meeting of the Editorial Commission in Moscow, Russia on 
10/7/60. 

᾿ ᾿ . los 

It is noted that only ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN and ἊΝ 
CG 5824-S* from the CP, USA, participated in the meeting of 
the Editorial Commission, For this reason and in compliance 
with instructions set forth in Bulet dated 11/2/60, the ~ 
letterhead memorandum is classified ' *, The place of 
issue has beén reflected as Washington, Ὁ, C., in accordance 
with instructions in reBulet. 

‘The information in the letterhead memorandum was 
furnished by CG 5824-S* to SAs JOHN E, KEATING and RICHARD 
W. HANSEN on 12229/60. | 

7 ἈΝ 
Y "GALE . ὴ β ἀπ (at Lore © peer ἢ Δ) MTL 

ee eS ys La oe - New Yo: rk 1 ἘΜ) CRR , 
100-13%63 7% ΤΩ ( τς ΤΡ ΜΉΝ 

1 -- Chicago. 74 yd MY 
JEK: jem a oo 
(5)  ᾧ ΟΝ 

—— ᾿ . . 1 

C C s Wis’. oe 

τς 

ΤᾺ Δ 4. 

Approved: 

~ Special Agent in Charge 



᾿ DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

FRI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION CUIDE 

DATE 06-29-2011 

Paw 

une STATES DEPARTMENT OF \ATICE 

FEDERAL .,BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. 
» 

, 100-428091.. Washington, ὃ. δ. ‘SBDRRT- 
“es : January. 18,. 1961. 3 

POSITION OF [ELIZABETH ΓΙΑ FLYNN ᾿ ' 
- AND: THE: ‘COHHUNIS "PARTY: (CP); 1 ΒΑ... ..-..-.-- - ποτ 

_ __ — ONT RE--IDEOLOGICAL SPUTE: BETWEEN. 
- “THE CP OF THE ‘SOVi! ‘SOVIET UNION. CCRSUY = 

_ AND ὙΠῈ ΟΡ Ὶ OF _CHINA._( CPC): ᾿ 
Soh, 

“the. ΟΡ, USA, has- been. designated. by the: Attorney 
- General of the United ; States pursuant to Executive. Order 
:10450.. 

A.-gsource,. who has: furnished reliable information. 
in -the. ‘past; has furnished the -following. information, “ eo Miley es 

- ,Blizabeth GurléyeFlynn, a Vice-Chairman and member 
 of..the. National .Committee of. ‘thé. CP.,-USH; spoke: to: tha πος 
‘Commission to. Prepare.:a Document -for- the. Novenibér: neeting 
. Ὁ. ‘Communist. and Workers! Parties, - 2180 - known as. the 
Editorial: Commission on October, 7, 1960,,.. in Moscow, Russia. . 
The -essence:.of her. remarks. on: that. date have. been set: forth 

Ὁ [etsewnere.. She. supported: the. CPSU in its ideological 
dispute: with the CPC and: also. ‘defended ‘Nikita.Khrushchev,.. 

- First-Secretary of the..Central Committee. ‘of. the~ CPSU (CCCPSU). 

Flynn had been flattered by the: honors. previously 
extended ‘to -her. in--Czéchoslovakia; Hungary, - Rumania ,. East - “ 
‘Germany and:-the: Soviet’ Union. Thus, she: was. personally 
pro-Russian. and. not. -pro~Chinese in the ‘ideological ahspute. 

ΟΝ Flynn concluded her remarks,on October 7, 
*. 1960>XTENG:: ‘Hsiao-ping, General. Secretary of | of | “the: Central 

- <Committee.of the CPC (CCCPC) sentySANG Ming-chao;. a os oe 
1 translator. in thé “Iiternational. Liaison Department: of. the or 
- CCCPC"to7 the: delegation, of..the CP, _USA;_to. ask if Flynn ᾿ 
-Ββὰ given.expression to the :views. of the -CP,. USA, or. to 
her own views. .When informed ‘that. the:general. _presentation - τ 
of Flynn. was, that. of the. CP, ‘USA, “TANG: Ming-chao. displayed 
-obvious- disappointment. 

- This document contains. neither recomiiendations nor. 
conclusions: of the.Federal Bureau of Investigation. .It. is 
the.-property of the: Federal Bureau of Investigation. and. is: 
loaned το. σου. agency; it. and. its contents are:.not.-to. be 

nie - distributed: outside. your. agency. 
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TO +: DIRECTOR, FBI .(100-428091) 

Ως SAC, CHICAGO. (134-46 Sub B) 

© | 7 ΝΞ ᾿ ΝΙΝ wid | . 

eC | EPP 
5 at ANG. 

wea : 

‘Re ‘New York airtel. 8/10/60, containing information ᾿ΕΝ 
᾿ concerning | ἊΝ 

᾿ CG 5824-9* Orally furnished ἐΒ6 information of the 
| following page Soncerning [τ΄ τ το SAs JOHN E, 

Ρ KEATING and. RICHARD ‘W.' HANSEN on 12/17/60 | 
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Deccmbox 47, 1060 

INFORUATION CONCERNING 

oe ie *rocated in Inonova 
ἘΠῚ 12.1.6: Exon Hodebw, 

me foe 
titi¢ Tottors written. to 

“who His ἃ givl friond™ in the United Statos,. 
r yants him to cone fome. she has been visited 

by the. FBI. He ia complaining about the troatnent he is. 
recolving, ie. ‘ig: a- backward Btudont, 

| } " ‘Tho CPSU wants to know if the CP, USA would 
“abject 12 is gent hemp! : 

“ὁ -71 W122. 
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

_ FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION CUIDE 

DATE Q6-2Z29-2011 
Mr. Belmont 1 

1 Mr. Baumgardner 

1 i. | «ἢ ε 

, 

 Jatuary 24; 1961. 

~ BY BIAYSON 

q 

Honorable Dean Rustic — 
The Sécretary of State - 
Washington, D.C. 

My dear Mr. Rusk: 

My recent correspondencé supplied you with infor- 
mation concerning the. Conference ΟΣ Communist and Workers' 
Parties held in Moscow; Russia, during November, 1960.. 

At a bariquet heid in the Kremlin on December 4, 
1960, Sovict Premier Nikita Khrushchev éxpounded. his doctrine 
‘on coniuunist revolutions, Yugoslavia as a socialist country 

and the deceitful use.of personal diplomacy.. The enclosed 
nemorandum sets forth details of the expressions of Khrushchev. 

«ἃ This information; supplied by: ah extremely sensitive 
source which has furnished reliable information in the past, 

Ξ waSCobtained 88. 3. result of our over-all coverage of the ~s 
-κ 

& _9ur-source, it is requested that the contents of this con- 
ΣῊΝ “nunigation and the chclosure be afforded carcful security 

ae 

ὲ Ὁ Tia ποίησ: available this. information to other, -: 
oe appropriate officials of the:Governnent.. | .. mio 

ἄρ δὰ 25 ὯΝ 



Honorable Dean Rusk 

NOTE ON. YELLOWS | ΝΞ 

Classified "πα τυδοσσενιν because disclosure ΟΣ - 
this information could result in exceptionally grave. damage 

- τὸ the | Nation. 

Information set forth in enclosure furnished by 
CG 5824~-S% and was contained in letterhead memorandum enclosure 
to: Chicago airtel dated 1-17-62 captioned 8016, IS ~ Ὁ." 

rc 
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, vin | 
pr smut the following in PLAIN TERT - - : κ΄ Mr, Trotter ae 

᾿ : (Type in plain text or code) . Ἢ τ, Ἶ “ee 

fa- ἡ] ὧν ᾿᾽ Mr. W.C.Sullivan | 

fa ZARTEL “ Ἵ Tele. Room ..—~ § | 
: = — +. - Mr. Ingcam ~~ § 

j (Priority or Method of Maiti 6) Ι as Gandy... } 

Mr. Rosen... 

=——————— eee ee ee ee SS ee eee ee ee eee es ee ee 

EROM~ SAC, CHICAGO (134-46-Sub B) 
. ᾿ In § 
SOLO. - lo 7c is C 

, There are enclosed herewith to the Bureau seven copies 
and to the New York Division one copy of a letterhead memorandum,,(_ 
containing the essence of a speech delivered by SATOMI HAKAMADA, Hi 
member of the Presidium of the Communist Party of Japan to the ay 
meeting of Communist and Workers! Parties in Moscow, Russia. ‘ 

τα »- 

Including the representatives, translators, advisors 
and technicians, approximately 300 people. attended this meeting. 

| The proceedings of the meeting were not made public. While 
six representatives of the Communist Party, USA, were present 

! it is the opinion of CG 5824-5S* that no one from the CP, USA, . 
delegation has notes which are as“complete as those of OG 5824- S* ; 

| For this reason, and in compliance with instructions set forth 
| in Bulet dated 11/2/60, the letterhead memorandum is classified 

ποῦν", The place of issue has been reflected as Washington, 
Ὡς mn accordance with instructions. in above Bulet. i 

The information in the letterhead memorandum was fur-— 
nished by CG 5824-S* to G and RICHARD W, ,,. 
HANSEN and Stenographer. on 1/5/61. μο (ὦ 

GALE 
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DEPRIVED FROM: 

FEIT AUTOMATIC DECLASSITFICATION CUIDE 

QO , DATE O06-Z9-Z011 

ἣ V/ 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. 

ean Washington, D.C, 
a January 10, 1960. 

100--428091 

SPEECH OF SATOMI HAKAMADA TO THE 
‘MEETING ΟΡ COMMUNIST PARTIES’ AND 

_WORKERS' PARTIES’ IN_MOSCOW,.RUSSIA 

| aA sourée,, who. has” furnished Yeliable, information in 
the past, has furnished the following information. 

On November 22, 1960, the meéting of the representatives 
_ of the. 81 Coynntt nist. Parties and: Workers! Parties heard..a. Speech 
by Satonj fakamada |. member..of. thé. Presi dium_of- the Communist: 
Party of.Japan,. The sessions of this meeting. were held in St. 

“George Hall in the. Kremlin in Moscow, Russia, ΗΟ ΟΕ ΟΣ ΠΗ, ye 8 Ὁ fc 
President.,of. the Workers! Party ΟΕ Viet. Nam, was the Chairmai— 
ofthe session at which Hakamada spoke. The following is the ἰ[σ μ᾽. 
essence of the remarks of Satomi. Hakamada, ee 

“The differences ‘in the: international, movement. are now 
known: to. the eneny.. We,,. therefore,. need. to emphasize the unity 
and’ ‘cohesion. of our Communist movement. We ‘need to accept the 
document before us, which will be acceptable to all. 

‘We agree with the draft 45 a whole, although. ‘We. have © 
a few amendments “to the fifth section.,, Despite - the fact that. | 
Japan developed as -a capitalist country , it ‘remains occupied and 
dominated by the United States imperialists. Thanks. tO. the | 

of United States. aggressive ‘aims. However, the: struggle of, the 
Japanese. people against. this “treaty is a powerful. movement of 
millions, and the Communist Party. has. played and, ‘still plays .a 
big role. in this movenent, 

» The ‘Communist. Party line in Japan isto unite. all, 
patriotic forces against. the ruling circles. of the United. States 
and its junior partner, the Japanese monopolist. lackeys.. Japan. 
is allegedly independent on the, basis of. the San Francisco Treaty, 
‘put in, fact this is not so... We Communists. Spared. no effort. to 
show that United States. imperialisni dominates: Japan. In the 
struggle, we did not forget the Japanese lackeys. We fought,,. and Ms 
continue to fight,'to throw off the rule of the United States: bai 3 

ae 100- 42809 | -- 11 56f Se | 
VLU 

| 
| 

ENCLOSURE 
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SPEECH OF SATOMI HAKAMADA TO THE a: = 
MEETING OF COMMUNIST PARTIES AND «.» Seal 
WORKERS' PARTIES IN MOSCOW, RUSSIA . 
| 

Mie are also for the banning of the “*A* and "H* bombs. 
We are for a treaty ‘between Japan and | the U.S. 8.R.. We are for 
the evacuation of. Okinawa... We demand. peace, national. independence, 
democracy, and better living. conditions. These slogans ave 
helped. us to. mobi Vize. millions, But. the priority in this. Light. 
418 against United. States. imperialism’: ‘and the ‘security. pact. The. 

~ social, democrats tried to evade. the struggle. against United States 
imperialism. when the masses were mov ing forward. We ‘succeeded 
in’ mobilizing ‘fhe people against. President Eisenhower. We had 
gigantic demonstrations against the United | States. in Japan and 
against the. United States security pact, We ‘gurrounded ‘the United 
States. Embassy. Hundreds. of thousands participated in these 
denonstrations., and in demonstrations in front. ΟΊ. ‘parliament, 
We had 23 nation. wide. demonstrations and two political strikes 
involving two and one half million people. It was. this national 
movement which compelled. the Kishi Government . to fall and pre- 
vented Presidént Eisenhower from visiting Japan. 

*The international. relation of forces opens up brighter 
prospects for us “in. Japan.as indicated in. the draft document, 
and it ‘also. points ‘to United States imperialism as the main eneny,. 
The: draft ealls “upon the workers. in the capitalist. countries‘ not 
to be passive. We have. set up committees of joint struggle | and. 

if they would have, refused they would have ‘been isolated. The 
united front committees exist’ all over the country. There are. 
2, ‘000 such committees of Struggle. In many of these committees 
we play the - leading role,. However; in the. midst of this struggle 
against the. security treaty we had to combat the. rightists ‘and 
the leftists, 

A 

~ ‘There was’ ‘also a fight in the Socialist Party’. They, 
too,. were split. The: right. wing of that. Party wanted to compro- 
mise. with. ‘United States imperialism: The. Trotskyites seized power 
in ‘the leading ‘student circles ‘and by. shouting the. Slogan. that 
Japan: is .on the.eve ofa social revolution, they repelled many 
people, They caused useless division. and a struggle with the 
Japanese. intelligentsia, ‘They even provoked ‘the police and, use-= 
lessly spilled blood, The Trotskyites behaved like provocateurs ; 

a | want to emphasize that’ there is. no real revolutionary 
situation in Japan at. this’ tine, nor was. there such a situation 

wily . 



SPEECH OF SATOMI HAKAMADA ΤῸ THE 
MEETING OF COMMUNIST PARTIES AND 
NORKERS* PARTIES ‘IN MOSCOW, RUSSIA 

εξ the tine of our big struggle against the security ἐχθές Als” 
though there are splits. even in the. ruling circles ,. the capitalist 
class in Japan can still rule, During the. big demonstrations. ὌΝ 
in Japan our government had liaison with. the United States. military. 
We’ ‘know this for a. fact” and we ‘have -docunents. to to prove it. ren 

tty 

‘prevent ‘provocation, not to be involved in an “unequal Seattle, 

“If we had allowed these Trotskyite provocateurs: to go 
on all would have, been hurt, including. the Communist. Party, We 
had. to ‘organize. a separate united. front of the student adminis~.’ 
tration..and,. thus, broke the majority away from the Trotskyites ; 
Many leaders of the trade union novement and. the. ‘Socialist. ‘Party — ᾿ 
‘are anti-Communist and. they, too, had to deal with the: Trotskyités. 
on the. basis Of -anti~Conmuinism, Some of these. Trotsky ite leaders” 
are. renegades “Who, at one time, were in the Party. These elenents 
are fighting the socialist camp. , 

“re the government wins. the coming election we will. VA 
¥end start..a new..offensive to. mobilize. ‘the. people. - The. 510 an’ is 

the. treaty with the United. States and. extend. democracy”, ‘The: 
trade union. general council was. originally. set up by the United 
States, The majority. of the’ council was .made. up of social. democrats, 
but we influence. at least one third of ‘the membership in the 
trade. union movement. 

“our: weak link in. Japan is the. peasantry, but during. 
the struggle against the military. treaty the. peasantry moved: closer 
.to us and. we do .have, some. ‘successes to record, The. National Com=. 
mittee of the Communist Party of Japan last August adopted..a.yery 
serious resolution on the peasantry ;. and: -how. ‘to, form. alliances. 
with, then, This. has: elped us ‘and we. are. ‘putting. life “tnto the 
siogans and ‘penetrating the. masses. of the. peasantry. 

- “Our Party membership is still relatively gnall,. , We intend 
to double our snembership and. consolidate. the -Party.., We. ‘are’ 
constantly meeting with the membership, building up. a cadre, 
checking up with the carrying out of decisions, etc .” 

The source stated. that Hakamada did not mention any. 
number in connection with the size of Communist Party of Japan; 



* | SPEECH OF SATOMI. HAKAMADA. TO. THE 
MEETING ‘OF COMMUNISTPARTIES AND. ᾿ 
WORKERS PARTIES. AR, HOSCOW RUSSIA ᾿ ι 

when specifically. asked Hakaniada savised: the’ source. that. the . 
_-membership - is 100, 000. - The. renarks of: Hakamada, continue, 

Since. the elections’ the: opposition: has more, than: one™ 
third.of the. vote, ‘Neswill, thus, be able. to ‘prevent the: change. 
‘of, the: ‘constitution to ‘Abrogate:.demoéracy.- - We’ now, have six:Come... . 

τος —munist® ‘Party, ‘deputies 10, the Diet dnstead. οἵ. ‘One .Β.6᾽ ‘before... The 
reasons ‘for our weaknesses. can, be..laid.td our inner ‘Party struggle. 

- He. ‘are..only..now. getting over’ it, Our: strategic. line was, first - 
. a. national denocratic revolution, Yor independence: ‘and.. democracy, 
and after this coalition: wins. power,: to: develop the. movement - ‘for 
‘socialisn. 

“However, we: have a minority. in our. Party which :persists 
in skipping stages. - We: stress the fight ‘against monopoly. and 
“United: States’. imperialist domination. . This minority: stresses 
only. the: donéstic: enemy. 

‘We: still have, differences:.in the.Central Committee of 
the Communist Party:.-of Japan and we must. admit. ‘that these dif-~. 
ferences. have. ‘hampered the, recent. ‘struggles. - We. are, working to 

“retain: the unity. of our: Central Conmittee.. despite: ‘these differences, 
' and: the: :Eighth Party. Congress: will adopt 8, program;and. help. ‘to 
‘consolidate the: Communist ‘Party. | 

‘We: need. unity in our Party.and we need -unity-<in the 
international movement .as the draft, declaration says. We ‘need 
this unity in order to ‘concentrate. our blows against. the, main 
eneny,. The drafting committee succeeded: in. overcoming ‘many, - ‘dife 

' ferences on the international situation. .-This. shows that. patient 
and frank. ‘discussions can accomplish many. things. ‘for: unity. Let 
us see what can 1 ‘be done and..go.:on.to bring -about:more ‘unity... ‘In 
‘the: draft there are still a few points that.. need ironing..out..- We - 
hope: ‘that. WE. .CAan- Mpaninously adopt. the cite At, is: our 
sacred.duty, before..the working class to unite. | | 

This. document contains: neither. recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau .of Investigation,,. It, is the 

_ property: :of.the Federal Bureau. of Investigation~and. is, loaned 
to your cagency;. it and. its. contents. are. not to ibe distributed. 
outside .your | Ἰὼ ἡ 
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FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICA&ATION GUILE 

PATE 06-29-4011 

- he in et 

Ν t =~ Μύῦ. Parsons | 
1 - Mr. Belmont. 
1 -.Mr. Baurigardner 

; oe * 1 - Liaison 
- γ΄ 100-428091 a | pr nian τ 

Date: January 25, 1961 ΝΣ ᾿ 

To: ‘Dffice of Security Py ς 
Department of State ; rh ς a 24 

ΜΝ ὔ ς . ence? : ve 

From: John Edgar Hoover, Directo 

Q Subject: COMMUNIST PARTY, USA ON ul »Κϑϑ,. 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS — - Has bic 
ETERNAL SECURETY - ¢ ᾿ 7 

z the following information concerning an . interna- an 
— tiorial cadre training school in Moscow, Russia, was supplied 

_ ἡ bY an extremely sensitive Source and was obtained asa result 
og ‘of our: over-all coverage of the Communist Party, USA. 

it has been learned that ‘there is. currently in 
existence. in Moscow an international cadre training school..- 
This is a Russian school, although two thirds of the 300 
students are not Russian. There are no. students in attendance 
from either the United States or Great Britain. Six students " 

Qe are known to be from Australia. Among other countries repre- 
Sented are France, Italy and India. ‘There are 8150 ‘students, 3 

58 Frog Africa in attendance. 

35. ΕΣ Co Bach stident is scheduled to attend thé school tor 
‘two_years. There is an English speaking section but after 

Six months, a11 classes will be conducted in the Russian 
23 danguage Russian is the basic language and all students - 

“4 
: DB _ ehaye to study this: language.. The coursés include Marxism ~~ — 
fp heninism, tactics and labor history. The sclio01 has been aa 

. ‘described as being similar to the Lenin schgo},. ὦ ( $6 Gf> ey, a 

Mz, olde This school is designed £0 train 0 Oui, let éadresl. : : 
‘Mr. Mohr “ἢ is ἃ relatively new school and sore of th εϑ tudentsoGre , ΕἸ 
Mr. Parsons_COfplaining that the teachers, 811 of whom are δ Nassian, aré| . 
Sin, Callahan good because they do not know what: 15: going.on~ outst | 
‘Mr. 'Callahin-pabksia., The intention, is,to-enidrge the, school in the future. 

ntually, the nunder.of Students may be doubte. the \present 
roLinent of 300. “ 

Mr. MeGuire-_ δ! " ) a ; ΝΕ 

Mr. Roson——'|. SEE_ NOTE -ON_ YELLOW Pace 10 | 7 A 4 ane 
Mr. Trotter 

Mr. W.C.Sultivan . - re - mo Ι Ἷ ΠΥ, ‘ ρ _ 



Office of Security 
‘Department of State 

-- 

Because of the sensitive nature of our Source, it 
45 requested that the contents of this communication be - . ΗΕ 
afforded careful security and its use restricted to a need~ , \ 
to-know basis. — . | Ἂ 

" This is being furnished for your infornation< 

1-Director Ὁ ΕΣ 
Central intelligence Agency . BY’ LIAISON ee 

Attention: Deputy Director, Plans ὦ 15 H Ἵ γῇ; . ᾿ 
ΝΞ ΕΣ ᾿ of ) —_ | 

NOTE ΟΝ YELLOW : ae " 

Classified Sees because disclostire of ‘this 
information could resul in exceptionally grave damage to the “Ὁ 
Nation. . 

Information set out herein furriished by CG S824-S% 
and was received as letterhead memorandum enclosure to Chicago 
airtel, dated 1-16- 61 captioned "Soto, IS = στ΄ 
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There, are ‘enclosed herewith to the Bureau, 7 copies 
and to the New York- Division one copy of 2 letterhead 
memorandum containing the essence of the November 14, 1960 
speech, of TENG Hsiao-ping to the meeting. of Communist and 
Workers" Parties in Moscow, Russia, 

Including the representatives, translators, 
advisers, and. technicians, approximately 300 people attended 
this meeting. The proceedings of this meeting were not made 
public, While 6 representatives of the CP, USA were present 
it. is the opinion of -CG!:5824-S* that no one else from the 
CP, USA delegation has notes which are as complete as those 
of "CG 5824~S*, For this reason and in compliance with 
instructions set forth in Bulet dated 11/2/60, the letterhead 
memorandum is classified "staset". The ‘place of issue has 
been reflected as Washington, D.C, in accordance with 
instructions in ReBulet, 

The information in the letterhead memorandum was oe | 
furnished by CG 5824-S* to SAs JOHN E, KEATING and RICHARD 
W. HANSEN on 1/4/61 KEATING and RICHARD 
W, HANSEN and Steno on 1/5/61, "453 
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NOVEMBER 14, 1960 SPEECH OF 
| TENG HSIAO-PING- TO- MEETING 
OF COMMUNIST AND ‘WORKERS’ 
PARTIES IN ἘΟΒΟΟΥ͂, Ἢ ‘RUSSIA |. ΝΕ SO 

-- -- fe 

A source, who has furnished reliable information. in 
the past, has furnished the following information. 

On November 14, 1960, the meeting of representatives 
of the eighty one Communist Parties and Workers’ Parties, for 
the first time during the meeting, heard a speech by TENG | 
Hsiao-ping, General Secretary of the Communist LParty. of 
China (CPC).~ The sessions ‘of this meeting were held in St. ° 
George Hall in the’ Kremlin. in Moscow, Russia. 

Rudolfo Ghioldi, member of the Central Committee 
of the Communist Party. of "Argentina, was the chairman of 
the .session duzing which TENG Hsiao=ping spoke, Θ' 
following is, the essence of the remarks made by PENG 

wat 
rae ad 

On behal? of the. Central Committee of. the. CPC 
(CCCPC), I.want to greet all the Parties of the world. 
The gathering together: ὁ representatives from eighty one 
Parties at this conference is a new development in the | 
international movement. This shows a- new. upsurge in the 
movement. In 1957, we had a similar meeting but at that 
time-we had more consultations before adopting the decisions 
and the’ Moscow Declaration and the Peace Manifesto. 

“This present document was worked on for.more than 
20 days but. we must say that the Moscow Declaration of 1957. 
still renaings the guiding line even though: ‘this. ‘draft makes 
2 corréct analysis of the, past three years. Unity. was 
reached .on. some basic points. We also. used some methods ' Ὶ 
of consultation. This further helped unity. \ 
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“We hope for full discussion here ‘in order to -revise 
and to strengthen the draft document. We should try to. 
remove those elements in the document that are a bar to 
unity so that this document, together with the HNoscow 
Declaration, will unite, our ranks, What I am saying. and = 
will say is the opinion of the CCCPC and Comrade MAO 
Tse-tung... 

“Yt. is disturbing that the Central Committee of the . 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CCCPSU)., on the eve of - 
this meeting, distributed a 127 page letter which was a 
violent attack on the CPC and on Comrade MAO Tse-tung.. This 
has enlarged. our differences instead of uniting our ranks. 
The CPSU took advantage of ‘a meeting in Moscow for the 
distribution of this letter outside its own ranks.under 
favorable conditions, We will study this docunent and 
we are going to reply to it. 

“The, CPSU and the CPC are. the largest. Parties in. 
the world in the camp of Communism. Unity of these two 
Parties should be able to withstand tests. We will do 
everything to help unity at this dignified conference. 

“in regard to the current world situation, we 
can say that the. old capitalist system is declining, 
Colonialism is ‘falling apart and ‘socialism is prospering. 

the legend that the. CPC Looks tipon the present 
situation merely as an epoch of wars and revolution is 
nonsense, Lenin taught us that a revolutionary is fearless. 
HAO .Tse-tung also taught us not to underestimate the enemy 
or overestimate him. MAO Tse-Tung also taught us how to 
prevent war, . 

“" ms Jano 
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‘At the Moscow | meeting in 1957, Comrade MAO Tse-tung 
listed ten current events in thes international situation and 
said that the conditions are. favorable for world peace. He 
pointed out that in this new epoch, the anti-inperialists 
axe gaining, that war is not. inevitable, that the industrial 
output. of the socialist. camp is increasing and will be one 
third of the world's production, Further that this socialist 
production would influence the world and increase the 
prestige of the socialist camp. 

“The United States is facing an economic crisis. 
There has been a revolution in Iraq and there was no inter- 
veation because the people were mobilized. The Cuban 
revolution took place in 1957 and it was the first. breach 
in the Western Hemisphere. Latin America is on the road 
of revolutionary upsurge. Venezuela and Colombia have 
toppled the colonial regime. The national liberation 
movement in Africa has become a force in world policy. 
The Algerian. people have been engaged in a war for six 
years ‘now. Sixteen African countries have achieved their 
independence, even though some of this independence is not 
genuine. in South Africa, there are sharp struggles. There 
is a nationwide. struggle. in Japan. -The workers: and peasants 
in Japan ‘have united and compelled the cancellation of the 
United States President's visit to that country. Premier 
Kishi was. compelled to. step down. 

‘Yn 1960, the South Korean people and the Turkish 
‘people overthrew their old regimes, In 1960, too, there 
was a coup in Laos which overthrew the United States 
sponsored regime. A big struggle is developing in South 
Viet Nam. In Europe. and North America, there. have been a 
number of successful strikes, In Argentina and in India, 
too, there.are big strikes. | 

“3 οἱ 
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“In the last few years, there has. been tremendous 
progress in the movement for world peace. In the past. 
three years the tide has turned in-Asia, Africa, and Latin 
America, We. witnessed the growth of the socialist systen, 
We have seen and we will segmore great changes. All of 
these évents are pushing capitalism deeper into. the general 
crisis. These things I have enumerated verify. the 1957. 

. thesis of Comrade MAO Tse-tung, that we are at a turning 
point, that the socialist and anti~colonial progress, 
together with the movement for peace, will achieve world 
wide. victory. over the imperialist minority. 

“We never overestimated the power. of imperialisn, 
nor heve- we ever underestimated it either. I can quote: 
MAO Tse=tung to prove this. At the 1957 Moscow. Conference, 
Comrade MAO Tse-tung said, the east wind prevails. over 
‘the west. wind. Some of you questioned. this definition 
but Comrade MAO Tse-tung made a detailed explanation and 
clearly stated what we mean by the west wind. He used a 
political parable from Chinese literature. He did not, 
as some of you said, give a geographical or meteorological 
explanation. 

\It is wrong to say that because we talk of a 
wind from Asia that this is a departure from Marxisn- 
Leninism or internationalism. In the CPSU- letter ‘of 
November 5, 1960, all -the countries are. put into the 
West. Europe, ‘Africa. and Latin America are mentioned. It 
is a capital crime to.do this. It can create the. idea that . 
there is a menace coming from the East. In-a.1957 speech a 
Comrade MAO Tse~tung said, “modern leftism lacks common 
sense", 

“We cannot. overestimate the United States nor 
its nuclear weapons or overestimate its bases or 
underestimate the revolutionary power of the: peopie. The 
way some Comrades talk, they create the impression that the 
revolutionary struggles of the people. wilt give rise to wars. 

wha 
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“inperdialésin Will not change its nature, not even. 
in its. dying days. The imperialist bloc is preparing for 
new wars. The United States is ‘piling up mountains of 

. armaments, It. is the fighting task of the péople of the 
world to take steps to prevent war, thus speeding .the 
arrival of the revolution. The socialist countries cannot 
order the imperialists and tell them what they want them 
to do, 

“Again I quote from the 1957 speech of Comrade 
MAO ‘Tse~tung: *to strategically. slight the enemy is wrong. 
We must have a concrete account of the enemy. Unless we 
do, we make adventurous mistakes, ᾿ 

‘Regarding the *paper tiger®, it is a correct we 
concept strategically speaking. No other attitude can be 
taken, If we slight the enemy both strategically and 
tactically, we make opportunistic mistakes. In the 
last. analysis the pgople are all poverful. Imperialism 7 
is the *paper tiger*® but the people’s ardor is what counts. 
Concretely speaking, this or that imperialist power can’ be 
8 real tiger. But we looked at CHIANG Kai-shek from a 
strategic point of view and considered him 2. "paper tiger’, a 
This inspired our people to revolutionary struggle. But 
in specific battles, they were careful and acted as though 
we opposed a real tiger. This method multiplied our 
strength ‘and we won. | 

“We say that United States imperialism is a “paper 
tiger®, This has inspired our people to victory but in each 
struggle, we treat the United States as a real tiger. au 
regard to Taiwan and the United States. withdrawal from - 
this area, we have. conducted negotiations now for five 
years, Despite the intrusion of our air and. waters by. the | 
United States, we are careful.’ But time is. on our side, 
Is. it wrong to ‘teach people to slight imperialism, to 
give then. confidence in their strength?. 

we Dae 
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χοροῦ letter. ‘of. the CPSU: deseribes. Amperialian, in 
the words of Lenin, as a giant, with. feet-of. clay. “It ‘Would. . 

“be ‘correct: Af:-we isuggested. that the, CPSU re-read Lenin: on” 
this. What’ is needed 158 ἃ revolutionary method in which. - 
thére. is:.no. overestimation of the forces::of imperialism and 

kno underestimation’ "or ‘the forces of peace, © Such. estinations 
lead. to. the. right danger and to- the left. danger. 

‘I ‘want to explain. some basic. viewpoints of the: CPC, 
We: have an: attitude on War and peace. We want ‘to-prevent 
imperialism from launching a. world war. HAO Tse~tung ; 
in: his” Moscow: speech: of 1957, said that we are striving 

. for-at. least fifteen years “ot peace, We would: repeat 
this but at: the samo ‘time point out that the revolutionary 
movement will develop ‘and. imperialism will disintegrate, 
It.will become more’ difficult for imperialism .to start a 
new. world. war, 

“In, 1954, we ‘introduced five: principles of peace, 
We signed treaties containing. these. principles of, peace.. 
We also asked for an atomic. free.zone in the Pacific. and. a 
non-aggression pact with ‘the United ‘States. 

“The struggle. for peace is very complicated, What 
is the..source of’ modern ‘war? War is the product. and. nature 
of capitalist. imperialism. World Wars I. and II were — 
launched. by .the. imperialists, - - United: States imperialism is 
‘Continuing | on this path, yy 

ΝΑ favor cooperation with bourgeois pacifists, but 
“we should not mininize; our: .differences with them, We must . 
always. explain. that the source of war is. imperialisn. - The 
Yugoslavians . use the slander: that the. socialist ‘camp. can, 
start a‘war. It is; slanderous to charge . us with.a 
‘bellicose. attitude. er to. say ‘that we-want war, Many other 
charges. of this ‘nature: have been leveled against’ us. 
It. is like saying thatthe war danger comes from China 
and not from-United. States tmperialion. Comrade. Kbrushchey. 

 =Ga 
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attacked the. 1987-1 statement. of Comrade HAO, Tse-ting in regard, 
to nuclear» ‘War. Comrade Khrushchev - is wrong. We axe. against 
the realization of socialism through war; ‘We do not advocate 
nuclear- war but we do not. ‘point to the-devastation. caused. Ὅν. 
nuclear. war,’ We should not -preach ‘gurrender ο “Some: say’ that. 
if nuclear ‘war breaks. out, it will destroy civilization, .. 
Should.we surrender then?.: 

“comrade MAO. Tse-tung. points. .out that nuclear war 
may, destroy ‘one half of, the world's population | ‘but “the - 
other shalf-will. be left. . We do not ‘advocate: war: hor are = 
we against the efforts to prevent: Wars ‘What: ‘then are -the_ 
notives of those who attack us?. 

‘What about the possibilities of ‘2, world war?..: 
This is possible but: 1). we also.say- that the relation of. 
forces may possibly. prevent such -a. War and, 2) -at the. sane. 
time “we need to point ‘out that a-real danger: of world war. 
éxists and: we must mobilize the masses. so. ‘that: ‘they: will, 
not.. be taken. unawares, | Some. say this shows a lack of. 
confidence. in the: peace forces and that this would de-.. 
mobilize the people, etc.,; ete., We do, not say that: World 
War IIT is inevitable, But since: we say that the ‘nature, 
of. imperialism has | not. changed, how can, we be sure there 
will. be no war? | 

ΔΈΟΣ the. time being, United States imperialism has 
fallen behind’ in rockets ‘but in a frenzied~like manner ,” it. 
is..piling up armanents. “Great ‘Britain, West. Germany, and, 
Japan. are- doing. the same thing. The. danger. of - imperialism , 
unleashing a new. war. ‘is still great. | 

“The draft document points to the danger of war 
but it leaves out.:a very: important point, - ‘that. is a guarantee,, 
‘Under: what circumstances, and ‘when. .can war: really ‘be prevented? 
The: deletion of this point: from. the document. should be 
restored . ;in ‘order to expose the imperialist plottiig of: a 
new war,” 
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Keone source pointed out, by way of explanation, 
that the representatives; of the CPC argued that the original 
draft called for socialism in one of the. major. capitalist 
countries ΟΧ in a majority. of the countries of the world 
before peace can be guaranteed. The CPSU denied that. this, 
idea, was in the original draft. The.remarks of. TENG 
Hs izo-ping continue, 

“We need to heighten the vigilance of the. people, 
strengthen defenses, increase production, etc., in: the 
socialist..countries, We should not. spread the fear of 
war-in the socialist countries, This could lead to; the 
demobilization of the people and the creation. of fear‘ of 
war, The eneny will not listen anyway. Political ἡ 
consciousness will help 'us win. a war, . We should, therefore, 
strengthen the ‘political. work in the socialist. countries, . 

“We cannot say that war can -be ‘eliminated from the 
- world without eliminating. capitalism. There are all kinds 
of war, just wars: of liberation, civil wars, etc, 
Imperialism uses local wars to gain an advantage and ‘may 
launch a world var. Therefore, wo should not be unqualified 
opponents of all locai wars, ν' 

“We cannot, under present conditions, prevent 
local wars or prevent the imperialists. from launching 
ἃ World war. We should give more support ‘to. peoples 
fighting revolutionary wars. Since World War II, the 
follioving wars have taken place: 

The Chinese War 
The Indo-China War 
The Korean War and 
The Cuban War; 
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These wars contributed to the prevention of a world war. The 
November 5, 1960 letter of the CPSU says that this point of 
view is dangerous. We say a spark cannot start a world war, 
Such an idea would fetter revolutionary war. 

“We. favor the united front for peace ona. world 
‘scale. The basic forces for peace are: the socialist. camp 
headed by the U.S.S.R., the colonial. psoples of Asia, 
Africa and Latin America as well ag the world revolutionary 
movenent, There. are other allies from all strata of the: 
population, However, the chief reliance will be on the 
socialist camp and the peopies of Asia and Africa and not 
‘on a few bourgeois statesmen, We believe in the. exchange 
of visits between heads of states but we hold that the hope 
for peace cannot at any time rest on negotiations, but upon 
the people's strength. Even agreement depends upon a 
struggle of the peoples and the revolutionary struggles 
in the capitalist countries, 

“We favor the banning of nuclear weapons, After 
some protracted struggles, we can even seesome disarmament. 
In order to prevent 2 nuclear weapons war, the socialist 
camp should work hard to develop superiority in these 
weapons, The socialist camp should also conduct major 
struggles’in the countries where the imperialists’ bases 
are located, 

“The slogan, a world without arms, a world without 
armies, is. wrong. It is only correct to raisé this: slogan 
when it is raised in connection with socialism. Otherwise, 
this slogan is a departure from.Marxism-Leninism, Armed 
forces are a part of states. If we had a world without 
arms. or armies, it would mean that there are no states. 
This thought is based on a quotation from Lenin, Volume 
XXIII, Chinese Edition. 

“9. 
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“We cannot rely on diplomacy for disarmament. Only 
the people are dependable. We cannot. place the cart before 
the horse. Until socialism triumphs, there will be no world 
without arms or wars. 

“There are three conditions for peaceful co-existence | 
and these are: 

1) The socialist. states exist as equals and give: 
each other mutual support, 

2) Peaceful co-existence between different social 
systems... 

3) Give all out support to the revolutionary 
struggles of the peoples. 

“Without these conditions, there is. no peaceful 
co-existence. 

“During the fifteen years since World War II, we 
have been. engaged in a cold war. It may be possible in. 
the future to achieve co-existence with some states but 
even this co-existence is ἃ war of a sort. We of the Προ 
cannot agree that peaceful co-existence is a way to 
socialism. The peoples of the capitalist countries do 
not have to follow suit. Even if there is. peaceful co- 
existence, there cannot be cooperation with the class enemy., 

“Lenin always said there can be no end, to wars 
unless. the wars are tied to the end of. capitalisn., 

-10- 
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VWoetaiist countries must give. material and horal 
support: to. the oppressed. Ve. outlined. ‘our view. on. this: in 
the, book "Long Live Leninisn®, . We say, even if we repeat, . 
if imperialisn launches a war, we will wipe it. out. completely. 
This ‘thought 35 also in Part. Three of the draft declaration. ; 

“The foundations of imperialiam are being. shaken, 
If the Communist Parties could reach. the masses,. they could 
win & victory, of the people's regimes, pave the way to. 
socialism, -and. create favorable conditions for peace, 
Imperialism uses troops to suppress the’ revolutionaries 
who fight for independence. In. some countries, only 
through armed struggles. have victories been achieved, - 
Imperialism bas other methods to. subvert the: former 
colonial states, . United States imperialisn. practices: 
these methods, by. setting up puppet regimes. and involving 

- them in military, alliances. This is a new form of 
colonialism, 

YSome: countries are. independent in form only. . 
These countries are ruled through the national .bourgeoisie. 
without real reforms, The Communist Parties in these 
countries. have a double revolutionary ‘task. | They have 
to lead the democratic revolution, fight for independence, 
and at the same time fight to establish the’ proletariat 
as the leader. The draft. statement we have before us. 
deals. with this question of thé national bourgeoisie. 
We cannot. depend: upon fhen, Only when the. proletariat 
puts forth its own line and policy can dependence on the 
national bourgeoisie succeed, Even then, the proletariat 
cannot waver, 
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! “The Communist Party of Indonesia formed a united. 
front with the bourgeoisie, At the sane. time it- ‘OXPORES . 
the: reactionaries, the feudalists, and carries: out its: 
international line by. supporting solidarity with ‘China, - 
The. Indonesian alliance.has, two parts.. On the one hand, 
there is the proletariat and the peasantry .and on the ” 
other there is the. patriotic bourgeoisie. However, the. 
peasantry: is ‘the main*base of this alliance. Unless this ᾿ 
is so,” Indonesian. reaction will not be. defeated. We 
learned this lesson after paying a great ‘price ‘in China; 

“In vegard to the. Sino-Indian’ boundary question, 
we know that Nehru‘s government is divided.’ This government... 
always considered Tibet. and Nepal to be,in their:: ‘sphere: of . 
‘influence... That started thé Tibetan revolution in. 1959. 
We defeated it. They rudely. interferred with our internal 
affairs and created pressure on.our boundaries. We did 
not. accept this. Then we hit back. Later. we sought a 
settlement but despite our efforts for agreement, we could 
not. solve. the India-Nepal dispute because the. ruling 
class of India refused. 

“On this question, we differ with the CPSU. In. the. 
November. 5, 1960 letter, the CPSU calls this a nationalistic 
approach, We hold that to give in to India would not help: 
although the situation hurts the socialist camp..and Parties.. 
We have never asked the CPSU for rockets or help, We 
did not ask the India Party for help, either. But in the. 
November, 5, 1960 letter, the CPSU raises this question. and ᾿ 
condemns us, It ‘is a complicated question. It does not’ 
help China, It gives advantages to India, It makes. 
India more respected. | 

-12- 
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‘We regret ‘that the: Soviet. Comrades ‘still. think... 
their-.posittion is correct as they say" in their. . November: “By, 
1960 letter, In this same letter, you misquote MAO | 
Tse-tung. - You are. taking an anti-Chinese attitude,. Comrades... 
Go ahead,: the truth will ‘come. out, ~ 

νἀ ΩΣ eo! 

unequal ieatiog ‘but, after giving help to. the Kuomintang, ait. 
turned anti-Soviet, The CPC, however, formed:an indestructible. 
alliance with the. Soviet, Union after the. ‘revolution, © ‘The’ 
Chinese. Peoples Republic: did not -give up its ‘policy. οἵ. 
peaceful’ co-existence., . We. are still trying to reach. an. 
agreenent: with: India. The socialist countries, cannat: ‘change . 
‘the, foreign policy or the clags nature of countries’ doninated | 
‘by: the bourgeoisie ; in this case India, 

‘Some fraternal Parties in the. capitalist. countries 
may be-working hard under difficult conditions in the fight . 
for- peace. Under these- conditions,. there are. a variety... 

- Lorns. of struggle. The united front should be enployed: on 
specific issues. . These issues are not struggles to overthrow. 
capitaligm, but Communists should at the same. time, continue 
to. fight Zor their policies, to educate. the, proletariat, 
ideologically and: politically, and to. fight for. the: dictator= 
‘Ship: of the’ proletariat. : 

“The .controversy of the CPSU and. the CPC regarding 
the trangzition to. socialism is contained ‘in. the letter of 
November 5, 1960. This. letter restates. the views, of the 
20th Congress: of the CPSU. We are being: ‘charged - with a 
dishonest approach, Actually, the CPSU is: trying to. cover 
up in regard to the possibility of parliamentary: trangition. 
This is-a ‘fact. The CPSU, at the 20th Congress, inade ' 
mistakes. Sure, they did mention ‘giolence but they put 
the stress,on the..parliamentary way to socialism, - The 
:20th Congress. of the CPSU denied ‘that ‘for. every :country, - two 
types: of preparation. are necessary « for peaceful ‘transition 
and for armed struggle. Evén in the newly established. 
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countries, military machines are, being built. How can.we 
say that the peaceful parliamentary road is possible? If 
you want proof of this, I suggest that.you see the first 
draft of the ‘Moscow: Declaration of. 1957. Only the peaceful 
way was mentioned in that draft. 

“The CPC is always clear on the two ways. to 
socialism, However, we always say that it-is necessary 
to be prepared for the second way. in order to seize power 
and to be prepared for, armed rebellion, even if in the 
beginning the revolution is peaceful. From a tactical 
point of view we might sometimes say that the first way, 
the peaceful way, is possible. However, we always stress 
the, second Way. 

“The CPSU quotes Lenin on the export of revolution 
and on armed transition to socialism.in an attempt to. show 
that Lenin was against both of these. and, that the CPC is 
against Lenin, This is a monstrous charge. - Perhaps the 
CPSU thinks that the approach of the CPC ‘is sectarian. This. 
is.2 monstrous attack on the colonial people. The victory 
of the oppressed peoples depends on: their. own. strength. 
However, we from the..socialist countries, must give them 
all kinds-of aid. In the socialist countries, even after 
the foundations of socialism have been built,. there are 
still xévolutionary tasks and conflicts with the class 
enemy. Capitalist influence will penetrate the socialist 
countries. Ideological work is therefore necessary in order 
to prevent the corrosion of the socialist states and..to 
prevent the capitalist ideology from affecting the: youth, 

“Gur task is to improve the socialist mode of 
production and to improve the superstructure. In a socialist 
society the contradictions between production and the super- 
structure are different than in a capitalist country. In 
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our discussion of ideology, we put less emphasis on the . 
material things.. We stress ideology and morality. 

\In regard to the question of skipping stages in the 
building of socialism , we need a material base: for a certain 
stage but we cannot hold back. In 1958, the CPC put forth 
the slogan, aim high. This was an effort to liberate the 
social productive forces, - Ye establishéd the conmunes. We. 
scored: outstanding achievements and we are. now building 
urban communes. These communes are based on the specific. 
conditions in China. It is true that we are confronted 
with some difficulties, but this is because we need more 
experience. Do not copy us. But do not. mock us or attack 
us or look upon us as if we have the plague. ° 

“Every socialist country should be able to. obtain 
aid Zrom fraternal countries. But every. country should. 
first make use of its own resources andman‘power. Later. 
on, on a voluntary. basis, we can cooperate, Yet. every’ 
country must first develop its: own econony. 

“The CPSU tries to find a nationalist deviation 
in our policy. The task of all the Communist Parties is . 
to creatively apply Marxism-Leninism and to make: new Summaries 
and analyses, The 1957 Moscow Declaration..pointed to 
revisionism as the main danger. Imperialism, in an effort 
to save itself, tries to fool. the workers and to prove that 
Marxism-Leninism is .outmoded. , 

“Many Parties cleaned out revisionists but it is. 
wrong to say that revisionism is already snashed . and; that 
it needs no attention, Any ambiguity on. the, principles. of 
Marxism-Leninism is dangerous and gives aid to modern : 

᾿ revisionists, 
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“The Yugoslavian revisionists attempt to supplement 
Marxism-Leninism with bourgeois doctrine, 411 the Parties 
must fight modern revisionism, The analysis in the draft 
‘is far from adequate on this question. it is indeed 
confusing and needs to be supplemented, The Yugoslavian 
revisionists have not merely departed from Marxism-Leninism 
but they are renegades. They left Marxism-Leninism a long 
time ago. Some say that nationalism is a part of revisionism 
or even a chief feature of revisionism. This is absolutely 
wrong. The main characteristic of revisionism is the.effort 
-to disarm the working class and to-.cater to the needs of 
imperialism, 

‘we must also fight dogmatism. Tendencies toward _ 
sectarianism should be prevented, , Sectarians are divorced 
fron the masses. Close links with the masses are the -~ 
guarantees against dogmatism and sectarianism, We support 
the struggle against sectarianism, which can become the 
main danger in some Parties. But the main danger. for the 
international movement is revisionism. Big campaigns have 
been. launched against sectarianism by some.Parties, 
Actually these attacks are aimed against the CPC, It is 
ἃ lie that the CPC is ‘sectarian. The CPSU has played a 
-role in leading this struggle against the CPC. This is 
how this question is placed in the CPSU letter of November 
5, 1960, 

“We must. say that differences arose when the CCCPSU 
slackened its struggle against revisiosiisn. 

“We fought the mistakes of the dogmatists. MAO 
Tse-tung led this fight and- this made the revolution in 
China possible. . We talk of adapting Marxism-Leninism to 
‘China. The CPSU. has misinterpreted, this viewpointof 
ours. We. only want to link the universal truth of . 
Marxism-Leninigm with the concrete BEng taser :5 China, 
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We have the. right to do this, Lenin said: ‘Marxism has not / 
yet been. completed? , This is taken from a statement made. 
by Lenin ‘at the: Second ALL Russian Congress of Peoples of 
the- ‘East. 

τ is.-necessary to explore Marxism-Leninism 
independently because the conditions in China are different 
than those in Germany,. Anyone. who wants to slander us on 
this is wrong. -LIU:Shao-chi has quoted the CPSU on the 
adaptation of Marxism-Leninism to China. We support our 
leader MAO Tse-tung: and his adaptation of Marxism-Leninism 
to. China, He rallied. the Party. and the people. He 
inspired us and gave us the direction and victory. 
Marxists:give credit to individuals in history. 

“We oppose the cult of personality. We are not 
against the criticism of Stalin or his cult. However, we 
hold. that Marxism-Leninism cannot’ be upheld merely by 
attacking the cult. of personalities. The CPSU letter of 
Novenber 5, 1960 is very wrong when it charges that I had 
agreed with the CPSU on the way the cult of Stalin's 
personality was. attacked. 

“Marxism. never denied leaders. Leaders, as a 
rule; are not self-appointed, This is. our view. Every 
revolutionary Party will have leaders who have experience 
‘and know how to link up with the masses. Every Party 
needs. leaders with prestige. | . 
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| ὄρ: develop a struggle-for: peace:-we: -need: to..consol=. . 
‘ ddate-.our, unity. Unity.is the, ,guarantee for the world ‘victory 
of Marxism, The 1957 Moscow Declaration. lays. down! ‘a. program 
for ‘unity. . 

‘There must be agreement on. the international 
position. and” yet a certain andependence: in. the ‘solving. of 

' problems in: the.,light of. conditions. in each country. 0: 
Consultations: ‘are the only correct, Way. and, method, -- We need 

tnaninous. conclusions. and not. ‘decisions. by majority. vote, 
- It. is WEONg | το place a controversy: of. criticism, and*self . Loa 
ériticisin 88: ‘opposed to solidarity. Ye. must make -a distinction 
between our own criticism. and: the eriticism of. the enemy. 
What we: need: is comradely . arguments since we. believe: in 
the sane principles’ and fight. under the same banner. 

“The CPSU. letter of November 5th charged that .the 
CPC was critical. in its: September 10th letter.: Because we : 
were critical, therefore, we are supposed to be. against 
‘unity. We. made. the necessary criticism of the. ‘CCCPSU, but: 
we did. not want to weaken our unity. On the. contrary , our. 

aim was ‘to strengthen our unity. We did not use sharp ~~ 
criticism. In fact, we did not start it, but. we want to 
make: it clear that comradely- ‘eriticism, is alright. among 
: fraternal Parties. 

“We must not, however, replace consultations: with 
criticism. Inside a Party: ‘ge have majority. and minorities-but. 
internationally this ig a different: problem, because :.inter- 

nationally we have no higher ‘body. There is. no “Contral 
Committee such as we. have. in ‘each ‘Party. The atest letter . 
‘of. the: .CPSU was wrong, in dealing with..this.. question, of 
majority-minority.. -We cannot understand: ‘why ‘the. CPC: is 
charged. with. refusing to consult, The CPSU quotes. Lenin on 
this’. question, but Lenin deals ‘with. one: ‘singlé: Party:,. not 
with.an, international movement. In: fact, the Soviet 
comrades. omitted a ‘word ‘in ‘Lenin's. quotation. They: left:.cut 
-the: word,Russian, and Lenin dealt with Russian organiza~ 
tional problems AD: that~quotation. : : : 
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‘therefore, even in’ fraternal Parties .a: majority | 
must sometimes, be: critical of .itself, I.do not mean-to 
Say. that. the delegations. assembled’ here: care mot Marxists, 
‘but. we do want to emphasize ‘that τὸ: disagreé: with the: CPSU 
because .of* their distortion of- Lenin. 

Mite believe in Marxism-Leninism, This is the -basis 
| for-our unity. ‘If we. do. not agree nov, we can ‘leave it: to. 
. the: future’ to “decide, In, fact, we might say,. leave. -At.-to 
-the court: of. history. and ‘it walk be decided, 

“In uthe meantime, let.us continue to consult. 
History can sometimes ‘be. proven. in a few. months. We, ‘have . 

. examples: in. our own. international ‘history that: show a. 
movement -sometines. needs:.a new resolution .a few..months . after 

" it: adopted one. . We need ‘unity. and: consultations ,. on. 
fundamental principles, - This: was. the. method. of the:.1957 
Moscow: ‘conference. We: want to be. on an equal footing. ‘We 
‘are: against. ‘chaste. The Bucharest meeting::was vicious, rude . 
dnd was: ‘not, ‘based. on this. above principle of equality’ and. 
consultations. 

“You might ask.why we voted for the: draft here at: 
the: end: of ‘October. . We: did because we thought we were 
getting: closer to unity. ‘After October, . later ‘on, you 
started another attack ‘Antexrnationally; a vicious attack 
“against. the CPC, No Party should. impose’ its, Views upon 
another. There can be no father ‘and son ‘relationship and 
there :should ‘pe no: interference: in. other fraternal. -Parties. 

“The. same. applies to-the relation between fraternal 
states, .Not 811 the Parties which adopted the Moscow, 
Declaration lived up to it. The’ CPSU réplaced., the wisdom 
of all Parties: with theix own 20th. and 21st Congresses. 
We. declare that certain ‘Parties ‘cannot enjoy ‘special 
privileges. 
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\You may ask, if that is the case, how..can we have 
unity? We solemnly declare that the CPC has: lived up. to, all 
collective agreements and consultations, We made positive. 
estimates of the 20th Congress, but we hold that, it would be 
violating the. principles of equality if we are asked ‘to 
endorse: the 20th Congress of the CPSU. 

“We. have a right to. agree or not to agree with 
certain points. in another Party's resolution or resolutions; 
in this case, the CPSU. ‘The fraternal Parties can make their 
own decisions. They can adopt, they can endorse, or. they. can 
‘reject, 

“On October 22nd Comrade Khrushchev. said, and I am 
' yeferring to.a little private banquet, that no Party has. to 
‘endorse the views of another Party. Why do you, insist now? 
Why impose opinions of others upon us. At. Bucharest). 
Khrushchev. .said that he agrees with PENG Teh-huat. This 
former Marshal is an anti-Party element. It was shocking 
to hear Comrade Khrushchey show sympathy for PENG Teh-huai. 

“Why is the CPSU attacking Albania? Why is it 
interfering in the affairs of the Albanian State and Party? 
Is it because you gave them aid? Why treat Albania like © 
Yugoslavia and threaten the withdrawal of aid? 

“In the November 5th letter the: CPSU called the 
anti~Party elements in Albania *friends of the U.8,.S,R.% ~ 
The CPSU complained that these friends were punished. These 
are splitting activities, comrades of the CPSU. 

“We want to emphasize that in the international 
movement there are no leaders or led. We do not operate on 
the. principle of a minority submitting to the majority. 
Does the CPSU consider itself the leader in the international 
movement? Is it the head of the committee? What committee? 
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“We mist reach. unanimity on views instead: ὁ imposing : 
them.. You are carrying: on. a war ‘against the CPC, You . 
started this war long before we wrote our articles,-compiled. — 
in the book “Long Live Leninism*, or before ‘the meeting of 
the Moria Federation of Trade Unions ‘in. Peking... This war: 

iv @er 

‘To raise the questions of groupings: and factions.. 
means disregarding the idea of consultation, ἡ You. vould. 
transplant an inner type. of .situation. to the. world. movement, 

“ “The CPSU wants to. create a split by charging us 
with splitting. We are charged with. demanding | special 
privileges. This is not. so. All we are demanding is equal. 
consultations. We ask. for the. right to reserve some . 
opinions if we do not immediately agree. We stand ‘on the | 
principles ΟΣ. Marxism-Leninism despite: the. -slanders: and 
the .charges., about groupings: ἃ and, factions... 

“We hold that to recognize the CPSU as the center. 
is not..artificial. It is not a mere phrase on our part. 
It is a natural outcome of decades of revolutionary. struggle 

and expérience. The Soviet Union. is the biggest. country in 
has the socialist. camp. It has rich experience. It 

supported, the socialist cause the.world over and it is the. 
leader in the struggle. against United. States imperialism. 

“Comrade Khrushchev says that the CPSU does ‘not.. 
want to be. the head, He confuses things. ‘The head igs. not: 
the father, but the leader. Khrushchev. says equal Party. 
relationships are. better: He says this on purpose, — He 
wants to. punish some other. Parties. This is the reason for . 
his logic,.’ There. are.no. subordinate Parties . ‘in. the. ‘inter- 
“national ‘movement. That is true, but. if the Soviet Union. 
is the. center this is no. contradiction to’ equality. ‘The 
CPSU has this obligation and must. assume this role. 
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ἄγου, 2 few words about the relations: -between: the . __ 
CPC and the CPSU. . We are ths two biggest. Parties, For ‘years - 
‘our xelations as. Parties. and countries were -very. good... We- 
‘pre: grateful tO. the CPSU ‘and to the Soviet. Union. for | ‘the, 
Bupport they. ‘have given. to ον; revolution and: later to the. 

| ‘construction. of. socialism in :China, - 
~ 

“When did the differences develop, between .us?, Since 
“ Cotirade. Khrushchev “became. the teader and; after. the:.20th | 
- Congress... But. ‘differences can be ironed out, on, such: ‘questions 
‘as ‘peaceful, transition, .on the: role-of Stalin,..on’the, 
Situation in Hungary and Poland: -in 1956, etc. The CPC never. . 
concealed its views from. the: CCCPSU, but. We did. ‘not. bring. our. : 

' views - into ‘the public forun.: In, our: September. 10th. reply: 
“we only answered: the groundless. charges © ‘of. the June. 215 
letter: of the .CCCPSU, 

‘In the interests of ,solidarity. there. is. no need-to 
go into ‘past: ‘details, but. the: language of the: CPSU: about: 
sowing. discord. is bad and: rude. language...” Up.to' 1957 our’ 
relations. ‘were. good even ‘though we had some differences ‘then, 
too.. ἡ ‘How ἅλα this. present controversy: start?” “The U.S. 5: Ry 
wanted τό. impose on. China's sovereignty, - -- The U.S,S.R. “ 
insisted: on. establishing radar and radio stations: in ‘China 
and made. other: demands ,! 

Bane. ; source learned that one.:of. the. other. demands 
.was. that the U.S,S;R. wanted..a.combined’ ‘Russian-Chinése Navy 
under. the conmand. -of the’ Soviet. Union. The U.S.S.R, also 

_ wanted to establish. naval: bases: in China. The: remarks ΟΣ 
“ TENG Hsiao-ping continue. " ‘4 : 

“Now, on..the statement of the U.S.S.R,. texpressing 
segrett on the Sino~India. dispute. This was. horrible.. ‘This . 
‘sounded . like. .8' grandfather. scolding a child and: telling hin 
°to behave, and. these. attacks -were’ ‘made upon: us’ before: all. 
the world, The CPC. and Comrade MAO -‘Tse-tung were: charged 
with adventurous. nistakes, There : Was. interference. ,in. our 
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internal policies and affairs, Our.communes were criticized 
by name, The policy of the leap forward was also attacked 
by Comrade Khrushchev. We.say that these things are not 
pernissible, 

“All these can, be. characterized as. an attack. upon 
the CPC and the ain would be to separate the Party from the 
people by attacking our general line, We know, too, that 
when Comrade Khrushchev was. in the United States, he criticized 
China in. his: talks with bourgeois leaders, 

“In September, 1960, the comrades of the CPSU 
practically admitted that the. Tass statement on India was 
issued to help facilitate ‘better relations: between. the 
Soviets and the United States. This was supposed, to..help 
Khrushchev.'s trip to the Summit. — 

“Is this not prettifying and embellishing. imperialism? 
We are happy that now the Soviet Union . is exposing United 
States imperialism. However, there was a time not:so long 
ago when Comrade Khrushchev attacked China. and HAO Tse-tung 

τὸν but praised the United States and President Eisenhower. 
This‘ cannot be explained to,us as use of diplomatic language: 
Sone. of the statements were made. when diplomacy was not . 
necessary. 

“In a CPSU letter to the fraternal Parties, dated 
October 14, 1959, President Eisenhower was praised as a 

. man, of peace, 

“We also. want to point out it is wrong to say: or 
claim that whatever saving’ or, economy there would be on 
armaments, that in the capitalist countries these savings 
could be used for social. welfare. Such assertions cause 
illusions among the masses. The people who are carrying on 
a struggle against imperialism have become confused and 
wonder if we abandoned the 1957 Noscow Declaration, 
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“Everyone could see that our articles’ in: "Long Live 
Leninism* spearheaded a campaign against. imperialism and 
‘against Yugoslavian revisionism, The Soviet, comrades and 
others have. been attacking our articles-and -have been 
critical ‘without being concrete. What. about: the meeting of 
the World Federation of Trade Unions in Peking? The. report 
ΟἿ. the head of the World Federation’ of Trade; Unions was “ἡ 
wrong.” His estimate of the international situatién was 
wrong. In his report, he violated the 1957 Deciaration, 
Ye. pointed out these mistakes ,- What is. wrong ‘with that? 
The, three articles compiled in the book ®Long Live Leninism” 
were not wrong and we deny that they contributed to the ἡ 
wrecking of the Summit, We had no such ideas. in mind, - 

“Talking about scandalous behavior, in Bucharest 
the entire line of. the CPC was attacked. and at a banquet. 
Comrade Khrushchev not only attacked us, but.charged that 
we were Trotskyites and sectarians. 

‘Hundreds of articles were printed against the 
CPC, Some. articles. openly named China, On September 6th 
an. article which openly threatened us, was published. in. 
*pravda*, One could’ conclude from this article that China 
was even threatened with blockade as. if it were..an onslaught 
of our enemies. 

i - 

‘vany times Comrade. Khrushchev called us dogmatists. 
Then, he proceeded to take actions on the level of state 
relations. I will cite five actions: 

1) On July 5, 1960, the CPSU informed us of the 
“stopping of the publication. ¢sino-Soviet*. 

ἅ 

2) The CPSU advised us that they were » stopping 
tthe publication, *Druzhba* (Friendship). 

3) The U.S,S.R, advised that it was withdrawing 
its experts.from China without prior discussion with us. 
This actually resulted in the breaking of. a: treaty with us. 
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ay The Soviet Union demanded the recall of our 
‘information, officers from the Embassy . in Moscow. 

_  .5Y We received a note about. the enroachnent of | 
borders. : | ΝΣ : | 

“These can.in no way be considered measures. of 
‘equality. These were unilateral actions, 

“Regarding Soviet aid to China, the: CPSU said we 
did not appreciate this. aid, This is: not so. When ke 
received support from the Soviet Union in the United Nations 
we were gratefal, just as we: are grateful for the aid we have 
‘received, However, we believe that all. countries, big and 
suall,, should ‘receive mutual aid: but: support cannot be 
meagured in terms of money. We have ‘made’ .oans to various 
countries ‘amounting. to 5 billion;"670 million yen, '°China 

. suffered 4007000 casualities”in Koréa, Ν gave. 5 billion 
yen ἕο other countries, Speaking as internationalists, ” 
we consider these small obligations. . 

“On the charge of big nation chauvinism, that. we 
made, we will. continue to make this charge even if it is 
‘unpleasant for. the Soviet comrades to hear this,. These are 
facts. These things. ‘are known. 

“In the, September 10 letter and. the talks we had, - 
we were, very. frank, In October we practically reached . 
an agreement on this; draft statement ‘which is before us. 
Unfortunately , the CPSU thinks: that no attention. to. the, 
problem. of leading up to agreement is. necessary . 

“The CPSU, in its November Sth letter, restarted 
‘the controversy, . "They distorted our position. The summaries 
of the. views of the CPC were all. wrong, |The aggravations 

are due,:to the violation of ‘the. reitations of equality and 
fraternity by the CPSU. We hope that the Soviet -comrades - 
will seé that and then -they wilt understand why ‘we. raised. 
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the question of big. nation chauvinisn.. The: (CPSU. can give: sone _ 
thought τοῦ! this.; question ‘of. the demand. for..a joint fleet, 
They should: also give. some thought to_ their. support: ΣΟ. 
PENG Téh-hual, They should also think about. the. ‘Bucharest: 
attacks, on ‘Us, ... 

"Ye do not, ask.:for, special treatment. but. we will. 
never: ‘accept .2 father and son treatment, We will, insist. 
on consultations. on the: basis: of equality, We. will. insist: 
on..adherence to the Moscow Declaration of "1957 and: we ay: 
that the Soviet comrades have departed. from ΕἼΣ Moscow 
Declaration, . 

΄- 
Ἴ 

“Concerning. the articles in ‘Long-live Leninism*; 
we repeat that a new attitude toward these articles.is | 
needed on ‘the ‘part of the. Soviet. conzmadss’, - We. ‘would also” 
insist,on the withdrawal of the idea of a World: Without 
arms. and without wars, 

“The Moscow -Declaration is still valid and will he 
valid in the future... The present draft statement, if it is 
adhered to with these. corrections, would: not be violated.,. 
After all, this is only a beginning, -We want to, repeat. 
that the criticism of the CPSU by the.cPC was dn. the Spirit: 
of good will despite the fact that the Soviet comrades. 
think. we are throwing stones at: then, 

“A charge. ig leveled. against ug that we love: to 
argue,, This is-not:.so, and while we. are at it we want to | 
say we.are not downgrading the, CPSU or the Soviet. Union, 
We ‘only. want to ‘point out . that nistakes “need to be: 
corrected .and. sometimes need..to be eriticized:. 

“Some, phraseology. in. the. present ‘draft ‘document . 
needs: to be changed, We. 111 ποῖ impose our views. on others. 
and we hopé.that the others: will not. impose their ‘views, on 
us, . Criticism ‘should not..be: called Trotsky.ism or Titoisn or 
given any other label, ‘This eriticisn. 0. our, part will not 
hurt, :the- Roviet Union... Our. differences‘ are still” not: insolvable,, 

=26= | 
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MEETING OF COMMUNIST 
"ἈΝ. WORKERS* PARTIES 

IN: HOSCOM y RUSSIA 

Even Conrade- Suslov admitted this is so. There. may be. rough 
periods in our relations but we hope that we will not sharpen 
our. relations. and that in the end we will agree... Since 
our: differences are only partial they can still be reduced. 
and eliminated if we continue. to consult on equal terns. Iz 
we are in general agreement on. .the. basic line and on: principle 
we can even have some arguments. These. arguments would be 
to the. benefit. of the proletariat. . 

*Let us stop our open arguments, Let us start: now 
and: consult, Let us consolidate our unity and friendly | 
relations, We of the CPC.will make an effort. We will. 
uphold Marxism-Leninism. We believe the dark clouds: will 
pass over us, We of the. CPC believe we.can restore ‘our 
relations with the CPSU. Even if: they will continue thinking 
differently we will persist. There 18 need for uhity between 
the. two Parties and our two countries, Proletarian inter- 

‘nationalism requires this. In the, storms ahead the people 
will see that we stand with the CPSU: and the Soviet ‘Union 
and with.all the fraternal Parties. in the socialist carp, 

‘Ig the division in the socialist camp worsens: it 
will mean catastrophe, We are going to try to avoid. this, 
The imperialists are working to undermine. the solidarity 
of the. socialist camp and to undermine the Communist move~ 
ment, We should work to disappoint the enemy’ and, make: 
him unhappy. We-should. do things for; the happiness of 
the people.” 

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau. of Investigation, It 
is the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation .and 
is loaned to your. agency; it and its contents ‘are not. to, bs 
distributed oure+ae your agency. 
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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

CG 5824-S* orally furnished the information 
on the following page to SAs JOHN E. KEATING and 
RICHARD ἡ, HANSEN on 1/13/61. - It concerns an increase 
of 1,000 in Russtan subscriptions to "The Worker’. 
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'Paysons.; 

fix. Belmont 4° 
. Callahan. δ΄ 
+, DeLoach...— ἢ 
. Malone..—— ἡ. 
. McGuire—— 
. Rosen." ι INCREASE IN RUSSIAN - 

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO: = | te 
"THE WORKER" . ̓ ον ee q)cSullivan 

Tele, Roain—.—— 1 

| _ALEXSEI ANDEREVI GaxCHUKEIN,. πῶο is. in _chargo, Mr. ἔα | 
of the Communist Party, USA (CE; USA) and the United ἜΣΤΩ Σ (αὐλὸν. τς], 

ς = in the“North and South American section of the Internatior: 
ιλ Departnont of the Central Comnittes οὐ the. Communist Party fo 
{9 < the Soviet Union, stated in the latter part of 1960 that. 
» Russian subscriptions to "The Worker": would ‘be increaseg 
΄: by 1, 000 on January 1,- 1961, . “ 

oe While in Moscow in. November, 1960, JAI iS TACKSON 
Uso was attempting to get other CPs to take subs riptions or to 

| increase the amount. of their subscriptions to "The Worker™, 

ee JACKSON said that oven if the total foreign ciréula~. 
ΞΕ . tion- exceeds domestic circulation: the. increase in. revenue ἡ 

could bé used for an occasional, free. distribution of "Tho 
Norker" 18 various ‘areas in tho United States. - 

_ a 766: eget: “7 
“ENGLOSURE 
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DECLASSIFICATION sUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

- FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION CUILE 

PATE 06-29-2011 

Mr. Parsons 

1 - Nr. Belmont 

1 - Mr. Baumgardner 

1 = Lia 

Ν 7 | ΕΝ 
January 24, 1961 

β BY LIAISON 

Hr. Alien W,. Dulles 
Director . 

. Gentrai Intelligence Agency 
~ Administration Building ΠΡ 
2430 & Street, Ns We. : 

Ἀγ αὐ ΑΒ] σίόη 25, ἢ. Cs 

QDear Allen: | ον = 
--- 

Lf ἘΝ My recent ‘correspondence Supplied you with info -» - 
ἷν mation concerning the Conference of Communist and Workers). " 
yy Parties. heid in Moscow; Russia, during November, 196.0. - 

(a At a banquet held in the Kremlin on December’ qi? τ 
1960, Soviet Pretiier Nikita Khrushchev expounded his doctrine 
on conniuhist revoltitions, Yugoslavia as a socialist cointry 
ard: the deceitful uée. of personal diplomacy. The. enclosed 
memorandum sets forth détails of the expressions. of Khrushchev. 

τ) 
ΩΣ This information, s supplied by an extremely sensitive 
sy Source which has furnished reliable information in the past, | 
A was obtained asa result of our over=ail coverage of the 

S 
Sy 

5 
5 18H St iG πῇ Ν 

Communist Party, USA. Because of the sensitive nature of 
our source, it is requested that the contents of this con-; 
munieatioti - and the enclosure be afforded. careful security 
and their usé restricted to a need-to~know basis. ‘oS 

[2° Lam making avallable this information to. other” | 
- “appropriate « officials of the Government, 5 

ὁ -- a 43887-1138 

* 

1 

1 

Re 

- τ 

Hoow ΤΥ 
Sincerely, ν΄ 

REC- 9 
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Malone 

McGuire, = SEE NOTE ON YELLOW PAGE Tito 
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Mr. Alien. W. Dulles 

NOTE ON YELLOW: 

Classified ' " because disclosure of 
this information could result in exceptionally grave damage 
to the Nation. 

“Information set forth in enclosure furnished by 
CG. 5824-S% and Was contained in letterhea andum enclosure 
to- Chicago airtet dated 1-17-61 captioned (!Solo,) IS Ὁ" 



MORE ene ‘workers’ parties 25. Hosea. 
‘Balmont’ ~~ 7 set - τ . ΝΣ εν  Seleadh SL SEE NOTE ΟΝ YELLOW.PAGE “THREE. 2. 
a re ere te 

Malone H.. coT te πὶ ᾿ " ; — - 
> Me Gul “ --- a Η - - - 

‘Rosen 2 ΞΞΞ ὅριον" ᾿ Ὁ Ὁ: 5. ἀπο : Νὴ ἱ απ τὴ -- . ἢ a . : ‘ 
ὃν tt corer ew G , ᾿ 

WiC. Sullivan cae 6 : q . Υ 
Tele. Room, OFEB 1 6 . 

. ingram κοι κυυυς, ταὶ . . ἡ πα 
* Gandy ene πον ROOM; De Ie 1: 

- Mr. Parsons RB. ue 1 
ee 1 - Nr. Belmont 

1 - Mr. Baumgardner 
1 = Liaj 

γ 100.ἠ28091. py ΜΠΑΤΘΩΠ, 

Date: _ January 26 » 1963 

fo: . .0ff€ice of Security 
; Department of State ™ | 2 : 7 - 

Fron: John Edgar Hoover, Director \_ σι f ws 

Subjects. COMUNIST PARTY, USA _ ET a see 
_ - INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS ion » he 

THERMAL SECURITY - © δ. 

Reference is nade to my recent correspondence fure 
nishing you with information concerning meetings of repre- 
sentatives of communist and workers’ parties held in the 
Kreniin in Hoscow, Russia, during October and November,-°1960, 
and furnishing you with information concerning meetings held 
in Moscow subsequent to November 30, 1960, by representatives 
of communist parties in Latin Amorica, . 

. aD 

x 

y 
- 

| Enclosed for your additional information are four 
memoranda which contain details of proceedings as they occurred. 
at meetings of representatives of communist and workers parties . 
during Novenber, 1960, in the Kremlin in Moscow. This. riaterial 

we 

Patel: 
rome 

r 

inciudes: 

-1. Speech delivered by Rudolfo Ghioidi, member of oe the Contral Committee of the Conmunist Party of 
Ost Argentina, on November 11, 1960. ~ 

_ Ξ B  @» Speech delivered by Todor Zhivkov, First 
SOQ. = Secretary of the Bulgarian Comiunist Party; , . > τὸ οἢ Novenber 11.,κἴϑ60. . fog- fA SOY fies 
Θ x 3. Speech detivered by KE Ir-sen, member of the. fo Presidium of the Korean Party of Dabdt 10% November 14, 1960. _ 

Toyota, - 4 Final ‘géssioi ‘of the meeting of com 
POrsons u_—nnoe, 
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Office of Sécurity 
Deparment of State. 

|. ais requested that the contents of this communication ‘and its 
enclosurés be afforded careful security and their use restricted 

“Also etiolosed. are four nenoranda which contaiti : 
information: relating to the commundet parties in Latin Americas: 
This naterial includes: . 

1. The Decenber 3, 1960, meeting of iatin-Anerican 
* ‘Communist parties in Moscow. | 

- ὃς Statérents: by Rudolfo Ghiioidi and Arnoldo Nartinez 
, Nerdugo,. ‘member of the Central Committee of the 

Communist Party of Mexico, at the December 4, 
1960, meeting: of Latin-American, ‘communist parties. 

ὃς. Summary’ of renatks of Anibal Escalante, a Secretary 
of the People's Socialist Party..of Cuba, at the 
final meeting of Latin-American comuuni st parties. 
in Mdscow, | 

‘Ae Information concerning the current satiation in 
the Conmunist Party of Brazil. 

This information, aupplied by ati exttr’émery sonsitive.. 
source, Was. obtained as a result of our over-all coverage of 
the Communist Patty, USA. 

Because of the sensitive nature of ‘our source, it 

toa need» to-know basise 

Enclosuras (8) 

1 ={Director - "ΝΜ | 
Central. ‘Intelligence Agency (Enélosures_ B ‘com 

Attention: Deputy Diréctor; Pians οὗδ' ΜΝ, i 

pv | 

i α - Director of Naval Intolligénce (aerooures 8) BY ματρὸς J aN yes 
δ τ 

1 = Office of Specdat ταν tigations (Enciosures 8). ΦΥ͂ LTATSON ἊΝ 
_ Air Force 

ts ANS 
Attention: | Chief’, Countorinte114gence pivision. | δι Ὧν 

= 
°F. Th ow « 



Office. of Securit 
Department of State 

4 » Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence’ (Enclosures :8) " 
Army - 72 fA Department of the g ΡΖ: να ΒΥ LIAISON 

Attention: chief, Security Division - 

1 = Major General Robert A. Breitweiser, USAF (Enclosures 8). Director for. fee etigence . | DY LIAISON che Joint Staff γί, 
oon. 2819 " 

The Pentagon 7: Yop. Washington 255 2 DG. | tl 

1 - Major General Janés Hl. Waish (Guetoguren 8) ened Assistant Chief of Staff, Intéiligence 
Department of the Air Force iw a vo fhe. Pentagon — Ne ὡ Washington 25, De Ὅς a 

_ NOTE ΟΝ YELLOW: 

Classified Sippeascaet" because disclosure of this. 
information could result in exceptionally grave damage ‘to. the 
Nation. | 

Information contained in enclosures was furnished 
by CG 5824-S% and was sét out in letterhead memoranda enclosures 
to eight Chicago airtels, all, fated 1:16-61 and ail captioned 
"Solo, 15-- C." 



* DECLASSIFICATION AITHORITY DERIVED FROM: Mr. Parsons 

FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 7 * Nr. Belmont 
DATE o8-£9-Z2011 1 . Mr ..- Baumgardner . ι 

° an 1 ~ Liaison 
" 1 - Mr. 

Ψ 100.428091.. | ο΄ BY-LIATsow: 

Date: January 26, 1961 

‘To; Office of Security 
Department of State 

Fron: John Edgar Hoover, Director 

Fy Subject: COMMUNIST PARTY, USA - 
ἃ INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS. ! 
ΓΝ INTERNAL SECURITY - Cc 
“O 

uf 8 Information. has been received from an extremely 
‘sensitive source Which has furnished reliable information 

} 9 in the past that Aleksei Kirichenko was removed from, the 
ἣν» Presidium of the Communist. Party of the Soviet Union: (CPSU): 

because. he had started to build a political machine with 
sécurity forces. It was also learned that Boris Ponomarev, 
monber of the Central Committee of the CPSU, is due for a 
big promotion, possibly to the Presidiun. of the cPSYs 

v 

a) This information was obtained. a’ a result of our 
over-all coverage of the, Communist Party, USA. Because of 

: the sensitive nature. of our source, it is requested that- the- 
contonts of this communication be afforded careful. security. © 

; and tts use restricted to a need»to-Inow basis. 

This is being furnished for your information: 

-1 ὦ Director Ἦν 
- Central Intelligence Agency BY LIAISON . 3 Ϊ { 

_ Attention: Deputy Director, Plans. | att ᾿ Ὧν 

_}NOTE_ON YELLOW: Hor na ΑΘ εὐ “ 3 

} 

ι 
SS NOwm -- 30 2 "Ἢ ( ζοφ,.: | yee 

Classified Theis! " because disclosure of this "7 
Belmont... (inf ormation .could result in. exceptionally: grave. damage to. ἢ \A/ 
Callahan..— the Nation, wena xcs al 

_ * Information, niadé’ avatar Jby iY 188 
in ietterhead meng ὑὰῃαυδ enclosure to. Chic 
-18-61: ia = + Gepiine 7" 

1 μα, We Sullivan 
‘Tele. Room. ae oy 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) wet 
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Enclosed herewith to the Bureau are seven copies ΤᾺ 
and to the New York Division one copy of a letterhead memorandum 7 
containing the essence of a speech delivered by NIKITA KHRUSHCHEV = 
on November 23, 1960, to the meeting of Communist and Workers' 
Parties in Moscow, Russia. 

Including the representatives, translators, advisors 
and technicians, approximately 300 people attended this 
meeting. The proceedings of the meeting were not ‘made public. 
While six representatives of the Communist Party, USA, were 
present it is the opinion of CG 5824-S* that no one from the 
CP, USA, delegation has notes which are as complete as those 
of CG 5824-S*, For this reason, and in compliance with 
instructions set forth in Bulet dated November 2, 1960, the. f 
letterhead memorandum is classified "Speré¢". The, place of Fg 
issue has been reflected as Washington, D.C., in accordance: with (PF 
instructions in above Bulet. Le 

The information in the letterhead meniorandum was fur- | 
nished by CG 5824-S* to G and RICHARD W. 
HANSEN and. Stenographer on January 5, 1961. 
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DECLASSIFICATION #UTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

FEIT AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 

DATE 06-e3- ~2011 

Q) wep STATES DEPARTMENT OF “JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU: OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer ta’ 

File No. 

1100-428091 ‘Washington, D.C. 
January 10, 1961 

_ _ NOVEMBER 23,..1960, SPEECH.OF.--- ----  -- - τ 
com NIKITA KHRUSHCHEV TO THE MEETING. 
. OF COMMUNIST PARTIES AND WORKERS' ες 

PARTIES IN MOSCOW, RUSSIA. 
---- - 

μῳ- 

᾿ " A source, who has furnished reliable information Ain 
ha the ‘past, has furnished the following information, 

On November: 23,, 1960, the meeting of ‘the representatives 
of the 81 Communist Parties and Workers' Parties forthe second 
time during the meeting heard a speech by Nikita ‘Khrushchev, 
First Secretary of the Central Committee of the Communist Party 
of the Soviet Union (CCCPSU):. The sessions of this: meeting were 
held in St. George Hall in the Kremlin in: Moscow, Russia. 
Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, a Vice Chairman of the Communist Party, 
USA, was the. Chairman of the session :at this. time. ‘The speech 
6f ‘Khrushchev waS an answer to speeches of TENG Hsiao-ping, 
Gefieral Secretary of the Communist Party. of China (CPC), and 
Enver Hoxha, First Secretary of the Albanian Party of Labor. The 
essence of Khrushchev’s. remarks follow. 

“our delegation has already Spoken.. I did not intend" 
to speak again but the speeches of TENG Hsiao-ping and Enver. Hoxha 
“compel us to speak again. ‘This present meeting is very useful, 
We. all rejoice that, thanks to ‘Marxism-Leninisn, the policies of the 
‘Communist Parties used in the creative spirit have resulted in the 
growth of the Communist movement. ‘The speakers have overwhelmingly 
shown a desire and a spirit to work out our probiens, 

‘fhe draft we have before us is correct in. characterizing 
the present epoch, the current situation and ‘deals very aptly with | 
strategy and tactics.. All of us agree that. the draft statement 
is. supported: as a Marxist-Leninist document: for ‘the. world novement. 
This statement, and the Declaration of 1957, can be .a guide for J 
all Parties. One billion people follow our meeting with great 
interest. -The workers in the capitalist countries, too, are : ὡ, 
watching and want answers. ‘Those people fighting for independence 
expect answers and replies fron us. 411 the progressive people 
want an answer from us on Wy ‘to p OF 0 Ζ » clear (es Ἵ 

AN 
“rhe mertariel LL, press o% δὰ Let and ro 

many slanderous articles have - “πῆι 7 ΟἿΣ confe ence 
BT hy ep pees 
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NOVEMBER: 28, 1960, SPEECH OF 
NIKITA ‘ KHRUSHCHEV. ‘TO THE MEETING - 
OF COMMUNIST PARTIES AND: WORKERS" 
‘PARTERS: IN. MOSCOW; RUSSIA. 

ἔκ aw he “ὦ 

As ἃ result of this meeting the creative treasure chest of the 
world: Communist movement will be enriched. We, the: ‘Communist’ 
Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU), the Party of the. great Lenin,. 
thank: ‘all the ‘fraternal Parties for the “confidence they have ‘in 
us. ‘We will try to live up to this vote of confidence, 

“In the heat of discussion people ‘many times say ‘things’ 
that are normally not said... It would, therefore, be.good if. τ 
would avoid this type of argument when we are discussing questions 
of priné¢iple, Although: many bad things’ have been said here, we | 
of the.CPSU. will not reply. We will take up the questions of 
principle. and then we propose to ‘issue 8 nemnorandum-to answer 
some falsehoods.” : 

Source advised that despite the above remark by Khrushchev 
concerning the issuance of a memorandum, no-:such memorendum was 
issued, ‘The remarks of Khrushchev continue. 

“This draft statement which we are ‘discussing is of 
| great significance.. The part dealing with the balance of force 
| is correct. -The definition of the epoch is correct. - The thesis 

dealing with the transition from capitalism into. socialign is 
correct. 

“But I want to emphasize chiefly the definition of our 
epoch,. ‘The chief distinction of our time is that the world 
socigzlist system is the chief factor in the world situation. 
It is not enough to cling to old.formulas; We have to have-.-up- 
to~wdate ‘policies to guide us. We are in agreenent that the 
imperialists might have started @ war 8 long time Azo if they 
were not. afraid of the world socialist camp, but they, too, must 
think before they embark upon such 8: gamble. What would be the 
result of stich @ gamble? It can only lead to the collapse of 
capitalisn.. 

-Source advised that at this point Khrushchev repeated 
that the socialist camp 15 advancing in every field and repeated 
some of the.arguuents of his . -first speech. The remarks of 
Khrushchev continue. 



NOVEMBER 23, 1960, SPEECH OF 
NIKITA KHRUSHCHEV TO THE MEETING 
OF COMMUNIST PARTIES AND WORKERS’ 
PARTIES IN MOSCOW, RUSSIA 

‘Everyone here haS agresd on the need to prevent 
nuclear war, This is the main task. To prevent war should 
be our chief aim. We are agreed that peace is the cornerstone 
‘of all our policies, “Lenin repeated this.” There 135 nothing 
more important, There is no more important task-in the con- 
temporary epoch than the task of prezenting war. Lenin agitated 
our Party’ and led it in an uncompromising struggle against in- 
perialisn, but he algo preached friendship. . , 

Lenin said that capitalism, even on its deathbed in 
its last throes, can cause‘suffering, This is why we are vigilant. 
We are prepared in case capitalism wants to cause more suffering 
of humanity by unleashing a war. We do not. vant to scare the. 
people but we must give the people facts in order to mobilize: 
them, We cannot underestimate imperialism: How can we when 
they have all these bases, modern weapons,- etc? 

‘But we cannot underestimate the working people, When 
the Chinese comrades say that this warning of the people about 
the destructiveness of nuclear war is’ preparation for surrender 
or submission to blackmail of nuclear: threats, we mustreply that - 
the Chinese comrades are ALONE } that the CPSU is’ only giving: the 
facts to the people. Can you imagine such charge against the 
Party of Lenin; that is, a Party that is ready to surrender, that 
submits to blackmail and so on? The Party that led the great 
revolution, the Party that defeated all invasions, the Party that 
made such great sacrifices in World War II to defeat Fascism. 
Yet people will fling these slanderous charges against us. 

\The world must acknowledge that the peace policies, of. 
the U.S.8.R. are dynamic, that the U.S.8S.R. gives initiative in’ 
the fight for peace and initiative to all socialist countries in 
their foreign policy. The prestige of imperialism is declining, 
yet we are advised by some to keep quiet, not even to advise our 
Army personnel, which is being prepared in case of a nuclear 
attack, about the new weapons of imperialism, If our armed ser-. 
vices are ignorant of these new weapons and their effect, how 
can they defend themselves or use their ovn weapons? .. 



ΝΟΥΨΕΜΒΕΝ. 23, 1900, SPEECH’ OF 
NIKITA KHRUSHCHEV TO THE MEETING 
OF COMMUNIST PARTIES AND. WORKERS ' 
PARTIES -IN':MOSCOW;, RUSSIA . 

Ss ld 

\We cannot agree» with TENG Hsiao-ping about Ε stopping 
the propaganda that war can be prevented or-that we have to 
use his-argument that war cannot be prevented until we have 
socialism in the entire world. His argument is completely wrong.._ 

sors --- πα 

- ‘Wevhave to organize and mobilize the people for. disarmament and 
péace, I-want to emphasize that for us these are: not just slogans. 
These things are real. Even Frederick Engels in the last century | 
showed that these things are possible; that is, the stopping of 
war and disarmament even while we have capitalism. Lenin, him~ 
self, many a time proposed complete or partial disarmament. The 
capitalists refused. If they refuse, Lenin said, we will expose 

᾿ then, 

“Peaceful co-existence is the keystone of relations 
between. the socialist and capitalist countries. Our Party always 
believed that varied roads and problems faced the proletariat 
in the struggle for yvevolution and we did not leave. out of con- 
sideration the arms struggle,‘.too. By example we see how peace- 
ful co-existence extends the capitalist contradiction, helps the 
people, and extends the influence of the Communist Parties. 
Peaceful co-existence does not mean that we should give up our 
preparedness, or vigilance, or be unprepared to deliver retaliatory 
blows: against the imperialists. The world knows that we got- the 
U-2, . This, itself, was a warning to imperialism, But that is 
not the question. We are prepared. The question is how to use 
our opportunities to prevent world war, to prevent bloodshed, 
to prevent violence. 

“The question of the diversity of forms of transition 
to socialism is a big problem, The Communist Party of China (CPC) - 
in their letter. charged that we made two mistakes: 1) that we 
stressed only peaceful transition; 2) that we denied preparations 
for. non-peaceful transition. This statement is a falsehood... 
We said in our 20th Congress and the Moscow Declaration that the 
degree of violence we use depends on. the resistance of the 
bourgeoisie. We even pointed out in our resolution, as I.did in 
my. first speech, that in a number of capitalist countries where 
the: capitalist class is strong, where there is an acute class 
struggle, where there is a big military establishment, that 
violence may be inescapable. 

, ᾿ πὰ ἘΞ 
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ΝΥΝ a - en bee Νὰ * “- ΤΟΣ 
“me v 

Sms wn tee MNote this” Coniraae TENG Heiad-piig, _The’ ‘CPSU made” hs ne fa 

and: civil” "war 5. ‘only’ from iedensity: "We did, Howsies, also Bay 
that ‘in some countries favorable , conditibnad may create the Bos-.., 
Sibi lity for‘ péaceful transition. “Lenin” taught us that this” mae 
Was ‘possible, even in Russia. From Fébriaary to July 1917) it was 
very peaceful, Lenin said that the possibility for a. ‘peaceful 
transition was a reality οὐ that time, évén though he’ bélievéd 
that ‘it, is a rare thing. But Lenin also criticized those who 
argued against the desirability of peaceful transition. Ν 

ΛΝ abe ty ae pS bat art, Ve peek gue 

ο,ερσάννρ. ΣΝ, attention to. “this, -Camrades_ of the: CPC. ‘But 1. ς 
“peepeatiybat. 1 I saidiat the 20th Congress, t that in a number of . 
countries it may be néGessary to use violence, And yet we 
talked of péaceful possibilities. We also very conéretely gave 
thé conditions for such; . The conditions must be favorable- ‘for 
carrying out-radical social changes. We also showed very cléarly 
how: .tQ" transform ordinary parliamentary institutions into peoples‘ 
institutions. 

“The CPC should study the programs of. some other Parties 
on ‘this question. We support the thesis that it is for the 
prolétariat and its vanguard to decide what method dnd’ whatzpro- 
gram to use in their revolution in keeping) with their own situa~ 
tion. . , : “ 

“ ἑ 

‘The further development of the national Liberation 
movement is of great concern to us.: This Movement is delivering 
blows against imperialism in Asia and in Africa, Forty countries . 
in recent, years bave gained their independence, The United 
States, Great Britain, France, West Germany’ and .others are 
trying to prevent the advance of’ these oppressed peoples, . Lenin 
understood the antioimperialist content of such movements.. Asia 
is’ the ancient cradlé-. of civilization and is now doing’a great 
déal in freeing itself from imperialism. ; 

rc | “These newly established countries need peace for their 
development, We need to win these countries 6, our support and 
if they can be tied to the socialist states a big and real blow 

ἣΝ ἰ 
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could be delivered against iiiperiatism. We would ‘like to see 
these states developing socially, but first of all we should 
win these for peace and we. should win people like Nehru,,. Sukarno, 
Nasser, and others, for the cause of peace. The resolution 
‘which: we~-have before us--will. help_the democratic forces of these 
countries, We are building the Aswan. Dam:in. Egypt. Our flag is 
‘flying over: these buildings. Nasser may someday go, but these 
projects will remain as. symbols of socialism and help the people 
of these, countries later on the road to socialism, 

Today Wwe are “engaged in a Struggle for the hearts 
and minds of people, Africa is a great: example; Algeria fires 
‘the hearts: of all of us. ‘All of the African struggles, just 
like the. Cuban struggles, enthuse and inspire the people,. not 
only in Latin America, but the world over. There is great ferment 
all over Africa, in many countries, and do not believe that 
South Africa will remain a ‘fortress for imperialism. ‘It will 
fall. ‘We must help the African people throw off the yoke of 
‘imperialism and colonialism, We must help them. 

“There is a new battle front against United States. 
imperialism in Latin America. People now know that Latin 
America is no longer 8. mere appendage of United States im- 
perialism. Communist influence will increase and our Communist 
Parties will lead Latin America in the future to victory, just 
as the heroic Cuban Revolution, which for two years now has 
repelled. the imperialist attacks. 

‘All. Communists take pride that the theories of Marx, 
Lenin. and, Engels. are winning. We have no ready-made answers. 
on the building of Communism. Each country should consider its 
conditions. Lenin did find some answers among the masses. ‘He 
taught us to study real life. He never separated. theory from 
practice. When Lenin helped create the new socialist state he 
occupied himself with very practical problems, such as the 
building of an army, electrification, libraries, foreign policies, 
etc,., etc. You cannot separate theory from practice. 

“The strength of Marxism=Leninism is its link with life. 
‘The most honorable work for Communists when they are in ‘power is 
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the tranSlation of theory into practice. “Even prior ‘to the 
victory of power the theoretical aspects of socialism must be 

put) into ‘practice and later must again be put into practice 
“to prove “the validity’ of ‘the-theory of. scientific. socialism! 

" The source offered the opinion that the following 
remarks of Khrushchev were intended for MAO Tse-tung even 
though he ‘was not named by Kbhruskichev. 

“It cannot be that some sit in their study and concoct “ἢ 
theories of socialism while some go out ‘and build. Political “- 
leaders ‘are not exempt fron. political work. It is easy to ‘dis- 
cuss ‘theory. You can be right or wrong. But this is not so 
for a. person who is preclaimed as 8." leader where -you. need to 
study his every ‘word, 

‘This is what we call the cult of personality. We 
expose mistakes, -‘We censured the personality cult of Stalin 
and. we did right. Our people know it ‘and ‘they praise us for it. 
This.was not easy, but we.cleared the atmosphere so that ve. 
breathe easier now, contrary to. the Chinese and the Albanians... 
We could not have had the 20th Congress otherwise, We could 
not have avoided the truth about Stalin. We liberated thousands 
of people from prison and isbor camps. We had to tell this gory 
truth to these people and all the psople--the people who had 
been wronged, the people who had suffered. We were morally 
correct. If the personality cult of Staelin would not have been 
exposed at this time wo would not. have what we call Leninist 
norms of work. 

We solved this problem at the 20th Congress, but some 
‘thought that since Staiin is dead, let's forget this problen, 
But he-left us δὴ inheritance and'a method. Lenin, in his will, 
dealt. with Stalin. He pointed.out that Stalin was not fit for 

. this highest office, Stalin was.a terrible ‘person, -Sometimes 
you would talk to him and he would look at you and say your eyes 
look shifty today, and this would result sometimes. in ‘the dis- 

. appearance of a2 comrade. 
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“Sone members. of our leading: Committee -néver. saw: a 
Central Committee document. “Stalin destroyed thousands. of 
the best Communists. -Could we have kept quiet? ‘We’ had ‘to 
tell the- truth, . Suré. we give him his due during. a. ‘certain period, 

” put let's keep in mind that the Party worked, not Only Stalin ΗΝ 
‘worked, ‘Thé Party worked, the psople worked, -When we shook 
‘off the. shacklés of the cult of the personality the people were 
‘free, They felt free, they braced themselves proudly and we 
began to do creative work and accomplish great feats. When 
we speak. of Stalin we speak not only of his personality alone, 
but’ we speak of his methods, and. these methods. were exposed. 
‘At “the 22nd: Congress, which is coming, we will not deal with 
Stalin, but. ‘we. will expose and nip in the bud any such phenomenal 
‘relation to the methods of Stalin. 

aoe YThis tilt. ‘business ‘Was not. limited: to the U, SyS.Ra-. 
They had it in Hungary; they had it’ in Poland, Many went ‘to 
‘prison as. the- result of the method of* the cult of the in- 
dividual. Thosé:-who. criticized us. were, themselves, subjected 
tothe cult of the persobality. ᾿ ὯΝ 
rans ὑἴ ne Sr . in οἱ 7 

te sy 

“ak 

oS \nefore- our Congress we began to think of many<pio>- 
blénis. We brought. these’ to the 20th Congress. Some Parties’ 
heard - or ‘read these proposals. They also: ‘read the report .on 
Stalin. Albanian: Comrade Hoxha reatl it: "He: said nothing, 
When! were you sincere, Hoxha? Hoxha got up here and said. he 
disagreed. with us. Maybe he disagreed with us even before’ Christ. 
ΒΕ :this is not-so. When we discussed. Yugoslavia with hin: he 
‘Said he did not 'knoy,. ‘He did not comma t | hinselt. . Records, will 
disprove. all. that: ‘Hoxh’ Ἔ ®aid here, * τι BAY « ᾿ 

cof fle wv ' oe, 
ἢ «Σ΄. ᾿ : 

Paris 

ΕἸΣ ‘The Cominforn Parties were ingoriéa, The Albahian? 
Party of Labor : ‘tn 1954 received a letter - from the CPSU on .the 
Yugoslav question. ‘Hoxha and Albanian Comrade ‘Kapo. read this 
letter.. -Hoxha. even ansvered it and said he δὲ reed. with; the. 
proposals pf the. CPSU on. Yugoslavia. that we. must make. some 

' approaches and reach sone agreements, What do. you want, Hoxha, 
a notary to prove this? If you do, we will do that, too. This 
letter. was signed, I have an answer from you and at 15. signed 
by Enver Hoxha. ΝΕ | 
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t Stn Hay / 1856, at the srd Congress of the Albanian 
Party, Comrade Hoxha again agreed with’ ne CPSU. But who wants 
to contin @: to argue with Hoxha.., vs bee 

8In my first speecii I already said what I think about 
the draft. statement. 1..said: that the CPSU agrees: with it, I 
also said that we disagree with the part which says: that’ ee 
CPSU stands at the: head. of the socialist camp, etce, etc.’ 
Still disagree, This idea is foreign to.us. It reminds us 58 
ie cult of the. personality. We suggest: that it be taken ‘out, 

“Regarding the question of strengthening our unity ini... 
the draft statement, the Cpsu re-affirms and resolutely defends 
this part of the statement as being correct. ‘We believe that. 
this is correct and strengthens the statement, _ 

“We agree also with the part of the statement which 
deals with revisionism as the main danger but sees the need. for 
fighting: dogmatism. | 

“The CPSU sees the need for ἀν ἐν and the CPSU exe 
presses gratitude to all the Parties..for the confidence’ which 
they have in us. No Party or group of Parties should. impose 

.its views on the majority. To arrive at an agreed position 
it is sometimes necessary to make concessions, but not concessions 

‘that, will disrupt our unity and lead to more discord.. Groups 
and factions are.ot prmissihie, They do not reckon with the 
opinion of the majority. 

“We appeal to the CPC to consider their dangerous 
course, It is the urgént wish of ail Parties that the CPC con- 
sider this. If the CPC thinks that if it admits<i¢s-errors or | 
mistakes this is.a humiliation, this will not help the movement, 
We hope that. the Communist Party of China will heed the collective 
opinion of this meeting and. carry through the behest of Lenin 
about unity. 

“This conference is composed of veterans of the Com~ 
pmunist movement from the whole woke The never of the”. 0". 

-9 5 | . DET 
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‘Communist ‘world movement is present here... It.would bé ition 
prehensiblé if our-Chinesei brothers':did not: heed the voice of 
their comrades, We, cannot. ‘turn our ,movernent into.: ‘a,debating | 

wo systems’: 
are :in a. Titanic struggle’ in this period, The. i my watches, 
‘awaiting the; outcome. 

“We have discussed all of the,main and fundamental 
questions, From this nesting we should carry. the spirit ‘of 
unity for socialism to the. entire’world, The question is how 
to\end our: differences, - We must do this. ‘We must overcome our 
differences, If ¥e ‘fail to find wisdom and energy to resolve 
these, the entire movenent.will suffer. The imperialists and 
their henchmen fiatter ‘themselves. They think that we will end 
in disagreement. One effort cannot solve our differences. It 
is not like.a diplomatic: apology where just. words are used, 
We Communists must prove. unity in deeds. . We’ should,. at“this. 
tine, recollect. all, the fighters who have falien in battle, ; 
We send. greetings to all these underground fighters. and. to the 
fighters. who are in. ‘prison, . 

“In pehal? of our comrades, 1 gay. that the CPSU, will - 
ever ‘be loyal to Marxism-Leninism, ‘to ‘the irjendship ΟΥ̓" “peoples, 
and to proletarian internationalism.‘ 

The Communist Party, USA, has been: designated ‘by ‘the- 
Attdrney General of the United States pursuant to Executive 
order 10450, - 

ΤΣ ‘This document containg tie’ ther recommendations: nor’ 
conélusions “of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Tt is the 
.property of the ‘Fegerai Bureau of Investigation and. is “oaned- a 
to ‘(your AGENCY ; At δᾶ: dts contents are mot to be distributed 
outside your szency. . ᾿ . 
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(+ 4 There are enclosed herewith to the Bureau, 7 copies 
Al and to the New York Division 1 copy of a letterhead 

memorandum containing information pertaining to ALEKSEI 
KIRICHENKO and BORIS PONOMAREY. 

: - he letterhead memorandum has been classified 
"βραζοι" since CG 5824-S* obtained the information in 
private discussion with PONOMAREV and NIKOLAI MOSTOVETS, | 
The place of issue has been reflected as Washington, D.C., 96 
to further protect CG 5824-S*, bie 

The information in the letterhead memorandum was 
furnished by CG 5824-S* to SAs JOHN " KEATING and RICHARD 
W. HANSEN on 12/17/60, 
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ΝΕΟΒΜΑΤΊΟΝ CONCERNING 
“ALEKSET KIRICHENKO ‘AND 
BORIS. PONOMAREV 

_A. source, 1). Who has. furnished. reliable. ‘dnformation 
in. the past 9. has. furnished. Re fol owing information, , 

ris{Ponomarev,. mefiber of the Central. Committee: 
of..the Communist Party, of. the Soviet Union . (Ct 
during the. ‘latter. _part of 1960. that .Alekse Sichenko Ὁ as . 
removed. fron the. Presidium. of the CPSU because ‘he™ had, it [ 77 
Started το build a political machine with security forces, ᾿ 

The: statement . of Gnomarev. was later ‘confirmed 
‘by: Nikolai: . icnAfostovets, head of. tle, North and - 
South American. Section .of the. rational. ‘Department. of - 

" ἈῚ "παλιν. γλαραμολ. παρ bint αὶ τας 

the. SCCPSE SU... Hostovets : -2180- Stated that Ponomarev‘is due | 
for ‘a: big: ‘promotion, possibly, to. ithe. Présgidiun of the CPSU. ο᾽ 
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FROM: SAC, CHICAGO. (134-46 Sub B) oe 

There are enclosed herewith to the Bureau, 7 copies 
and to “the New York Division one copy of a letterhead 
memorandum containing the comments of CG 5824-S* on the 
results of the November, 1960 meeting in Moscow,. Russia, 
of represéntatives of 81 Communist Parties and. Workers! 
Parties. . 

- Inasmuch as some of the comments indicate that the 
source was 2. participant in the meéting and there were only 
6 representatives from the CP, USA at the meeting, it is 
felt that the information should ‘be: classified "s +" 
if it is disseminated outside the Bureau. The p¥ace of Ὅδ᾽ 
issue has been reflected as Washington, D.C. to further TC 
protect CG 5824- S* 

The material in the letterhead memorandum was 
furnished by CG 5824-S* to SAs JOHN E. KEATING and RICHARD 
W,. HANSEN in the form of dictaphone dictabelts on 1/11/61. 
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᾿ January 18, .1961. 

Ἢ ΟΟΜΜΕΝΤΒ. ON,-RESULTS OF ΤΗΣ. ᾿ ᾿ 
“NOVEMBER, 1960 ‘MEETING ΙΝ] : 
‘MOSCOW,- RUSSIA ‘OF: 81. COMMUNIST 

"PARTIES, -AND), WORKERS ' ‘PARTIES . 

f ‘ . —- —- 

A. source ; who. has. furnigbed-reliable. information 
in -the; past’, and:whd, is: in 8; position :‘to.do.so,. ‘has’. furnished 
‘the- following ‘comments .on ‘the’ November, 1960: meeting’ ‘in 7 
‘MOSCOW; “Russia, Of" ‘representatives: of. 81 ‘Conminist: Parties 

--and” ‘Workers* - “Parties. 

86 struggle in. the. November, 1960 smeeting~in 
‘Moscow ,; Russia of. representatives: Ὁ .81. ‘Communist ‘Parties 
and ‘Workers! Parties. ‘was sharp.and. ‘bitter. There ‘was ‘10 

vagreenént ‘between - the: “Communist: ‘Party of ‘the. Soviet ' 
Union” (CPB) , supported by the majority ofthe other 

. Communist Parties, and thé Communist. Party of China, eRe) 5: 
until: ‘the | shagt. day of this: ‘Conference, : 

ὉΔΌΣ 8 couple. of days: :before. the. end.of.. this. © 
meeting on ‘December 1, 1960; -it seemed that. there would:-be. 

. no. Joint: statement’ and. ‘that the’ CPC “would not sign: -either 
‘thé ‘communiqté..or: “the. statement,. Theré was’ a: “threat: of ° 
a. “Split: and a. fear ‘that: the issuance Of a. statement: 
without the- signature ‘of the -CPC would have ἃ. ‘terrible: 
effect Japon the. international ‘Communist. movement. . Because’ 
of ,this.'and .after. some .skirmishes , private ‘conférences " 
and: debates, 8. final-agreement. was reached ‘to: strike. eon Oe 
the: statement the. most; important point: ‘yeferring - to group=. — 
ings’ and factionalism, . ‘This; in effect, gave the. CPC: veto 

_ ‘power- over. the’ will. ‘of. the ‘majority “and” resulted in: a ᾿ 
᾿Βξαξθηθ δε ‘that: Was. ‘adopted. Unanimously. 

Will this .unity last? It is difficult to. Bay... 
The» Russians:: -did® succeed. in. bringing. the Chinese, before . 
the -bar- of. “wor 1d. Communist . opinion. -In ‘this manner » ἀπο. 
‘things:iere. accomplishéd: 

(007 904) {Ξ 
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τ. 

1) They. compelled the Chinese,.-at least in words, 
to retreat. from their adventurous tactics: in tte, field. of 
foreign :policy. Note ‘the. use of the. phrase, at least in . 
words... What the Chinese .will, do in ‘deéd' is another question... 
Ideologically, | the CPC was in no ‘position to defend -its | 
aggressive moves” which meant war .in ‘the. opinion -of. : ‘most of. the. 
participants ‘at -the meeting and in. particular,. the: Soviet . 
representatives. . , 

2) -They halted,. for the-time being. in any case, 
the ‘open: challenge. on: the part of the ‘Chinese to: take. over. 
the leadership of. the. international Communist. movement. 
The: Chinese will not give up-this aim, When; the. .Chinese 
accepted’ the. concession..given. ‘to then, 4t was not really. 
because οἵ. ‘the satisfaction of’ their: ‘principled demands .. - 
The economic - and: political, situation compelled them to. try. 
to reach some working agreement with the Soviet Unio: and: ‘the: . 
rest,:of. the: Communist - ‘camp and ‘then,’ of ‘course, to try. to 
win. support from the. other CPs’..in the ‘world.. ἊΝ 

τι would not be correct. to think that the Chinese. 
are a small ‘minority - -in the international, Communist movement, .. 
While the: overwhelming, majorityof ‘the. Parties supported -,' > 
the CPSU; ‘it 15. ἃ fact that the: Chinese, do have a lot of 
sympathy. in. Asia, Africa and’.in. parts-of. Latin. America. 

The world situation, will, undoubtedly affeecti the 
. relations: _between -the ‘Soviet Union and China. If tensions 

᾿ς @ase then ‘the. relations between. China’ and the Boviet Union . 
will.cool, There: is no- ‘question but. what, ‘Russia sees in. 
‘China .a real challenge. If, on the. othér. hand, the ‘world 
situation becomes sharper ; it. is possible. that the | 
Chinese. will. extend their adventurous policies and that . 
they will. talk the Russians into giving more support: to: the. 
countries ostensibly: Lighting for liberation. This would 
be. particularly the case in the :-more. backward, regions. of | 
the world, . Also, if the world situation becomes tenser, 

Qe 
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it is, quite. possible that the Russians Will agree. with: the | 
Chinese. that. the various CPs’ should engage in sharper .. 
struggles, adopt a more rigid attitude: toward 811 groupings: 
in society and in this way, continue the. cold war, 

At the same time, it..is well. to point. out, that 
immediately after the close of. the. meeting of 81. -CPs. and, 
Workers '. Parties, Nikita Khrushchev. went .on. his nerry. way ‘an 
regard: to questions of policy as he had done prior to the = 
adoption of the statement on December | 1,-1960. There was 
evidence of this in his remarks at a private ‘banquet in the 
Krem lin- on: December 4,,.1960. 
CENTRALE ONMMITI#ES oF The. Commons? (ARF 

“Immediately after the-meeting, the CPSU arranged 
for a tour and. ‘appearances. ‘wk Shao=chi, Assigtant- 
Chairman of. the. CCCPC. He ppéared’at large gatherings. ᾿ 
in Leningrad, Mitisk; and Moscow; The theme of these 
meetings' was. unity and undying. friondship between China. 
and Russia, 

While all of this was, going.on, the leadership 
of the. ‘CPSU: was, engaging in private meetings with. the 
various delegations of CPs from all-over the world.,. The’ . 
CPSU: leaders. told these. delegations that they. ‘were. not. 

sure. of. the eventual. outcome ΟΥ̓ -the dispute. with the. CPC, 
They. hoped. that there would be unity. and there would -be~ 
ἃ Common viewpoint, They, said,. this is. ‘what’ all. the. 
Parties.should fight for, but that 686. Parties: ‘should. not . 
‘give up their principles. They should, continue. their , 
fight for peace.’ They should. have good relationships — 
between themselves. and in particular, with the .CPSU, 

One of the spokesmen for this opinion and > 
policy ‘of the CPSU was Bor ig. Ponomarey, a member..of the_ 
Central. Committee -and the head of the International 
Department, He also said that various. Parties might :algo 

| have, good .rélations: with the CPC because this relationship 
may be necessary to influence the Chinese to. overcome: théeir 
past. mistakes and to get. a, better idea.of the. real world. 
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COMMENTS ὉΝ RESULTS . Εν κεν a 
OF THE'-NOVEMBER,. 1960 

MEETING. IN HOSCOW, 
. RUSSIA-OF 81 COMMUNIST. 
PARTIES AND WORKERS' 
PARTIES. 

He said, obviously, the Chinese. are not acquainted with 
conditions . and: circumstances in various. parts. of the world. 

The CPSU made.a réally strong. bid for unity and 
for. internationalism ‘at the November meeting... Its leaders 

' were even: self-critical in. pointing. out that in the past, 
they might have.:neglected the fraternal Parties. | 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
. conclusions of the. Federal. Bureau of Investigation. It is 
the propérty: of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and 
‘is. loaned to your-.agency; it and its. contents..are not ‘to 
be distributed outside your agency; 
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Ἐν and to the New York Division one copy of a letterhead memorandum 

containing the essence of a speech deliveredby ENVER HOXHA, 
First Secretary of the Albanian Party of Labor, on 11/16/60, 
to the meeting of Communist and Workers' Parties in Moscow, 
Russia. Ibe 

070 

Including the representatives, translators, advisors 
and technicians, approximately 300 people attended this 
meeting. The proceedings of the meeting were not made public. 
While six representatives of the Communist Party, U54, were 
present it is the opinion of CG 5824-S* that no one from the 
CP, USA, delegation has notes which are as complete as those 
of CG 5824-8*, For this reason, and in compliance with 
instructions set forth in Bulet dated 11/2/60, the letterhead 
memorandum is classified "8 ",. The place of issue has 
been reflected as Washington, D. C., in accordance with ἢ 
instructions in above Bulet. if | 
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SPEECH OF ENVER HOXHA TO THE 
NOVEMBER MEETING OF COMMUNIST 
PARTIES AND WORKERS' PARTIES 
IN_ MOSCOW, RUSSIA 

A source, who has furnished reliable information in 
the. past, has furnished the fothowing information. 

On November 16, , the meeting of the representatives 
of the &i-Communist Parties and Workers' Parties heard a speech — 

First Secretary of the... Pie weatine eee 
AoLY OF WAnorawealhe sessions of this meeting were 

held in St. ται Hail in the Kremlin in Moscow, Russia. | 
Antonin Novotny ,. First Secretary of the Communist Party of 
Czechoslovakia, was Chairman of the session at this time. This 
is. the essence of Hoxha's remarks. 

“When we force the imperialists to disarm we will also 
force peace. We will never conceal from the Albanian people 
the imperialist natuxe of aggression, It is not permissible to 
flirt with or embellish United States imperialism. Our Party 
holds that we shouid not azlow any ideological breach. All of 
us must have the same. Marxist-Leninist attitude toward our enemy. 

‘The socialist camp is headed by the U. 8. 8. R., which 
is a force in this epoch, The U. δὶ 5. R. has become the center 
of the world against imeerialism. Tito wants to harness his 
people to United States imperialism. He pretends tuo act as a 
third force. Actuaily, he is acting for imperialism because 
imperialism hes lost iva initiative. 

“Imperialism is preparing for war. He who does ποῦ. see 
this or expose this war preparation is a traitor. We must 
mobilize the people because the imperialists are arming, and 
they are arming not for a wedding party-but for war. While it 
is true that the U. S. 5. R. and the socialist camp are fighting 
for peace, imperialism has not changed its character and there 
is no guarantee that imperialism will not unleash a war; not 
until socialism has triumphed the world over. ca 

“We believe in peaceful co-existence hetween socialist «ὦ 
. and capitalist countries, but we look upon peaceful comexistence 
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SPEECH OF ENVER HOXHA TO THE Fe SHORET. | 
NOVEKBER -MEETING OF COMMUNIST 
PARTIES AND WORKERS' PARTIES 
IN MOSCOW, RUSSIA 

as a continuation of the struggle. 

“Comrade Khrushchev has confused and jumbled the 
question of transition. Let him show us a country where the 
people have ever won power without bloodshed. There is no such 
example, The Albanian Party of Labor is small, but we will not 
do anything that we disagree with no matter who wants us to do 
this, We are grateful to the Communist Party of the Soviet 
“Union (CPSU) and to the U. 8. S. R. and to others for their aid 
‘but we do not consider the aid as alms. We are surrounded by 
capitalist countries and the Yugoslav revisionists. We won our 
freedom despite our encirclement because of the devotion of our 
people and the energy which we put into guarding our borders. 

“Marshal Tito wants to annex the southern part of 
Albania as a seventh state of Yugoslavia. The Italians want 
to swallow us, too. We are surrounded on 5311 sides, but you 
call us warmongers. 

“Some comrades believe, like the revisionists, in 
peaceful co-existence but their concept of peaceful co-existence 
is surrender, Tito'ts concept of peaceful co-existence with us 
is for us to surrender, We are against peaceful co-existence 
with the United States. We are against peaceful co-existence 
with the British, who want us to give them concessions. We may 
some day force the enemy to accept peaceful co-existence, but we 
will need to be prepared and will need to. fight in order to 
compel them to accept peaceful cc-existence. 

“Why are we being attacked as an anti-Marxist-Leninist 
Party? Why are we being attacked as heing anti-Soviet? We 
were also attacked at Bucharest. All we did there was discuss 
some ideological questions and we resented the charges against 
the Communist Party of China (CPC). There was no prior dis- 
cussion with us. We did not even receive several hours of 
notice before we were attacked. -We objected to the Soviet leaders 
who had a passion for condemning the CPC. They looked upon this 
as their main task. 
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SPEECH OF ENVER HOXHA TO ‘THE: 
NOVEMBER MEETING OF COMMUNIST 
PARTIES AND WORKERS‘. PARTIES 
IN, HOSCOW, RUSSIA | 

“Before the Bucharest meeting started we. wanted to fix 
an agenda to be prepared. beforehand, but. we: were. not. allowed. — 
even the courtesy of discussion. The Soviet Party wrongly ac- 
cused and, condemned the Communist Party of China at Bucharest.. 
The CPSU charged mistakenly that the’ CPC is dogmatic and.wanted 

' to impose its views:on the CPC and other Parties. We. did not 
expect such an attack and neither did the CPC. ‘The charges: of 

’ the. CPSU are dishonest and violate the Leninist norms of ‘Party 
relationship; We are loyal to Marxism-Leninism, to the Moscow 
Declaration, and even to the. CPSU, but we are opposed to the 
hasty. condemnation of the CPC, “This is the crime that we have 
committed. 

Source advised that it was learned from several re= 
- presentatives of the Central Committee:of the CPSU (CCCPSU) that 
at the time of the 20th Congress Nikita Khrushchev said to’ Hoxha, 

“when are you going to do away with the cult of the personality 
‘in your country?” Hoxha was told by Khrushchev at that tine that 

_ the way his leadership was constructed he had a power group, not 
a Party leadership, like in some. South American dictatorships: 
Ever since that time there has been a terrific personal battle 
between Hoxha. and Khrushchev. The remarks of Hoxha continue, 

‘This crime laid to us is boomeranging and it wil} hit 
those who made these charges and have aggravated the situation.. 
This will remain a dirty spot in the history of the- international 
Communist movement. 

\You keep on discussing Stalin. You raised the Hungarian 
question again. These are important questions but why do you 
rush us into a discussion? We have our own views on these 
questions. I charge that Comrade Khrushchev made decisions and ° 
passed judgment on many questions, inciuding these- questions we 
are discussing now, although these were international questions. 
The Soviet comrades hold meetings only when things are favorable 
to them. This they did in Bucharest and they are doing this 

. game thing here at thisneeting.. Sure, the Soviet comrades 
wanted to discuss some of these problems with us about the CPC. 
They sent us a letter in early June inviting us to a discussion, 
but we. did not want this meeting without a third Party present. 
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SPEECH OF ENVER HOXHA TO THE ς 58 
NOVEMBER MEETING OF COMMUNIST: 
PARTIES AND WORKERS’ PARTIES 
IN MOSCOW, ‘RUSSIA | 

“We charge that the CPSU is attacking Marxism-Leninism 
under the guise of_attacking the so-called dogmatism of the — 
Communist Party of China, The CPSU has. pulled all the other 
Parties into this plot without their previous knowledge of the 
real state of affairs. ‘After Bucharest we were faced with rude 
attacks and interference into our affairs began. When some of 
our Politburo members visited Moscow they were pressured, They 
were told to make a choice, either for the CPSU or the CPC. 
meg were also propagandized. They were told that one U.S.A. var 

#" bomb could destroy Albania. The CPSU also tried flattery 
on some of our Party members and then they tried to line some 
of them _up. against the leadership of our Party. When we removed 
these anti-Party people we were being.charged with punishing 
the friends of the U.8.58.R. 

“The Soviet Ambassador at Tirana, capitol of Albania, 
has been interfering in our foreign affairs, The Soviet Union 
is using the friendly feelings of our people to sew discord. in 
‘our. ranks and in our country. The Soviets even wanted to instigate 
our generals in the Army against us. They aiso wanted to split 
the leadership of our Party. We can go on and cite many other 
examples of interference in our affairs. 

‘This pressure has continued, Until the drafting conm- 
mittee met, Marshal Rodion Halinoysky openly attacked the 
Albanian, people just like the Soviet Ambassador did at Tirana. 
The U.S.5.R. is carrying on subversive activities in Albania. 
Marshal Malinovsky, the Minister of Defense, and Marshal Grechko 
told our military men that we cannot even get certain arms. 
They told us, we are going to treat you Albanians like we treated 
the Yugoslavs. Fortunately, Marshals cannot decide the important 
questions that we are talking about at this meeting. 

δ want to read to you from a letter which the Albanian 
Party sent to the CPSU, In this letter we plédge our loyalty 
but we point out that our sole crime seems to be that we 
opposed Khrushchev at an international meeting, and also that 
we happen:to be a small nation. However, 3 want to say that no 
one can destroy, us or take away our rights, 
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- SPEECH OF. ENVER HOXHA TO THE TAZ ἯΙ 
NOVEMBER ‘MEETING OF COMMUNIST ΟΣ ΣΩ 
PARTIES. AND. WORKERS' ‘PARTIES 
IN“HOSCOW, -RUSSTA - 

“Why: did Khrushchey not make these charges. against us 
directly? Why does he do these things through third Parties? 
Last..summer we had a terrific draught. There. was no rain. in 
GUY country for 120 days. Our grain supply was limited to 15 
days, but only after 45 days did the: Soviets give us 10,000 
tons of grain instead of the 50,000 which we asked for. These 
10,000 tons of grain were: good only for 35 days. ‘The U;8.S.R. 
did not give us bread while we. were starving. Khrushchev once - 
told us, don't worry, you only need enough grain. to feed your 
‘people, "which is very little. It is less than what a. rat 
consumes. in. the storage house. 

“Comrade Khrushchev, if the Soviet people knew this 
they would never forgive you comrades of the CPSU and you, Comrade 
Khrushchev.. It is wrong to charge us with being the weak link 
in thé international Communist movement: You, Comrade Khrushchev, 
treated Albania as a commodity but the time is past when you 
can do this. We are not a commodity. We area.a Marxist-Leninist 
Party. No Soviet leader will ever impose upon us conditions 
such aS you want to impose. « Marshal Tito was really never com- 
pletely exposed. We never agreed with you, as you claim, that 
Stalin made a mistake in his fight against Tito. - Stalin fought 
Tito in time and exposed. him and his clique, The Cominform 
endorsed what Stalin did. 

“Why is it that at the present time you do not carry 
. on regular ‘consultations with other Parties like in Stalin's day? 
Not since you took over, Khrushchev, has this been done. Why 
was there no consultation on the. 20th.Congress and on your trip 
to Belgrade? We objected to this trip, - You claim otherwise. 
We wanted the international movement to decide if there shouid 
be conciliation with the Yugoslav “comrades.*% We never accepted 
such a role of opportunism, but we did accept the idea of co- 
existence with Yugoslavia. . We never gave up our idea that 
Yugoslavia is a. capitalist state controlled by the agents of 
imperialism. 

“at our Third Congress Comrade Mikhail Suslov wanted 
us to delete the question of Kautse Doto (phonetic), who. deserted 
Albania and joined with Tito. Now Yugoslavia sends 
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SPEECH OF ENVER HOXHA TO THE 
NOVEMBER MEETING OF COMMUNIST 
PARTIES AND eae: PARTIES 
IN MOSCOW, RUSSIA _ : 

: bands into our country worse than in 1948; Yet, I can quote 
to you statements from Yugoslavs in which they praise your ef-= 

᾿ forts..at -re-conciliation since. 1955; At the time of the 
‘Hungarian revolt, Marshal Tito wanted to organize a revolution 
in Albania. We smashed this plot on April 6, 1956. We caught 
the plotters, lined them up and liquidated then.. Comrade 
Khrushchev says this is worse than even under czarism, 

ce ‘Some Party members who fied Albania have appealed» 
to’ Comrade ‘Khrushchev and asked that we permit them to return 
to Albania ‘with guarantees. We never dreaned that Comrade 
Khrushchey.. would. give .comfort to our enemies. Marshal Tito, 
‘Inre Nagy, . and! tHe-Americans | ‘plotted to overthrow us. The Tito 
bands, the, Horthyites, and’ the United States agents were plotting 
in. Hungary, They did it openly and they did this while the 
Soviet. Army was in Hungary. 

“When I: told Coinzade ‘sueied that Imre Nagy was 2 
counter-revolutionist he rejected my views, but Comrade Suslov 
went: to visit Yugoslavia, and plotted: with Marshal Tito as to 
how to destroy us. However, he had no meeting with us, ‘We 
were not consulted on the use of troops in Hungary. We spilled 
our blood but -we were not, asked anything. We were part of the 
Warsaw Pact, but we were not consulted. The Soviet comrades 
have documenta in their vaults that would expose Marshal Tito 
for what he is. Why do you hold these documents locked up? You 
are doing this.to defame Stalin. You are doing this to protect 
the. Titoists, perhaps? 

. Scomrade Khrushchev is the leader in all. this. You 
are keeping quiet about revisionism. Why? This is fact.. 
Since the Seventh Congress of the Yugoslav League of Comminists 
you have .been quiet. Our articles on revisionism are not being 
circulated or printed if Tito is mentioned in them. Our diplomats 
are being isolated. Can we Albanians allow our country to 
become the prey of Yugoslav, Italian, Greek and United States 
imperialism? Why should we be afraid? 

“Comrade Khrushchev, you are once again coming to the 
defense of our enemies when you are asking for rights for the 
Greek minority in our country. No matter what you say, I will 
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SPRECH OF ENVER HOXHA TO THE - Seer Cue 
NOVEMBER MEETING OF COMMUNIST | 
PARTIES AND WORKERS' PARTIES | 
IN HOSCOW, RUSSIA 

defend Stalin as the greatest leader since Lenin. He was 
loyal to Lenin and Leninism. He belongs to the world Communists, 
not just to the CPSU.” ‘Comrade Khrushchev and-the 20th Con=- - - 
.gress.had no business exposing Stalin in the manner in which 
‘they did. If you had not exposed Stalin in the. way you did 
you would not have had the Polish and Hungarian revolts, 

“We Albanians Love the Soviet Union deeply; This is 
why we are so critical. We are not hypocrites. Regarding the 
draft before us, we say that this second draft is an improvement 
over the first draft. Some of the insinuations against the 
CPC have been removed. ‘We will discuss these questions. We 
‘Still have some reservations. We would like to insert in there 
Some guarantees against war. We would Like to delete the section 
on the cult of the personality. We would also like to delete 
the part on groupings and-factions. 

‘what I presented before you was just an outline of 
a speech which I intended to deliver but it would have taken 
too much time. I will turn this speech in for the record and 
for the minutes.” 

This concludes the remarks of Enver Hoxha,. 

‘The source furnished the folhlowing additional informa~ 
‘tion concerning Hoxha: 

Various ‘representatives of the CCCPSU stated that Hoxha 
left Moscow approximately two days. after he made this speech, 
He was scheduled to return to’Albania to participate ina cele- 
bration on the occasion of the anniversary of the Communists 
coming to power in Albania. Since he feared that he might be 
kidnapped or might suffer some physical harm, he returned to’ 
Albania by way of Scandinavian Airlines to Western Europe 
to avoid traveling in the Communist countries in Eastern Europe. 
Because he returned to Albania by this ‘roundabout method he did 
not arrive, in time for the celebration. 

The source also advised that. various representatives 
of the CPC in Moscow were spreading rumors that when Hoxha asked 
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PARTIES AND WORKERS’ PARTIES 
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the Soviet Union for grain the Soviets insisted Hoxha pay them 
in gold .or foreign currency. The Soviets did not want to make 
a barter deal with him or give him crédit. The rumor continued. 
that the Soviet Union, like the imperialists, uses its power to 
conpel small countries like Albania-.to surrender, The Soviets 
treat them worse than they treat bourgeois governments. . -The 
Chinese said they loaned 'the Albanians American. dollars so. thé 

-Albanians could buy grain and supplies. The Chinese also said 
they have loaned foreign currency to the Soviet Union. 

The. Russians: did not negotiate any trade pact with 
Albania, Despite ali of this, on the occasion of the 16th anni- 
versary of the Albanian Peoples' Republic, Khrushchev sent 
greetings and received an answer from Hoxha thanking Khrushchev 

for these greetings. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the 
property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned 
to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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(pa? There are enclosed herewith to the Bureau, 
ἀν ἢ and to the New York Division, one copy, of a letterhead 

memorandum containing information concerning the 12/1/¢ 
session of a meeting in Moscow, Russia, of representatives 
of Communist Parties in Latin America. This meeting lasted 
for 5 days and was held in the theater of a hotél restricted 
to Communist Party members who were in Moscow as, guests of 
the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the soviet : 
Union (CCCPSU), This hotel 15 located at Platnikov Paraulik 
(phonetic) No. 12. It is near Arbatskaya- Street, the main 
polyclinic and the Foreign Office. It: 15 @& inodern Six+story 
building which will house between 200 and 250 guests. 

aA, οΝ ἢ Osh, CG 5824-S* advised that he was the only- Communist 
Party, USA (CP, USA) representative who attended all sessions 
of this meet ing. JAMES JACKSON, JAMES ALLEN, and HELEN WINTER 
were each present on one or two. occasions during the five-day 
meeting. Usually, their attendance was limited to a few 
minutes. The meetings were conductéd in the Spanish language, 
however, CG 5824-S* received. assistance in the translation of 
the remarks. No member of the CP,. USA has notes comparable 
to those of CG 5824-S* on this very exclusive meeting. 

For this reason and, in compliance with instructions 
set forth in Bureau letter dated 11/2/60, the letterhead 
memorandum is classified Bitsy Sa Because of the nature 
the meeting and the information obtained, the Bures 
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DECEMBER 1, 1960 SESSION OF A 
᾿ MEETING IN’ MOSCOW, RUSSIA OF 

REPRESENTATIVES oF COMMUNIST 
PARTIES IN LATIN AMERICA 

‘A source, who has furnished reliable information in 
the past, has furnished the following information, 

pre On December 1, 1960, representatives of Communist 
Parties (CPs) in Latin America met for the second day of a 
five-day meeting in Moscow, Russia. The. representatives of 

N these Parties were in Moscow to attend the ‘November, 1960 
&) meeting of representatives of 81 CPs and Workers' Parties. 
Cc The meeting was held in the theater of a hotel limited to 

‘CP representatives, who were guests of the Central Committee 
of the CP of the Soviet Union (CCCPSU). This hotel is a 
modern six-story building located east of the Foreign Office 
and near the main polyclinic, 

-The CCCPSU did not directly participate in this a 
meeting but did provide a translator. who. only occasionally 
took notes. "3 

Remarks οὐ, Anibal Es€éalante Riss 

| Εἰ δ Arid: calante, ae eonetarysotethenCentralal9 ittee © 
| Ἷ of the People *s Socialist. Ρατὲν, (PSP) of Cuba, made the firs 

Speech of the meeting since the prior day had been jimited to 
the organizing of the meeting. The following is the essence of 
the remarks, of Escalante. 

“Wewant to deal with the. latest experience in Cuba, 
& our Party Congress. and the development of the revolution in Cuba. 

I thank all of you, for being here and for placing Cuba as the 
Ἢ first point on the agenda; We know that all the Latin American 
(ἡ Parties are interested in our revolution and in our problems, 

3 OTherefore, I want to deal with the character and the aims of the 
A cuban Revolution. iat 
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DECEMBER 1, 1960 SESSION OF A a 7 ‘ 
MEETING IN MOSCOW, RUSSIA OF 

REPRESENTATIVES OF COMMUNIST 
PARTIES IN: LATIN AMERICA | 

ἊΣ want to say that we consider the Cuban Revolution 
a patriotic, popular, anti~imperialist, anti=feudal. revolution. - 

- The chief aim and task of the revolution was to carry through 
the agrarian reform and other reforms which were long#ioverdue 
and which would affect our society. Did we carry out these 
aims? We say that it is a fact that we did. 

“The Cuban Revolution is in a new stage of development, 
Fidel Castro said so in a speech on the 15th of last month, -The 
Cuban Revolution has fundamentally eliminated feudalism, It 
achieved independence. It regained the riches of 'the country 
through an antieimperialist revolution. It nationalized the | 
Sugar industry and other monopolies as well as the oil refineries, 
utilities, etc. This fact of nationalization is the new stage. 
This \ was a blow against inperialisn. 

"These acts guaranteed the independence of our economy.’ 
from foreign monopoly,. Fundamentally, we have also taken into 
the hands of the state our finances and commerce, Now we can say 
truly thet. we are an independent and free Cuba. For a long time 
we were: under foreign domination through treaties imposed: upon 
us by United States imperialism, Now all the enterprises formerly 
belonging to the United States, including the railroads, the large 
department stores, as well as the latifundia, have been national- 
ized. Though here I would say we left property alone which 
belonged to Canadians. That which we have nationalized was in the 
hands of the big exploiters. The economic and social base of 
imperialism was destroyed, This guarantees our revolution. 

‘The agrarian reforms which we carried through can also 
be considered an attack on capitalist exploitation. We confiscated 
282 big latifundia. This relieved our people from capitalist 
exploitation, Private capital was turned over to thé state and 
if we add to this, the industries which we nationalized, 400,000 
people now work for the state. This gives, the. workers power, 
The imperialist monopolies, as well as the parasitic capitalists, 
were the main support of exploitation in. our country. Now all of 
this. property is béing used for the people., The workers and the 
peasants now work for themselves, 
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“IJ want to deal with the economic advance of Cuba, 
The elimination of the imperialist latifundia-gave land to ~ 
‘the péasants, especially to the poor. They were also relieved 
from taxation to a large extent. The small business enter- 
prises were helped too, This resulted in a social transforma-— 
tion in our country. Commerce was in the hands of foreign 
imperialism, Now this grip on commerce has been broken. 
Industry was also in the hands of the imperialists. Their 
erip has been proken. We have a new fiscal policy and’ it is. 
in control of the state instead of foreign banks, All these 
actions ‘benefited our national revolution, 

“The Cuban Revolution achieved all this after Fidel 
Castro came into power, The first stage of the revolution 
Solved the agrarian problem, The second stage of the revolu- 
tion was that of nationalization, These stages transformed the 
country socially and put it on a non-capitalist road. This form 
of economy is now established and we need to defend these new 
social relations because this is the road that will eventually 
lead to socialism, We do not discuss this publicy but you must 
know this, 

\The internal forces accelerated the revolution, but 
the first measures resulted in an attack against us by imperialisn. 
‘We responded to each attack by adopting more revolutionary 
measures, These were necessary, Our answer to Eisenhower's 
abolition of the sugar quota was the hitting at 382 private 
enterprises, chiefly United States enterprises, which we nation~ 
alized, 

“The agrarian reform was the answer,to our counter- 
revolution and imperialism. We had to accelerate the revolution 
to meet the attacks of our. internal and external enemies, If 
we did not do these things, imperialist sabotage. would have.led 
us to catastrophe. We prevented economic catastrophe and 
prevented the initiation of a counter-révolution. | 

“The people defend their revolution but. we took these 
measures aS reprisals. Tactically, this is better than if we 
did this in the name of socialism. 
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“The bourgeoisie did not have hegemony in our 
revolution. At the beginning,, the bourgeoisie. gave into -- τ τ πο 
Plattism and to anti-Communism, We can say that this was 
the ideology of the government at the beginning of the 
revolution., However, the working class and the radical 
part of the petty bourgeoisie and the measures of agrarian 
reform, which mobilized the peasantry, helped to defeat this 
tendency, The national bourgeoisie wanted to stop’ the 
revolution and profit by it, But the Cuban Revolution was ~~ 
not favorable to capitalism, 

We immediately began to fight for national Libera- 
tion from United States imperialism. We began with a united 
front of workers, peasants and petty bourgeoisie. We fought 
the influence of the big bourgeoisie, particularly those 
involved in sugary, We began to fight the. big bourgeoisie who 
support imperialisn. ΝΞ 

“Now letume say something about our united front.. 
Ours is not a united front, we do not use this term. We | 
really say the revolution was a coincidence of history. I+ 
included the national bourgeoisie, The bourgeoisie tried to 
sabotage the revolution, They acted not only against us, but 
against Fidel Castro too. During the first. weeks after victory, 
‘we saw the need to exclude the big bourgeoisie from the govern- " 
ment, The workers, peasants and intellectuals began to press 
against the bourgeoisie, For a time, there was a stalemate in . 
our revolution. Wea were, should we say, of equal strength. Then 
we raised a slogan, add revolution to revolution; let us make our 
revolution move revolutionary. 

“We asked Fidel Castro to assume the leading role in the 
government. He hesitated but did take some posts in the govern-~ 
ment and began to exclude reactionary elements. In October, 1958, 
the -bourgeoisie in some sections of the army assaulted our revolu- 
tionary aims. This made it difficult for President Manuel Urrutia 
Since he came from Camaguey. Province, which was.a province .of 
big estates. We began to fight him although he was popular. We 
organized the masses and delivered some blows against the national 
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bourgeoisie. The left wing in the March 4th. Directorate also 
took over and ousted ‘their reactionaries,. The peasants, Ὁ | 
workers and thé radical bourgeoisie formed an alliance. However, 
the .chief base was the working class and the peasantry with the 
workers playing the leading role. 

“We weze not trying to go too fast. We were very care- 
ful to avoid. leftism but we do not speak of this. We always 
speak of a broad front. The nationdl bourgeoisie, at least 
Some sections of it, ig still a part of this broad front. The 
petty. bourgeoisie is also a part of this broad front. Some are 
afraid of the advance of the revolution because they are Plattist 
minded, Some, of course, have already deserted to the counter- 
revolution. Some stayed. Some have been indicted for treason, 
including the former head of the. trade unians, David Salvador. 

Pa, 

‘The proletariat, the peasants, the poor peasants, and 
the petty bourgeoisie, in the main, were for the revolution, The 
revolutionary elements did not have enough organizational experience, 
They were not only making mistakes which caused some slowing down 
in industry, but the imperialists can be said to be responsible for 
a certain amount of sabotage. We all make mistakes but we “took 
measures in time to correct some of these mistakes, Some mistakes 
were corrected particularly through positive economic measures. 

‘Now we are: going to push for new measures, Fidel ‘has 
said that we must stop this business of intervention. We must 
try instead to convince. If something is wrong in a given plant 
we must try to convince the management and the workers. to straighten 
things, out. Only the most- important enterprises will be. national~ 
ized, 

‘In fact, we are going to re-examine some of our past 
interventions, We Will give back some of the plants to. the small 
business people and to some of them we will even pay compensation. 
We-are also going to allow for an appeal so that injustices against, 
small owners can be corrected, The big bourgeoisie will not appeal 
but Some small ones will claim damages. They will receive sympa- 
thetic hearings, They will then be organized to contribute to the 
general economic plan of the nation. Fidel is. making an appeal 
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to these classes and elements, He’is promising them that if they 
cooperate they will gain, but if they are against, the revolution 

© they will suffer the consequences, 

‘we also carried through some urban reforms... Houses ~ 
were given to the ‘people on the basis of permanent ownership, 
I am talking of small houses, small shops, ete, We also offered 
some compensation for the small owners of property exclusive of 
homes, They will be guaranteed rent income for 25 years. Those 
who own many houses will also be compensated, They will not get 
ten thousand pesos in rent but, let us say, we will give them 
600 pesos in rent. and we will see to it that they will not starve. 
-Everyone will get a home or an apartment and all future construc-~ 
tion by the government will be considered social property, 

. “The revolution depends upon the consolidation of the 
unity of the workers, the peasants and the petty bourgeoisie. 

| “The imperialists are still against our revolution ‘but. 
the international situation and the correlation of forces will 
-help to decide the solidarity of our revolution. The socialist 
countries will help us with economic aid and we also accept 
military aid.. Therefore, we say that our chief task is to defend 
and to continue the revolution, 

| ‘Jf we look at our revolution internationally, we need 
to consider Latin America, Here we can say that there is more 
hostility to our revolution on the part of the Latin American. 
bourgeoisie and the compradore-. section of the bourgeoisie in 
Latin America lines up with imperialism, But in Latin America 
as such, we are finding more’‘solidarity with our revolution by 
patriots, students, workers, artists, Indians, progressives of. 
all sorts, and of course, Communists. The people in Latin . 
America now see that the establishment of our revolutionary 
government in ‘Cuba has solved many problems for the poor, We 
therefore say that the correlation of forces internally in Cuba 
and the relation of forces internationally is more favorable to 
our revolution. 
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“He need . to consolidate the Cuban Revolution. We 
must, therefore, use. the contradictions of the various forces 
in Latin: America; those who, for one, reason or another, ‘have, 
aggravations against: United.States imperialism, Of course, 
there: is some sabotage against our revolution, actual sabotage. 
Then there is the activity of the clericals, the church. The 
church will continue... Maybe it will be for good or evil, The 
important. thing, | however, is to coordinate our activity and. the 
united front: and this will help the revolution. 

“Here is a problem that I am sure 411 of you want 
answered. What is our political perspective? ~ Our perspective 
is one: united party in Cuba. This is important to the Cuban 
Revolution and is a peculiarity of the Cuban Revolution.’ 

The source advised that at this point, Escalante is~. 
explaining the role of the CP in Cuba. “This has been a problem 
for the Communist Party, USA (CP, USA). It is sometimes stated 
-that the Cubans went through a revolution without Communist - 
support. ‘So the question is asked why there is a need for a cP 
in the ‘United States in order to have a revolution. A book vA 
entitled the *Cuban Revolution* has been published. This book 
completely. minimizes the role of the CP in the’ Cuban Revolution. 
Yet, according to Marxism-Leninism, there can be no revolution 
without a Marxist-Leninist CP,” 

The CP, USA has been designated by the Attorney General 
of the United. States pursuant to Executive Order 10450. 

The remarks of Escalante continue. 

“This question is of interest to other countries too. 
We have always covered this question, We do not talk about’ this. 
This is why some people, including Communists, ask, where is the 
Party? Where is the face of the Party? We do not put: our face 
forward. Sometimes we do but we do not get our face smashed in. 
I want to ask the comrades of Latin America not to emulate us, . 
But remember we are only. 90 miles from the coast of the United 
States. If we would. have said where and how many we were during 
the guerrilla days, United States imperialism would have destroyed 
us, There is no miracle in Cuba nor do we know of the Immaculate 
Conception, Some Parties doubt us, They want to know how many 
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ministers in the government are Communists. ‘They ask, where 
is the hegemony of the proletariat? Where-is the dictatorship 
of the proletariat? We do not have any, So we say, There- 
fore, some people are Skeptical, But we use an expression in 
Cuba ~ beware of the dog.’ 

. The source advised that Escalante used the reference 
to the Immaculate Conception to very carefully indicate that 
birth was not given. to the revolution in Cuba without the aid 
and assistance of the PSP, The other: language. used by. Escalante 
at this point is.a description of the role being. played. in Cuba 
by the PSP, The remarks of Escalante continue, 

“In any case, actually there: 15 a line in the revolution, 
This is the thesis of Fidel, We have battles, Some battalions 
are in the front line. They engage in a straight attack, They 
go right into the face of the enemy. Some are on the flank; let 
us say, the PSP of Cuba. We keep our heads low. We do not have 
to raise our heads and get shot, But we -can use the flank quite 
effectively. Some other countries may try to do the same. It 
may happen that way or it may not. — | 

\Will we have only one party in Cuba? I do not know. 
If we can have one ideology then it will be so. The French author 
Jean Paul Sartre says that the Cuban Revolution is depending on 
Fidel Castro only. He is mistaken. He did not see the Havana 
Declaration in which we do away with exploitation of man by man. 
Is this a coincidence? Perhaps. But ‘the Havana Declaration has 
the same approach as that of the Party. History will prove it. 
Some. of our experiences will be used. 

‘The Cuban Revolution was a big blow against imperialism. 
No matter the size of the country, Cuban events have influenced all 
-of Latin America against United States imperialism. Remember that 
around the corner from us is United States imperialism. We do not 
need to emphasize this point but we want to say that the revolution 
was a big blow against the Organization of American States (OAS). 

“Today Cuba is important for peace and for the freedom of 
the peoples of Latin America.. The importance of the Cuban Revolu- 
tion is more than can be measured by its six and one-hglf million 
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population. Fidel was at the 15th General Assembly of the 
United Nations. He spoke right into the face of the United 
States imperialists. He exposed the United States imperialist 
maneuvers, The pot is boiling in hatin America, Of course, 
if there was a revolution in a second country in Latin America 
it would help us and it would be better, 

‘We are in a new era, These times are different than 
those. in the 1950's in Guatemala. This is because we are living 
in a new epoch and the correlation of forces today is more favorable 
for us. Today the revolution speaks Spanish with an American accent, 
It is not a revolution of Czechoslovakia, it is not a revolution of 
Viet Nam or some other country. 

“Cuba is an attraction, especially for the peasants of 
Latin America, because we gave land to the peasants, This is’ 
different than if it happened in China or some other country far 
away from Latin Ameyvica. The same holds true for nationalization. 
The revolution is developing in Latin America, not only in. Europe. 
We have destroyed the myth that a revolution can only take place 
in a country that borders on the Soviet Union or with the help 
of Soviet soldiers. We studied and saw the development of revolu- 
tion in different parts of the globe. This proves that revolution 
can develop anywhere if the conditions are there for it and if the 
class relationships make it possible. 

“We. need to study the tactical elements of οὐ» revolution, 
We need to study the relation of classes, We need to study the 
extraordinary role of the petty bourgeoisie and even the big 
hourgeoisie. We also need to study the camouflage aspect of 
revolution, We keep many people in the mass organizations and in 
other Parties, Let them remain there.. 

“When a naval Putsch was planned recently, members of the A 
CP were right in on the plot. Of course they were not ‘%Communists?# 
and of course, we helped smash this Putsch, We are evezxywhere. 
It is not good to take all Communist members into one organization, 
Some of these things I am saying are actually not recent conclusions. 
I want to tell you that in 1953, when the last legal issue of ον 4 4,7 
was printed, it contained a big. article by Blas Roca in which he 
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talked of this tcoincidence*. At. that time we supported J 
St..Martin. We used the weapon -of the- general striké, We 

- - used guerrilla warfare, We were in many. streams, But these 
things: were possible because of the conditions that prevailed 
‘in Cuba, . 

“Now I will speak about aggression and solidarity. 
The United States has intentions against our country and the 
revolution, It is already practicing economic aggression, 
It is preparing for military aggression, | 

‘There is talk that John F, Kennedy wants to Youy?#. vw 
the Cuban Revolution, Also that he is going to compete with 

| the USSR, We doubt that he can do it now because we have. 
. nationalized American enterprises, The blockade will not work. 
| It cannot be. complete, Even Canada has promised to trade with 
| us and so have other countries. Even some American businessmen 

will carry on trade with us even,if they have to do it through 
Canada, We-are receiving extraordinary help. from the socialist 
states, The people incour country know this and all the peoples 
in Latin America know this or are beginning to know this. 
Fifteen days after the United States stopped our refineries from 
delivering oil, we xeceived oil from the USSR. 

\There is a plan to attack us, We know of these plans, 
We knew of them in the past. We are up to date on these plots, 
Some of the planners have been paralyzed by the fear that war 
would involve other countries and for a time they were: paralyzed 
when the Soviet Union threatened them with rockets. But this 
does not stop them from organizing concrete plans to attack or 
invade us. Four million dollars was given to. Align Dulles to 
organize mercenaries who are being trained at Florida and 
Guatemala. 

“We have counter plans, Today we have an army of 30,000, 
We also tavea militia of no less than 300,00 and there is unity 
between the army and the militia. We are also graduating new 
officers ‘and many of them are Communists: Every day we. have new 
weapons, We are acquiring more every day and not only small-arms. 
We have, should we say, a militia with big cannons, We can lick 

[ΠΡ ΠΗ = finn oa 
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the mercenaries, It is not easy to mobilize tens of thousands 
of mercenaries, The Yankee imperialists: are trying to find a 
Latin American CHIANG Kai~shek.. If they. did they would establish 
ἃ government on an island near. us. Even the prisoners on these 
islands, those who we put into prison, would not participate, 
They know that we would wipe them out in the first hours, 

‘I want to emphasize one thing which we consider the 
main thing and that is the. solidarity of Latin America. It 
will be difficult for United States imperialism to convince the 
people of Latin America that they are justified in invading. us, 
For such a task, they would need big sections of the population 
of Latin America. But United States imperialism lacks this 
sympathy in Latin America at the present time. But here I would 
say that the most important factors are the fraternal Parties, 
Their. solidarity with Cuba is very important, Solidarity with 
Cuba is not for Cuba alone but for the revolution in Latin ; 
America and other countries. 

“Of course each Party will decide its revolution, hut 
Cuba is an important link in the chain of Latin America, What 
kind of solidarity there will be depends on each Party. What 
I would suggest first of all is the carrying on of mass propaganda 
against the lies of the imperialists, Secondly, that pressure shouid 
be applied on the foreign policy of the various Latin American “ὦ 
governments, The slogan must be: "Do not line up against Cuba*, 
Of course we need to study what -else can be done, what concrete 
measures: of solidarity can be applied, 

“Argentina and Brazil are developing their economies, 
They have deficits and difficulties. Cuba is. developing new 
factories and commerce. It would be well to emphasize that these 
present opportunities and that these countries can trade with Cuba. 
Of course these would be measures that would offset the effects of 
a blockade against Cuba. 

‘Then there can be other measures for solidarity such as: 
mass mobilization, endorsement of the Havana Declaration, actions 
by trade unions, messages, visits. of delegations to Cuba, etc. 
Fidel has a good feeling about the other Latin American CPs, τ 
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*Congresses of solidarity can be: organized outside. 
Cuba: although Cubans can. participate, Volunteers can be 

-. eo 

important, ‘Take up: the problem. of Cuba everywhere. Organize 
national discussions on Cuba. We will- help the small Parties, 
especially in the Caribbean. We have schools. Send your people 
to our schools, By next year we can prepare a thousand cadre 
members. If there are non-Party: people who want to go-to school 
in Ciba, the July 26th Movement is: running all kinds of schools. 
They can go to these schools. All other measures should be 
considered, You can: work them out yourself. In any case, there 
is a duty for solidarity with Cuba./ ΝΣ ' 

Remarks of Jose Gonzales ( ψ Ge { 

After represe 

τοῦτο of the Ck olf Chile, ) | 
Ollowing is the essence of his remarks. 

“Yn our country we have organized committees for 
solidarity with Cuba. The mass organizations send letters to 
the Cuban Ambassador and the Ambassador attends their meetings. 
Right now we are organizing volunteers and. brigades for Cuba. 
Included in these are doctors, technicians and engineers, We 
have also sent cultural delegations to Cuba, They have come 
back and reported on the situation in Cuba. We would say, at 
least it is the policy of our. Party, that each mass organization 
must place the question of Cuba on its agenda as a most important 
question. 

\Solidarity with Cuba is widespread in Chile. When the 
invasion of Cuba seemed imminent a few weeks ago, a parliamentary 
delegation -was mobilized and all in the popular united front 
joined, There is a deep feeling for Cuba. If Cuba is invaded, 
the Chilean workers will respond: like one inan. The main force 
in Chile for the solidarity of. Cuba is the. working class, When 
Eisenhower visited Chile, the trade unions resented his visit 
because of the treatment of Cuba by the United States. Everywhere 
Eisenhower. went he saw photographs, posters of Castro, Windows 
of homes, stores, walls, etc., had such posters, | 
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‘The economic situation in Chile is bad. President 
Alessandri talks of dissolving. the: ‘Parliament. £ want to ᾿ 

Chile, one of the main points. on the order of pusiness was the . 
mobilization of the people for ‘solidarity with Cuba. and for 
strengthening this solidarity. The help that Cuba gave us: 
during the earthquake has resulted in an increased sympathy 
for Cuba. When. Castro appeals for help, the Chileans will | 

} 

Remarks of Gilberto eira 

Gilbert dlVies ΗΕ LL | 
Wa he next speaker, She seennee oF his. remarks 

follows. 

“We are carrying out the tasks that Escalante has 
raised here, We will mobilize: volunteers, technicians, etc., 
etc., for Cuba, The imperialists are trying to stop this 
but there are groups of engineers from Colombia who have 
decided to go to Cuba just the same. <As.in-other Latin 
American countries, solidarity with Cuba is οἵ. great importance. 
Last month hundreds of delegates from various organizations 
gathered in a conference to support. the Cuban Revolution arid © 
the Havana Declaration. The most. important organizations in 
Colombia. were represented, The Cuban representative. was present 
too. This congress of solidarity was a culminating point ‘in. the | 
support of the Cuban Revolution. 

“At the present time, there are many propositions in 
Parliament: for the support of. Cuba, ‘The masses: are being mobilized 
and resolutions are being adopted, Provincial governments. have . 
adopted resolutions in support of Cuba. The support of: the -Cuban 
Revolution is. the main task and it has Served us as a means to 
expose the reactionaries. The Cuban Revolution ‘has. helped us more 
than we have helped the Cuban Revolution, Even the Catholic trade 
unions have come out for the support of Cuba, There. is talk. of 
expelling these trade unions from the Trades Council. The last ὁ 
plenum of -our Central Committee put the support of Cuba first. 
It was placed in. the light of struggle for peace and against. | 
aggression, 
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‘Some leftist elements tried to use the Cuban Revolu- 
tion against our Party. They. say that. if there is no indepen- 
dent role for the Party in Cuba, why do we need an independent 
role in Colombia? 

‘“Remeitber that for seven years, a guerrilla war has 
been raging in Colombia. We have gone through a decade of terror. 
In 1949 the CP raised the slogan of self~defense to protect 
itself, We favored and urged mass violence against the reactionaries, 
But the resistance movement has not always been under our influence, 
The liberals have used this movement too and many people have 
turned over their arms to the liberal clique. It was only later 
that the Party increased its influence and we helped to overthrow 
the military regime in Colombia, But this was not due to the ~ 
military work of the guerrillas, 

“We have won some legality for the Party. There was a 
reconstitution of the trade union movement and this helped to 
mobilize the masses for the overthrow of the military dictatorship. 
Then the guerrilla ‘movement went underground. The Party groups. |. ~ 
did not turn in their arms, At the present time, in some places, 
the reactionaries are trying to physically destroy the guerrilla 
leaders and in some cases they are trying to buy them off. The 
armed struggle in Colombia is still continuing and it is in ᾿ 
support of the movement, This armed struggle is not our main task. 
We do not talk about the armed ‘fight. 

‘We ave trying to emphasize the importance of increasing 
our political influence, A political crisis is developing in 
Colombia.. The bi-party system, which is in operation, is 
crumbling and will soon crash, We then see anzinevitable clash, 
an armed: one, But we do not intend to push it. The armed uprising 
will come when the conditions. are right, 

‘The youth movement in Colombia is under the influence 
of the Cuban Revolution, But the youth believes. only in armed... 
uprising. We have expelled some of these youth from our Party. 
But they are gathering themselves under the banner of the Cuban 
ReVolution. The Cuban Ambassador in Colombia is not very exper- 
ienced. and he helped these adventurers, The Cuban Ambassador has 

| | ~ 14 = 
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never invited important people to ‘visit him but he did invite 
these adventurers and these adventurers. are United States 
intelligence agents. In Cuba,. they do not know: about the 
character of this movement of the youth and have given it 
support. .When some Latin American friends visit Cuba, they 
are sometimes advised to use arms. I want to say, comrades, 
that this policy is no good and that. it is much better to | 
talk about general problems of the revolution and not about 
the use of ‘arms{in another country.” 

| The source advised that during this meeting, differ- 
ences emerged between the PSP of Cuba and some of the other 
CPs in Latin America. ' The other Latin American CPs did not 
objecthto solidarity with Cuba.but did object to the idea of 
applying the Cuban way to socialism to. other countries in 
Latin America, Sometimes the discussion on. this point became 
very sharp. 

Remarks of the General Secretary 
“of the Guatemala Party of Labor . 

The General Secretary of the Guatemala Party of Labor 
was the last speaker in this session. His identify is not known, 
He speaks some English and can he described as follows: age 38, 
height 517", weight 135, build thin, hair light brown, He wears 
a small mustache. The following is the essence of his remarks. 

“There is a traditional friendship between the Cuban. 
and Guatemalan CPs, There is a traditional, friendship between 
Cuba and Guatemala which goes back to 1875, The Guatemalan 
national hymn was written by a Cuban. ΝΣ 

“In Guatemala, we have a reactionary dictatorship which . 
is in the service of United States imperialism, United States: 
bayonets keep this dictatorship propped. up, 

“The Party is illegal and this creates many difficulties- 
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“The national bourgeoisie of Cuba is scared although 
some, of them are neutral, As the Cuban Revolution deepens, 
the national bourgeoisie become more scared, 

“The movement for Cuban solidarity in Guatemala is 
based upon the workers and the petty bourgeoisie, When 
relations between Guatemala and Cuba were broken, all those 
who were active in solidarity with Cuba were persecuted.. 
The. government used the excuse of a threatened invasion of 
Guatemala by Cuba and declared a state of siege, At the 
present time there are no public committees nor is there a 
central solidarity organization for Ciba, But the CP works 
in other Parties and other organizations, In our underground 
paper *Verdat"%, which means truth, we show that the solidarity 
movement is a fight against imperialism. We contrast Cuba with 
cur situation in 1955 when our xvevolution was defeated,’ Our 
cadre has given a lot of study to the Cuban Party thesis which 
was developed in 1959 and we are well acquainted with the Cuban 
situation and our task, Our work of solidarity with Cuba is 
developing, But we still have to take some concrete measures 
on solidarity. We have assigned a speéial cadre to organize 
this movement through various organizations, This cadre is 
led by the Secretariat of the Party, We are carrying ΟἹ some 
work, We hold flash demonstrations from time to time, We are 
painting slogans everywhere such as, Yankee no, Cuba si, We 
do these things at night of course, We have even succeeded in 
painting the slogans on official government buildings as well as 
the American Embassy. 

“on July 26th, we-had a flash meeting at the monument 
of Jose Marti, During’ the meating of the OAS, many messages from 
various organizations were sent to the government, It was during 
this period that the government established a state of. siege. 
‘Despite the state of siege many leaflets were distributed, 

“our CP and the Cuban Party have signed a joint commitnique. 
We have sent comrades to Havana to discuss problems. and to discuss 
this: communique before we published it, At our third congress, ” 
which was held underground, we sent messages of solidarity to 
Cuba. On the first. of Hay of this year, under the banner of the 
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Cuban Revolution, we covered the towns and the countryside with 
placards and leaflets despite the threats of Ydigoras (President 
Miguel. Ydigoras Fuentes). 

“Some organizations are asking for: the re-establishment 
of relations. with Cuba, During the May ist: demonstrations, the 
United States Embassy was stoned,. The Guatemalan government © 
is ‘unconditionally a vassal of United ‘States imperialism and the 
Guatemalan territory is being used as a base: for the United 
States to invade Cuba, ‘This gives us a very important role to- 
play. We have been exposing this mobilization. We found out: 
where all these airstrips and airports were and where the ‘bases 
were being constructed, We learned about the number of skips 
and where these ships are located. We even exposed the military 
instructors who have. been sent out, 

“The government shouts treason at us when we expose its 
maneuvers with United States imperialism, but this did not hurt 

‘ us: nor does it hurt.us, We must be against bases and domination 
of United States imperialism. There. are many who are not in favor 
of Cuba, but they are against the military bases of Yankee imperialism 
and they are against the loss, of Guatemalan independence, Even 
gome whllitary men are against helping the United States and within 
the Army there is a secret organization. against the government, 
in Parliament, too, there are some number of deputies who are 
exposing the actions of the government against Cuba. 

ΔΑ] of these things that are taking place are not spon- 
taneous. We keep the Cuban comrades informed. We give intelli- 
gence on the movement of troops, training, etc. We also organize 

- Sabotage and this especially if Cuba is invaded. We have special 
« 

plans and a special commission on this, We algo have aplan for 
military action in case of the invasion of Cuba. The masses are 
mobilized also. But of course, we.can do more, The students 
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are an the tead: of the adlidacity movement for Cuba. The 
trade unions are | becoming more active. in the solidarity movement 
for- Cuba?! me as 

This document contains neither recommendations -nor 
canclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, It is the 
property of the Federal Bureau of, Investigation. and is loaned 
to your agency; it and ‘its contents are mt to ‘be distributed 
outside your: agency. 
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OPENING DAY OF SESSIONS OF THE 
NOVEMBER, 1960 MEETING OF 
COMMUNIST PARTIES AND WORKERS * 
PARTIES: IN MOSCOW, RUSSIA. 

_A source, who has furnished reliable information in 
the past, has furnished the following information: 

On November 10, 1960, representatives from 81 Communist 
Parties and Workers'* Parties assembled in. St. George Hall. in the 
Kremlin in Moscow, Russia, for a meeting that was. to last through 
December 1, 1960, Prior to this meeting, an Editorial Commission 
had met from September 30, 1960, through October 21, 1960, and 
had edited. and modified a draft. of a declaration originally: 
presented to the Editorial Commission by the Central Committee of 
the Communist Party of China (CCCPSU). This draft declaration Was. 
the. main point of ‘business for this meéting of representatives 
from 81 Communist Parties and Workers' Parties, 

Including representatives of the various Parties, 
translators, advisors, and technicians, approximately 300 people 
attended this meeting. For the most part, the delegations were 
seated so as to permit .those speaking the same language to ‘be in 
the same general area, ~ 

Welcoming Address by 
Nikita’ Khrushchev | 

After the delegates were seated, Nikita Khrushchev, 
First Secretary of the CCCPSU, ‘stepped to the rostrum to deliver 
a welcoming address, The following is the essence of this address: 

‘TJ am glad to welcome you for our 43rd anniversary celebra~ 
tion. You will recall. that at Bucharest we made.a decision to 
hold the kind of meeting that we are. holding today. This is very 
good, this is a good gathering. There have been a number of meetings 
of Communist Parties (CPs) since 1957, but these could be character- 
ized as regional meetings. For example, there was the meeting of 
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seventeen European Parties in January, 1960, Then, of course, 
we had the Bucharest meeting. in June. The Bucharest meeting 
is responsible for the great gathering of today. | 

“World events. have borne out the predication and 
analyses of the. programmatic Moscow Declaration of 1957, The 
CP ranks: keep on growing. Last year we had 75 Parties with 
amembership of 33 million, Today we have 87 CPs with 36 
million members, This means that with every passing year, 
more and more people are rallying under the banner of Marxism- 
Leninism. The CPs have routed the deviationists and’ the factional- 
ists and have ousted them, The forces of socialism are gaining 
over imperialism, 

“We are gathering. here because we need to exchange views 
on a Wide range of questions. Through our joint discussion and 
effort we must define the new stage of world developments, Of 
course, some work on ‘this has already been done. You have a 
draft made ready by a preliminary committee and you have undoubtedly 
studied it. Today at this meeting we have 81 Parties present. I 
hope that we will strengthen our unity and our labors will be 
fruitful. 

“Well, how do we go about to select ἃ chairman?” 

Establishing the Procedure 
for the Meeting ᾶ. Ζεξτ-. aL 

nena | Rss) + 
At the conclusion of the welcoming address by Khrushchev, 

Ant oniiiNovotny.,First-Sectatar of—the-CP_.ofCzechoslovakia, 
asked for the floor and made the following suggestions” 

“I propose that we elect chairmen on the basis of rotation, 
That is, that we use the Russian alphabet and alternate between the 
beginning and the end of the alphabet. This may make it possible 
for every Party to share a session of the meeting." 

Khrushchev asked if there were any objections to this 
proposal. When there were none, it was decided that the CP of 
Austria was entitled to rule the chair for the opening of the 
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in his. regular seat. His microphone was connected with the 
loud speaker, A large clock with a bell was. placed before 
him. From timé to time written regulations and memoranda 
were handed to him by messengers. 

JohanilWonlenig,qBresidentuot the CBaotahustae, LEAS. 
and a former member of the Executive Committee of the fear Sd, 

ne ees 
Communist International, was the first chairman, 

Koplenig said,“this is the proposed organization 
of our meeting. A session will be held from 10:00 a.m, to 
2:00 p.m. daily. Dinner will be from 2:00 p.m.. to 4:00 p.m. 
The second session will be held from 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. . 
each day. Every’ two hours there will be a ten minute recess. 
Those who want the floor will make a request. The request 
has to come from the delegation, Speakers will be called in 
the order their requests are received from the floor, The 
conference will select the Secretariat to organize this 
meeting and to complete the minutes," 

Koplenig then read the names of 30 Parties and asked 
the delegations of these Parties to send in the names of dele- 
gates recommended for the Secretariat, The 30 Parties included 
the 26 which had been represented on the Editorial Commission. 
The delegation of the Communist Party, USA (CP, USA) nominated 
Mickey Lima and Helen Winter, both of whom are members of the 
National Committee of the CP, USA, for the Secretariat. This 
Secretariat turned out. to be 8 mere formality and only one 
meeting of the Secretariat was held. 

The CP, USA has been. designated by the Attorney General 
of the United States pursuant to Executive Order 7 7 L JOE 

LETS 5737 36 etary_of thé krench Le suggested that 
the suv 0h ee ΕΣ ΕΣ ΕΕ ES ARETE OFS” ΠΣ Ὁ SBOE” BS enlarged 
and that the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) be respon- 
sible for calling meetings of this sub-committee. This proposal 
was adopted, Κρ, F, Ilyichev, member of the CCCPSU, was the CPSU 
representative on this sub-committee. James Allen, member of the 
National Committee of the CP, USA, was the CP, USA representative 
on this sub-committee, 

Ξι Ξε δὰ Last 
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Koplenig announced that witb the completion of the 
organizational problems, the meeting would go-on to the next 
point of business. He cailed upon Mikhail Suslov, member of 
_the Presidium_of_the_CCCPSU and Chairman of the Ed 2 
“Commission, to make thé ee δ for SOMITE Commission, 

Report of MikhaiixSuslov S/AR 
for the Ediforial Sees on AS C+ /V 5:- 
σον πες .- 572 Se 

. The following is the essence of the report: of 
Mikhgiv\Suslov for the Editorial Commission: , ie eee 

‘These multi-lateral meetings are a good tradition, 
The meeting today is a veritable world forum of Communists. 
This meeting was called together by the decision of the ἡ 
Bucharest meeting. The meeting at Bucharest also decided to 
set up an editorial commission or drafting committee. This 
drafting committee, as you know, has been working here for 
some time. The drafting committee had on it representatives 
from the CPSU, CP of China (CPC); Polish United Workers' Party, 

, Hungarian Socialist Workers ! Party, Rumanian Workers! Party, 
Albanian Party of Labor, Workers’ Party of Viet Nam and other 
socialist countries. There were 26 Paxties represented on this 
drafting committee, Twelve of these Parties are in the socialist 
countries and 14 are in the capitalist countries, All the principal 
regions of the world were present, There were delegates from the 
CP of Germany, CP of Great Britain, CP, USA, French CP, ΟΡ of 
Italy, CP of Japan, CP of Brazil, People's Socialist Party of Cuba, 
CP of Argentina, CP of Syria, CP of India, CP of Finland, CP of 
Australia, and CP of Indonesia. 

“This Editorial Commission discussed all problems of 
principle and this collective meeting αὖ world Parties has 
brought results. The CPSU originally presented a draft which 
was endorsed by the representatives of the 26 Parties as a basis, 
The main purpose was to bring in.a document that would express 
the collective will of CPs and would unite all the Parties, This 
document contained an analysis of the present‘ epoch, the contemporary 
world situation and outlined the common strategy and tactics for 
all Marxist-Leninist Parties. 
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‘A month's work by this committee reduced the questions 
on which, there were differences,. We believe that as the result 
of the creative work of this Editorial Commission there were 
additions made to the CPSU draft, It was the consensus of 
opinion of the Editorial Commission that the CPSU should nake 
the veport to this larger gathering. 

‘In composing the original draft, and in the meeting 
of the Editorial Commission, the. CPSU was guided by Marxism- 
Leninism, We also based ourselves upon the Moscow Reclaration 
of 1957, The last three years have borne out the analysis of 
the Moscow Declaration and the Peace Manifesto, It would not 
be enough to merely endorse these older documents. We meet 
because we need to analyze and give answers to new questions 
posed by life,. Also to work out strategy and tactics for the 
world Communist movement in the present period. 

“The following items deal with the pace of development 
of world events in the present epoch: 

1, Capitalism is growing more decrepit and feeble, 

2, Many countrtes in the socialist camp are building 
socialism at a fast pace. Some are still laying the foundations 
of socialism, 

3. The draft generalized the laws of the construction 
of socialism, the problem of proportional development, the 
international division of labor, specialization in’ construction, 
mnutuat::assistance,. removing of differences, the rate of develop-~ 
ment and laying the basis for simultaneously building socialism 
or reaching socialism and Communism, 

4, The draft sets forth a system of relations between 
the socialist countries and explains how to strengthen their unity 
and loyalty to Marxism-Leninisn, 

5. The draft :shows the need for the solidarity of the 
socialist camp. 
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6, The draft also dealt with the problem of 
combining patriotism with socialism and how to fight 
nationalism and chauvinism. 

7. The draft deals with the question of war and 
peace, It. shows that there is a danger of world war and points 
to United States imperialism as the main eneny,. 

8.. The. draft further explains that the nature of 
imperialism has not changed, 

“We also explain in the draft that if imperialism 
had its way there would be war, but the imperialists can no 
longer do as they please, The draft, points out that.-war is 
not inevitable. This thesis is taken from the 20th and 21st 
Congresses of the CPSU, 

‘present-day modern weapons are very destructive. It 
may be too late to stop a war when the bombs start dropping, 
therefore, we must try to prevent war. To do this, it is 
necessary ἦτο mobilize the masses and to fight Lor peaceful 
co-existence. The revisionists have attacked the theory of 
peaceful co-existence, They think it is an abandonment of the 
class struggle, We do not think so. 

“A new historical period has begun, Asia, Africa, and 
Latin America are fighting against colonialism and for independence. 
These struggles have a strong influence on international politics. 
In most of these countries, a national patriotic front, led by the 
workers and peasants, is developing. Some of these countries are, 
‘working out their transition to socialism via national democracy.’ 

the source advised that the term, national democracy, 
is a new Communist term applied to the more backward countries 
striving for independence and following a non-capitalist path 
of development. The report of Suslov continues.. 

“The new relation of forces in this world will make it 
possible for many CPs to accomplish their tasks, The main blows 
must be directed against the capitalist: monopolies. These 
monopolies are against the people, It is therefore possible to 
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establish antiomonopoly fronts in the interests of the nation. 
On the basis of these anti-monopoly fronts the Communists can 
strengthen their bonds with the masses. ‘To accomplish this 
task it.is important to do away with the, split in the working 
class movenent, ‘We therefore have to appeal - ‘to ‘the social 
democrats’ on a number of issues that could. lead to unity and 
show that victory for the working class is possible only through 
unity. 

\The draft deals with the ways to the socialist revolu-~ 
.tion, Τὺ is ἃ slander to say that the Communists want war to 
accomplish the secialist revolution. This is just not so, This 
is not Marxism-Leninism. : 

“The theses in the draft show that the CPs are against 
the export of revolution, but are also against the export of 
counter-revolution. The accomplishment of the revolution by 
peaceful. means would meet the interests of the people and the 
nation, but it depends on the given situation. Circumstances 
might arise which would make, it necessary to fight. Each CP 
will decide for itself what method to use. 

‘The draft also deals with standards of Party life. 
It deals with the questions of unity, democracy and collective 
leadership... The decument speaks out boldly against the cult of 
personality which would shackle the initiative of Parties, The 
draft emphasizes criticism and selfecriticism of. Parties and 
their leadership. 

“Marxism-Leninism fights against all ‘opportunism, revis= 
ionism and dogmatism. This , our draft points out, It also states 
that the CPs have consolidated their ranks, The document condemns 
Yugoslav revisionism and its subversive work. The CPs are united 
by Marxism-Leninism, Unity is the supreme international duty for 

‘the consolidating of the CPs and: for creating the conditions for 
proletarian internationalisn. 

‘The drafting committee of the 26 Parties reached agreement 
on the: following points of the draft: the introduction, sections 
one, two, and four, and one part of section three. However, in 
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section five, there are a few points on which agreement has 
not been reached. For example, there is. no: consensus of 
opinion on routing. out. groups and factions, although the People! ΕΞ 
Socialist Party of Cuba and the CP of Brazil had a good formula= ὁ 
tion on this’ thesis, We favored this. part - ‘Of the draft and πὸ 
did: most all other, Parties, but there were a few Parties; against 
Ce. ‘ 

“The principle of unity is an old principle in. the 
CPs. In 1907, Lenin wrote that the decisions of all the Parties: 
are not obligatory but all ‘Parties are morally bound together. 
The drafting. committee was opposed on this question | -by the CPC, 
The comrades of the CPC said that this question. of factionalism 
and groupings should not be raised, The Albanian Party of Labor 
supported the CPC, The Korean Party of Labor, Workers! Party of 
Viet Nam, CP of Japan, and CP of Australia said that they would 

- agree with the essence, but wanted different wording.. 

‘“I want to inform this conference that the section of 
this draft dealing with the CPSU and the. importance of the 20th 
and 2lst Congresses was. introduced by our Czechoslovakian comrades 
and by the Polish comrades who wanted to emphasize these Congresses ᾿ς 
as examples of international solidarity. You should know ‘that 
the CPC was opposed to this. The Indonesian representative also 
opposed this ‘but all other delegations favored the proposal - of 
the Czechoslovakian and Polish. comrades. 

“On the consequences of the cult of: the individual, all 
delegations favored that we include this in the draft except that 
of China which was joined by those from Albania and’ Indonesia. 

“on the formulation of a! world without war and without. 
' gyms and the elimination of war, this was favored by the overwheln-. 
ing majority ‘of the Parties, Only the CPC, Albanian: Party .of Labor 
and CP of Indonesia are against the present formulation, in the 
‘draft. 

‘These questions which I have.listed on which there was 
no unannity we left open. We hope that we can achieye unity even 
on these things I mentioned and that the conference will in the 
end adopt this draft unanimously. 
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“The CP of the United States and the CP of Great 
Britain moved at the meeting: of the Editorial Commission that ~- . 
this .conference -also adopt an appeal for peace, I want to 
inform you that a sub-committee was formed and has been work~ 
ing’ on a draft peace appeal,” 

Motions of. Suslov ts Report 

A motion was made to adopt the report of Suslov as 
presented, This motion was accepted with no one challenging it. 
Then there was a brief flurry when the delegation of the CPC 
asked for the official minutes on the basis that there was a 
discrepancy between the report of Suslov and that of Boris 
Ponomarey, member of the CCCPSU. and Chairman of the. Secretariat 
of the. Editorial Commission; on the issue of war and peace, 

There was no decision on the request of the CPC dele- 
gation, The meeting proceeded with Satomi Hakamada, member of 
the’ Presidium of the CP of.Japan, as the next chairman, There was 
a proposal: to open the discussion, τς, 

Speech by Nikita Khrushchev 

The discussion was opened with a speech by Nikita Khrushchev. 
The following is the essence of this speech, 

"— 
= 

_* Speaking for the CPSU, I want to express satisfaction 
that the leaders of a11.CPs are ‘gathered here, Communism is 
marching forward with: seven league boots, There is a new relation 
of forces and countries in this worid, The colonial regimes are 
crumbling, This makes it more necessary to. keep an eye on the . 
situation, on the changes and on the pressing problems. Eliminating 
our differences will heip us rally millions for the triumph of 
socialisn, 

“The draft document is a sound Marxist document. The 
draft defines 211 basic tasks correctly for the working class 
movement..as a whole and for the Communist movement as a whole, 
This new document will play a very important role in promoting 
Communist theory and ideology. 

r 
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‘The analysis of the Sixties will show that we have 
. reason to be satisfied, In the past we said that history was 
working for socialism, Today we can say socialism is working 
for history and bringing about great” social transformations. 
Lenin said that since the Communist Manifesto, history has: been 
divided into three periods as ' follows: 1848 - 1871; 1871 ~ 1917; 
1917 and beyond, 

‘This is the epoch that is shaking the world. This new 
epoch is distinguished from all others by the triumph of the 
October revolution, A number of factors makes the march of 
socialism irresistable, Many hundreds of millions. of people | 
now live under a system of socialism, Socialism or Marxism is 
no longer a mere theory. It is a reality, People can. see it. 
No one'can stop it. Yesterday, hundreds. of milliong in Asia, 
Africa, and Latin America could not see these developments but 
today they are seeing Marxism-Leninism, 

‘We never regarded the victory of socialisn in one 
country as an end in itself. lenin said that the socialist 
revolution will not be only a struggle of the proletariat in 
one country, It will be a struggle of the colonial peoples 
and all the oppressed against imperialism... The proletariat 
does. not struggle by itself, Other sections of society join with 
it, The struggle for national independence 15 86 part of the 
proletarian struggle against imperialism. + 

“Revisionism is not. Marxism, The revisionists. believe 
in class peace and class harmony, It is really the-ideology of 
the bourgeoisie. The revisionist theories are similar to those 
of right wing social democracy, They have worked: out definitions 
of a people’scapitalism and a welfare state, These theories are 
contrary to life and will newer be valid. — ΟΝ 

“When socialism became a powerful world system, colonial 
disintegration and capitalist crises intensified, I agree with. 
the description of the present epoch as it is contained in the 
draft statement, I weuld describe this as creative Marxisn- 
Leninism, This thesis opens up the perspective of achieving 
socialism on a world scale, 
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“The victory of the October Revolution established 
the dictatorship of the proletariat in a national boundary, 
Russia. Imperialism,.at that time,.determined world events, 
But even then world-wide imperialism could not stop the 
building of socialism in the USSR, 

‘The October Revolution broke only one link in the 
world chain of capitalism, but at the present time the chain 
of imperialism no longer really exists, The dictatorship of 
the proletariat now exists in a number of countries and can 
be talked of as existing on a world wide scale. 

‘I vepeat that the general crisis of capitalism has 
intensified and the balance of forces is in favor of socialism. 
We cannot ignore imperialism. It is still strong and has a 
powerful armed establishment. It would not be accurate to say 
that imperialism is no longer a force, The United States of 
America even in peace time has enormous armed forces, atomic 
and hydrogen bombs and other weapons. But imperialism is 
decaying, The CPSU has no illusionsin regard to imperialism. 
Imperialism will continue its intrigues and make attempts at 
aggression. However, the balance of forces in the world today 
Stopped some local wars and this prevented a world war.. 

“Even some sections of the capitalist class see in a 
world war the possibility of the destruction of their entire 
system, A proletarian -revolution does not result merely because 
of the decay .of capitalism. Revolutions are the result of class 
struggles. The socialist system and the loss of colonies intensify 
the capitalist crises, The mightiest capitalist power of all, the 
United States, has been affected more than any other capitalist 
country, The "United States economy has suffered three shocks 
since the end of World War II. I am talking of the following 
economic crises in the United States: 1949 - 1950; 1953 - 1954; 
and 1957 — 1958, 

“The drop in production in the United States recession of 
1949 was eight percent, The drop in production in thé United States 
recession of 1953 was ten percent, and in 1957, the drop in produc- 
tion in the United States was 14 percent. Now, United. States 
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economists. predict even a greater drop. Figures show that the 
United States is the land of the greatest. unemployment. In ~— 

- 1959, there weie three million, eight hundred thousand regis- 
tered unemployed, In the first ten months of 1960, a little 
over four million were unemployed in the United States, At the 
same time many millions were only partially employed in the 
United States. 47 percent of. the steel plant in the United States 
is idle. In September, 1960, only 53 percent of the United States 
steel plant was in operation. The rate of production in the 
United States is slowing down and is barely keeping up with the 
increase in the population, The production level in the United 
States for the year 1960 is no higher than that of the year 1959, 

“The United States share of world industrial output 
dropped from 50 percent. in 1954 to 46.7 percent in 1959. The 
foreign trade of the United States or its share of world exports 
has shrunk to 30 percent. 

“Regarding other capitalist countries, we must note an 
increasing rivalry between them. -Even NATO is full of contradic- 
tions, and the arming of West Germany intensifies these contradic- 
tions, I ‘therefore agree with the draft statement that the 
general crisis of capitalism is hecoming intensified, This crisis. 
of capitalism is not due to war and is taking place in a peaceful 
period. This shows that peaceful co-existence favors socialism 
and does not, as some say, strengthen capitalism. 

‘The world socialist system is the greatest motive force 
of our time. We need to cement the unity of the socialist camp 
in order to aid the victory of the colonial struggle and. the 
movement for independence. 

“Since the 1957 Moscow meeting, there has been a growth 
in the economic might of the socialist camp, During the period, 
1957 to 1959, the share of the socialist countries in world output 
was 37 percent, The average rate of growth in all of the socialist 
countries was 17 percent. During the last ten years, the rate of 
growth of the Socialist camp averaged 14 percent, While in the 
Same ten year period, the rate of growth forthe United States was. 
2,4 percent. ‘Therefore, the social and economic possibilities for 
restoring capitalism in the iands of socialism have been eliminated, 
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“We can therefore say: 1) that the main material 
and cultural bases for Communism have been laid; 2) that this 
will be built to even a higher level, and 3) that we have laid 
the material bases for socialist man. Industrial output of 
the socialist camp has increased not merely by 80 percent, ‘but 
has approximately doubled during the past decade, At the 4th 
Congress of the Comintern in 1922, the USSR decided to put 20 
million rubles into heavy industry. This figure was contained 
in the report of Lenin to that Congress, In the period between 
1960 and 1980, οὐχ master plan for the USSR, without burdening 
you with figures, could be described as thrilling, We will be 
putting into life what Lenin dreamed about. 

“In the USSR today, we have 20 million metal workers. 
32 percent of the Soviet citizens who are’ engaged in physical 
labor have either a high school or college education, We have 
possibilities in our country to gradually eliminate the differ- 
ences between physical and mental labor. 

“Soviet science is making rapid progress. The launch- 
ing of the sputniks, space ships, etc. shows the superiority of 
socialist science, In 1950, the Soviet Union produced 30 percent 
of the output of the United.States. In 1960, the Soviet Union 
produces 60 percent of the output of the United States, but in 
1970 we will equal or even surpass: the output of the United 
States on a per capita basis and per capita output. 

“The USSR will defeat the United States on material 
production.and capitalism will suffer defeat. By 1970, the 
USSR, together with the other peoplest democracies, will produce 

᾿ one-third of the world production, This will be a. ‘big victory 
for socialism, People all over the world will:see in a socialist 
system, an example of a happy life and will be influenced in their 

“The draft statement points out the need to improve our 
economy and to work along scientific lines, This has been our 
practice in the USSR, We have due regard for objective conditions, 
We take into consideration scientific management and planning, We 
do not engage in leaps and jumps. 
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“The Volga River is now almost completely controlled 
by hydro-electric power stations, There are bigger plans now 
coming into being in the Yenisei River in Siberia. At the 
present time, the Baku region gives us less than 15 percent 
of our oi1 production, Before the Revolution, two-thirds of 
all the oil produced in our country came from Baku, We. have 
‘found other resources all over the USSR and we are exploiting 
these resources; 

“Mankind still has no complete scientific practice 
of the working of Communism, ‘Once it was only a theory. 
Marxism laid down some general ‘laws for struggle, but now we 
need to know how Communism will work. Marxist-Leninist theory 
cannot be separated from practice. We of the USSR are going 
through a transition from socialism to Communism, We are ἢ 
educating the people. In the advance to Communism, management 
becomes more complicated. We must therefore devote tiore time 
to planning. In 1958, we gave our regional organizations 
responsibility for management, We put democratic centralism 
into effect, We retained control for the ovérall plan, but we 
tried to put democracy into practice, We did the same thing in, 
regard to farm policy, cooperatives, etc, eo ee 

“We carrey on a fight against equalitarian tendencies 
because these cause damage to, our collectives, hamper production, 
etc. We cannot. ignore the waterial needs of the people, This 
neglect would add grist to the troubadours of anti-Communism, We 
still practice ὁ from each according to his ability, for each 
according to his work. We are also changing the moral basis for 
production. Communist work teams, consisting of the more. advanced 
and conscious workers, team up regardless of material incentive 
in order to help the more backward workers, - 

“We want you to keep. in mind that many of the requirements 
of our people are met free of charge. I will not go into all of 
these things, but they include such items as medical care, educa~ 
tion, etc. 
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The Party in the Soviet Union pays aiot of atten- 
tion to the theory of socialism. Our country abolished iclasses 
long ago, We are: turning over some. state functions: to public 
organizations. This does not weaken the ‘socialist: ‘state; . It: 
only strengthens. the socialist. state through self-government. 

‘The CPSU studies. the fraternal parties of other. 
countries, particularly the capitalist countries, This 
places responsibilities on all socialist countries, ‘There 
are, no insoluble contradictions between the socialist. countries, 

“the. Soviet Union has built 550 large industrial plants 
in the other socialist countries, At the same tine, the Soviet 
Union gave thése’ countries other forms of help, ΤῈ is a natural 
phenomenon. that the ties of the: socialist countries will grow 
stronger and that they will be pooling their productive efforts 
in the intérest of all socialist countries, A division of labor 
and cooperation will raise the level of all socialist countries, 
This is an effective way of showing the, backward countries, and 
nations how to develop, We can also cite the examples of our 
national republics. Although we have some rough edges in the 
socialist. community, these will be straightened out. The. inter- 
national nature of socialism causes some rough edges, These are 
new things for us, but in the end, internationalism will prevail 
and on the basis of Marxism-Leninism, we will solve these new 
problems, 

᾿ “Marx, Engels, and Lenin saw not only the need to abolish 
.capitalist oppression, but also to free society of war. ‘The 
CPSU, basing itself on Marxism-Leninism, says that wars are due 
to ‘hostile and antagonistic classes, Therefore’, mankind will rid 

; ‘itself of war when, it gets rid of classes on a world scale, _ 

Mn regard, to the question of world wars, we are rasolute 
opponents of such wars. Only the imperialists want wars because 
they want to plunder, In the past, they could influence circum- 
stances ,and go to war, At that’ time we used to say, turn the 
imperialist: war into civil war. Now, however, the situation is 
different, We have a socialist camp which’ can influence circun- 

; stances, | 
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“Imperialisn, despite the disagreements, is united 
against Communism, primarily against the Soviet Union, Now 
there is a possibility that the imperialists may fight among 
themselves, but they must. Stop and think of the conSequences 
before starting a war. It is more difficult nowadays for the 
imperialists to start a war, If Hitler knew that in the end 
he would have to commit suicide, he would not have started a 
war, This example can he applied to classes and to a system. 

“We have to keep in mind that a socialist camp does 
exist and that there are possibilities to prevent war. Concern- 
ing local wars, the imperialists may start wars of this type 
but we have to fight these wars. We must fight against local 
wars and prevent them from spreading. I want to again remind 
you of the attack on Egypt and how we warned Great Britain that 
we would not remain neutral. Some of the imperialists said, 
we have our Egypt; you have your Hungary, do not intervene, 
But we did. We stopped a counter~-revolution and an aggression 
in Hungary and Egypt. 

“In regard to wars of national liberation, as long as 
we have imperialists and colonialists such as those in Algeria, 
there will be wars for freedom. These are just wars. The 
Algerian war is a just war and the United States and Great 
Britain are helping France in this war with arms, supplies and 
on the political front, This is a sacred war and we shall help 
Algeria. Cuba. had such a war, Cuba won. These popular uprisings 
can result in war, However, our attitude towards such popular 
uprisings must be positive. We should not identify such wars 
with wars between states. To such uprisings we give substantial 
assistance, material and otherwise. 

“In regard to the preventing of a world war, we cannot 
allow a decaying capitalist system to drag hundreds of millions 
of people into the grave with it. A couple of atomic and hydrogen 
bombs can do more damage today than all the explosives of World 
Wary II, The explosion of four of these bombs in Great Britain 
could kill at least 20 million people. United States scientists 
have pointed out that in 24 hours, 50 to 75 million people will 
die in a nuclear war, 
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said that between 400 and 700 million people would die within 
60 days if there was a nuclear war on a world wide scale, 

“We are concerned with the destinies of mankind, 
We are concerned with the fate of the working class, Lenin 
talked about the saving of the working man. He was always 
against war. We have no right to.endanger the socialist 
countries and their peoples. War is not needed for the 
advance of the socialist system. When we tell masses of 
people of the dangerous consequences of war, we rally their. 
righteous anger against nuclear war, It is not a question 
of whether or not there will be war, but how to fight against 
war, We must be guided by Lenin's concept of peaceful co-exist~- 
ence, The socialist content of peaceful co~existence is struggle 
on the economic, political and cultural front, but without war, 

“In the field of atomic and hydrogen bombs, military 
science. and techniques permit us to progress at a fast pace, 
We. are also working for the eventual breakdown of NATO, SEATO 
and similar organizations. In the recent period, imperialism 
has failed to get a single nation to join its military blocs, 

“In regard to a peaceful settlement of the German 
question, we must compel the imperialists to come to their 
senses on Germany. If they delay, if they balk, we will sign 
a treaty with the German Democratic Republic, , 

“We must pay more serious attention to Japan. The 
United States position there is insecure,. If we cannot wreck 
the treaty, we can reduce its actual value, If the prevention 
of war is our duty today, disarmament is the way to do it, 
There are some people who question the slogan, a world: without 
arms, without wars. However, this is,a lofty aim of the people, 
This is not bourgeois idealism as some say. We do not give up 
humanism to the bourgeoisie. 

“Marx spoke about rivals in the intercourse of nations, 
The struggle for peace will unite not only the working class, 
but will influence sections of the capitalist class who fear 
the consequences of a thermo-nuclear war. An example of a 
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member of the capitalist class who fears the consequences of 
a thermo-nuclear war is United States industrialist Cyrus Eaton 
and there are others. Those who fear and fight war support 
our struggles against imperialism even though they may not 
realize this, However, they will, in the future, see that 
Communism can realize this ain, 

‘We must take these destructive arms from the hands 
of the imperialists and thus protect peace. This is the meaning 
of disarmament. This is in the interest of the class struggle 
too, 

“Lenin, in speaking and writing about the preserving wa 
of peace, used to tell υϑ ,͵ 5 the sensible representatives of 
the bourgeoisie and do not ignore the pacifists. Cooperate 
with them for peace. There are two approaches in the camp of 
imperialism, Some sections are for war. Some sections see the 
dangers in a nuclear war, We must retain the initiative and use 
two tactics and these are: 1) to fight for disarmament and peace, 
and 2) to expose the cold warriors. 

“We can do this if we do not isolate ourselves, fence 
ourselves off, If we want to carry on an active foreign policy, 
we must meet with the capitalists, What are weafraid of? We 
are the most constant champions of peace and the-people will in 
time identify peace with Communism, In some countries, we must 
overcome the pacifity of the peace movement and carry on a more 
vigorous propaganda campaign to counter anti~Communisn, 

\We must put more emphasis on the youth, The youth is 
the core of modern armies, Things are in our favor, One and one~ 
half billion people have freed themselves from imperialism. Cuba 
‘is the latest high point. We must learn how to work in the 
democratic movements, how to unite them, how to bring about 
interacting with the proletarian revolution, 

‘The bourgeoisie and the revisionists say that the 
people in the colonies have been granted their freedom. This is 
nonsense, They use this argument to act as the so-called third 
force, The fact of the matter is that until the socialist camp 
came into existence, the breakdown of the colonial system was 
impossible. 
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“United States imperialism is trying to invigorate 
capitalism with new blood, They sometimes do succeed in 
Snaring good people, The imperialists cannot openly inter- 
vene as in the old days. Therefore, they use other methods 
including the setting up of dictatorships, strong men, etc. 
But they will fail. Capitalism has discredited itself. The 
oppressed peoples will remember how their rights have been | 
denied, They have no real independence. We have already 
watched this happen in a number of countries on which the 
United States had a grip. 

\Now I want to deal with, or emphasize, aid to under- 
developed countries. In 1955, we only spent 20 million rubles 
in aid to backward countries. As of today, we have laid out 
ten billion rubles to these countries. Some question whether 
it is worth it. We say it is. 

“There is a growing vanguard in these backward 
countries. It is a growing working class in these countries 
and the members of this working class are winning allies. We 
must find new methods of working in these countries. I favor 
the thesis of the draft resolution in regard to the national 
democracies. We must seek new forms to unite all forces who 
want to fight imperialism and destroy the remnants of feudalisn. 

“Concerning social slogans, we must expose the bourgeois 
leaders who use these slogans to fool the people, There is not a 
grain of socialism in these leaders, their slogans or their labels, 
We must help the people smash the last link of colonialism. We 
are not helping them to set up a social system from without, We 

_ are not acting as benefactors, but we will give them real aid. 
We have given expression to this in oux resolution on colonialism 
which we presented to the 15th General Assembly of the United 
Nations, Colonialism breeds war, therefore, we want to do away 
with it. 

δὲ want to address a word of thanks to the great teachers 
of the world movement, Marx, Engebs, and Lenin. Marxism-Leninism 
is our guide and teacher. Communism went through trials and . 
dangers but it survived. Communism can be compared to deep-rootéd 
giant trees, The Communist movement remains unshaken despite 
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storms. 41 years ago we had the first congress of the 
Comintern, (‘There were 30 countries represented but only 
five, Communist Parties, At that time there were no CPs 
in Asia, Latin America, Africa, or Australia. Today, 
Communism has penetrated all corners of the globe. 12 new. 
parties have come into being since the Moscow conference 
in 1957, Marx, Engels, and. Lenin would be happy if they 
could see a meeting like this, Communism has become a 
topical task. We must light the way. 

“For us Soviet Communists, Marxism-Leninism is 
axiomatic. In regard to the transition to socialism, we said 
at our 20th Congress that it can be peaceful and non-peaceful, 
but peaceful transition would be in the interests of the masses. 
However, if the imperialists should launch a counter-revolution 
there would be resolute civil war. On this question of parlia-. 
mentary methods, we were not speaking just of making political 
alliances in parliament. We should strive to win the majority 
and fill parliamentary action with content. 

“The conclusions arrived at during the 20th Congress 
of the CPSU were not merely the conclusions of the CPSU, These 
conclusions were based on Marxism-Leninism, but we also took 
into consideration the experiences of other fraternal Parties, 
Lenin clearly saw the question of the methods of revolution and: 
transition to socialism. We want to nake it easier for the CPs, 

“It will become more difficult for imperialism to. inter- 
fere in revolutions in other countries, We do not favor the 
export of revolution, but we will:fight against the export of 
counter-revolution. The Party cadreiin the capitalist countries 
knows better than others how to conduct their revolution when the 
time comes for it. We know from our own experience that, each 
CP in each country knows how’and when to decide this serious 
question, We would only like to advise the cadres to put. more 
stress on winning the youth. 

“The Communists in the United States and in the Western 
European countries face great difficulty. But we are sure they 
will make their contribution to the transformation of the 
capitalist systen., 
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‘Now a few words in regard to Yugoslav revisionism 
and revisionism and dogmatism. The CPs have emerged from the 
struggle against revisionism stronger and wiser, The Yugoslav 
revisionists have used “national Communism" to tear their | 
country away from the socialist bloc. They surrendered to 
United States imperialism under the guise of a third force, 
They have incorporated the ideas of the opportunists, such as 
Kautsky; Bernstein and others, into their progran. 

“United States imperialism uses Yugoslav revisionism 
to undermine and to disrupt the socialist camp and the Marxist~ 
Leninist movement, This struggle of the national petty 
bourgeoisie resisting socialism is pushed into the foreground 
as the dictatorship of the proletariat becomes a world force, 

“The. dogmatists are blind to the. changes and the 
processes of change in this world, They have a penchant for 
quotations. Marxist-Leninists base themselves on objective 
reality... Sectarians separate themselves from objective reality, 
The CPSU delegation therefore states that the draft statement 
is correct and that we have to struggle on two fronts, Here 
it might be well to remember what we said in the Moscow Declara- 
tion of 1957, At one time or another, one of these deviations 
can be the main danger, 

“Unity is of great importance in this crucial period, 
Unity, unity, unity, such is the law of our advance, This is a 
prerequisite for the building of socialism and Communism. Some 
object to the stress on this in the draft declaration. They say 
that the question of unity is only an internal question, but the 
CPSU supports the propositions of the Cuban and Brazilian comrades 
on the need for unity. Loyalty to ideology is the main thing, but 
Lenin once spoke about unity in absentia. 

“There must. be unity of will and action, We will declare, 
in conformity with Marxism-Leninism, that if we endorse this idea 
of unity, We will make a great contribution. The CPSU will make 
its contribution to internationalism, However, we do not want | 
phrases such as, led by the CPSU, or the CPSU stands at the head, 
in the draft statement. We do not need it. It is incorrect, The 
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CPSU does not lead other CPs, All the CPs are equal and indepen: 
dent. All the CPs are responsible to the people of their country 
and to the international working class. 

“The CPSU was the first Party to build socialism and 
it is now building Communism. It is experienced, perhaps more so 
than other Parties, but it is only an advanced detachment of 
the Communist movement. Why should we give the enemy a chance 
to talk of Moscow~led Parties, about Communists being disloyal 
to their countries, etc.? We of the CPSU do not give orders to 
other Parties. There are no rules regulating the relations of 
Parties, Like all CPs, we are guided by Marxism-Leninism. Each 
CP has its own cadre, 

“J want to conclude. I want to declare my Sympathy for 
Communist prisoners in the United States, Paraguay, Iran, Portugal - 
and other countries. I want to say that international documents 
are our time piece, Who will decide disputes among us? Only - 
discussions and exchange of opinions and then the abiding by 
decisions will decide. The CPSU will do everything to strengthen 
the bonds and unity between all fraternal Parties. We always “A 
stood on the basis of Marxism-Leninism. All of us@ stand on the 
same platform facing a common enemy. We are living and working 
in'a new historical epoch and we must unite and bend every. effort 
for victory .7 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the 
property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and. 15 loaned 
to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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Lf There’ are enclosed herewith to the Bureau seven 
εἶδ copies and to the New York Division one copy of a letterhea 

(,,, memorandum containing the essence of a speech delivered by 
ce i TENG Hsiao-ping on 11/24/60, to the meeting of Communist and 

| Workers! Parties in Moscow, Russia. 

Including the representatives, translators, 
advisors and technicians, approximately 300 people attended be 
this meeting. The proceedings of the meeting were not made 7S 
public, While six representatives of the Communist Party, 
USA, were present, it is the opinion of CG 5824+5* that no 
one from the CP, USA, delegation has notes which are as 
complete as those of "CG 5824-S*, For this reason, and in 
compliance with instructions set forth in Bulet dated 11/2/60, 

! the letterhead memorandum is classified SPER The place 
! of issue has been reflected as Washington, D.C., in accordance 

with instructions in above Bulet. 
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Δ source, who has: furnished reliable. information in 
the. past; has - “tarnished the following information: 

‘On: November -24, 1960, the meeting of the. representatives: 
of the: 81 Communist Partiés ‘and Workers ' Parties, for, ‘the- ‘second 
tinie: during ‘the . wheeting, heard 8 ‘speech® ‘by ZENG: 

. General “Secx etary,o! he -C ' (CPC 
sessions. of, this meeting were. held in St. George’ Hall ; “ἢ: the 
Kremlin in. ‘Moscow , ‘Russia. Nikita Khrushchev , ‘First: Secretary. 
‘of the Central Committee of the. Communist Party, of the Soviet’ 
Union (CCCPSU), ‘had délivered.:a second: ‘Spéech ‘at: the ‘meeting on 
November ‘23, 1960, . The’ following is the. essence, rot ‘the. remarks — 
of “TENG ‘Hsiad-ping: "- 

“a τι 
= 

“The - crc in a previous . speech: ‘hoped ‘to.. remove ‘soite: dirs 
ferences. Many: ‘Parties were: opposed to. our view,,: put. ‘we: ‘be lieve.. 
there is: gone: misunderstanding. ‘Some . disagreed on. priticiple: and... 
said that: ‘we. departed ἜΧΟΙ. ‘the Moscow Declaration. Some‘ slandered 
us. for iour .86-¢alléd counter line, and ‘Comrade . Khrushchev: repeated 
these slanders. ~,We ‘will. only answer: ‘two questiois; , ) did we 
‘uphold: the, Moscow: Declaration? “and'2) > did’ we | hinder | “ind ty? + 

* ry 

ΠΕ 

«  . Since 1957 we. have had: a νιθηροιη οἵ international: 
problems. We ave.always: ‘adhered ‘to’ ‘the ‘Moscow. Déclaration. and ́ 
here at the drafting, committee méeting we: joiied “the ‘other. 25... 
Parties: trying: to réach., unanimity....- This. draft declaration.” ἜΗΝ 
basically: is ‘in conformity’ ‘With. the: 1057 Declaration... We. heveed: 
with most ‘of 2 ‘We only wanted ‘to improve . ΔῈ and) istreéngthen our 
unity, but at. this: meeting, we are wrongly being charged with. 
violating the agreement. An objective: ‘attitude: will “show ‘that 
our proposais ‘and, the: parts: of the draft alréady: agreed: to are 
not. ‘in opposition - ‘to the Declaration, of: 1957.. 

“Some -arbitrarily attack our three articles: ("Long -Live. 
Leninism") arid say we. failed ‘to see: She! present, world = 

| Re /yp- 
ιὶ 

τὴ 

ΠῚ apt 
ἐν! 
a 
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‘PARTIES: ‘AND: WORKERS! PARTIES: IN: 
"MOSCOW, | 

i 

NOVEMBER 24, 1960, SPEECH OF TENG 
 HSIAO=PING. 10. ‘THE: MEETING OF COMMUNIST: 

USSIA 

The ‘truth. -is that we do see that the forces of socialism; the 
’ ‘forces. 'of ‘peace; are~superior and that. the East Wind prevails;. 
That is. different than in Lenin's time, but. at -the-sdme ‘time. we. 
point tothe need for -arduous: struggle. Some ‘claim we’ are against 
peaceful. co-existence and believe in the inevitability of' war. 
This is not so, We point out that when relying on the socialist 
camp: and. all-peace~forces, world*warcan: be avoided, but. we. “do 

Show. the need: for vigilance. 

‘Some wars ‘will take: place, National revolutionary. ᾿ 
wars and: libération ‘wars will occur. Do the ‘comrades charge 
that. because’ ‘we hold this: view we BAY. that world: war. is: inevitable? 
This 15:08 .so,. We ‘hold that. the possibility ta réalige: ‘the: - 

‘ socialist: revolution throtgh a. peaceful way.-is very rare, : There~ 
fore’, we needto prepare-:for both ‘ways.. This ‘is: ‘re-affirmed. ‘in: 
the: presént draft. 

“Why then the fantastic deductions? Some say: that..our 
articles, (*Long. Live Leninism®) do not séé thé new ‘situation. 

We say: we; are ποὺ dogmatic like we are charged. . We only. repeat 
the: fundamentals of Marxism-Leninism. Modern revisionism: says 
that: Marxism-Leninism is outmoded, This ‘is :not true. and ‘it. is 
‘the’ duty of all ‘Communists to fight this: 

“Such charges that we are following a special line are. - 
false. Why did we ‘publish the -three articliés?. Consider. the 
date of. publication. United States imperialism is ‘preparing ' 
for war while hoodwinking the péople. Recall the. concrete period. 
You ‘will see. that the revisionists were ‘active and this’. needed. 
exposure. 

‘These articles were not written against Comrade: 
Khrushchev‘ 8 visit to the United ‘States. Some describe -Comrade 
‘Khrushchev.s visit to the United: States :as: a new: ‘ere. Some 

even Said that at Camp David’ President Eisenhower. was ‘sincere. 
We say: that when imperialism is: abolished wars will be abolished : 
and wealth will be used for ‘the people. If we talk of a new.era 
and ἃ spirit of Camp David, this is .bad for. .the struggle against 
imperialism. 

- 2 ἡ 
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NOVEMBER’ 24, 1960, (5ΡΕΕΟΗ OF ‘TENG a Hie 
HSIAO=PING’ TO T MEETING. OF: COMMUNIST | w 
PARTIES: Pek " RARPESS . IN: | 

Ὁ MOSCOW RUSSIA. . 
ἜΝ ΣΝ 

‘Many: Cotitiinist journals rarely . talked against’ inpérialisn 
and. not - against the United. States. imperialisn, | pone comrades | 
even .said colonialism is gone;_ therefore, there is ‘no. impérialisn. 
President. Eisenhower received a. welcome..in. India. . Matirice [Ὁ 
Thorez’ said, that ‘this was. because of the Chinese. border dispute 
but- Ike. visited France, too, and Thorez. eriticized the comrades | 

, who went overboard in ‘welcoming Eisénhower in France. What about 
At; Thorez? .. ar nyt! 

“Those” who: attack us should ponder why . nothing. is said 
about, the Moscow: Declaration, | We hold that it is necessary to 
check this tendency’. which we saw in April, 1960, to depart from 
the Moscow: Declaration. | Some, have asked why we did not’ sk. 
other Parties before we’published our articles: ‘ We do. not neéd | 

’ such’ consultations. about’.attacking those who departed from the.” 
Moscow: Declaration. We only. talked about thé past, but. since 
some charged’ us, with. deviating from the Moscow: Declaration: -of 
1957 we have to, therefore, correct these false assertions,. 

‘Thanks to: a change of view in the past, we. have solved 
differences on the appraisal. ‘of the world situation. The 

drafting. “committee worked. correctly but some are again pushing 
wrong views: . The Soviet comrades again reiterate the wrong, aim A 
‘for *a world without arms, and wars.* Some said: *nuclear war 
will destroy the world,# but in the draft we say Af sich a war 
does take place we will destroy imperialism. This is a step 
forward and is also in contradiction to the. viewpoint of the 
Soviet, comrades ¢ 

“Now that all. of us ‘have expressed loyalty to Marxism=~. 
Leninism and Keached: agreement on most of the drait,:'we can--reach | 
unaninity on the rest .of. the problems, ' ‘Do. we, threaten. unity? | 
Facts show that during the past..year we. fought. for unity... Examine 
Closely the speech we delivered here. and:see if it 15. rather not: 
an attack .on ‘those.who attacked us. In their speeches -some ,com= 
rades have repeated denunciations ‘of us and have created new - 
obstacles to unity. ‘This is. exceedingly regrettable, 

ΒΥ are, willing to study: what .others. say... No, Party or 
‘ andividuai is. exempt. from mistakes, but if we made. mistakes we 
would -know ἄν In debates we sometimes make. sharp. remarks. 
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_NOVEMBER 24,. 1960, SPEECH OF. TENG. 7 
“HSIAO=PING. TO'THE -MEETING..OF. COMMUNIST | 
PARTIES: AND: WORKERS! ‘PARTIES IN. a 

« τί 

Comrade: ‘Khrushehey said} that - we place our dignity above the | 
Marxist-Leninist. movement ,’ ‘This, is. not 80.. We’ must say: things | 
objectively, © Some comrades: did not. study our views ‘critically: 
but. attacked. us'-instéad:': Some comrades said, that ‘Cofrade:‘Hoxha. 
made a bad':spéech,. May be.‘some. of his remarks. were. bad. but -it 
is wrong, to say. that. he slandered anybody. ‘It is better to look 
into ‘facts. * Let: the Comminist Party ‘of the Soviet; Union (CPsv);~. 
look, inte ‘facts vather than’ slandering the Albanian Party, Com= 
rade Gonulka surprises us: by charging that. the Albanian. speech . 
Was hooliganism, Albania is .a socialist, country surrounded ‘by: 
the eneny,, The Albanian comrades want to reach an agreement. and 
they.’ are not carrying on. factional activities, Some. ‘even Slandered . 
us ‘and .charged that there..is a division of labor between us. and. 
the Albanians, “What about the.other Parties “who expressed views: 
identical to. others? - “This is disturbing. 

“Mhat - axactiy is factional activity ‘in the world Com- 
munist movement? ‘There has been ἃ mo reply so far, This is 
placed, errondously . Some: argue that there is unity only. if we 
follow the Soviet comrades, right: or wrong. This is harmful,: Ἢ 
Common agreements. should be observed by all, This is! the attitude 
of the CPC, ‘The ‘CPSU is the leading Party ,but when it niakes, moves 
it should not, expect support without consultations, This. is. bad 
for normal relationships and unity. : os ἡ 

| 
‘Conrade Khiushbhev yesterday expressed views. on Stalin 

᾿ς and on ‘peaceful transition. We hold that such viewpoints ‘should ° 
first be discussed... According .to Comrade Khrushchev '’s- “Logie the |. 
CPSU Congrésses are for all Parties, but there ‘bas been no con=_ 
sultation by Khrushchev, He’ only wants us to’ accept. 

ee MAO Tse=tung was attacked by Comrade Khrushchev 
and he made. 311 kinds of insinuations against him, He charged | 
that Comrade: MAO Tse-tung is separated from life, that he sits 

>in his study divorced from the masses. We reject this. We’ know 
MAO ‘Tse~tung, | We say_ that all the Communist Parties must be ᾿ united and ‘yet independent, We must have consultations and 
unanimous: agreement, not the imposisig of. majority views, ‘Those: 
who oppose us have not given thought to our’ desire for consulta- 
tions. They}gay we want to force our views. on the majority. 

d 
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NOVEMBER. 24, 1960; ‘SPEECH OF TENG. 
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‘He repeat,’ Marxigm-Leninigm is the basis. for our 
unity and prolonged. consultations will bring. unanimity. We 
aid. this. in 1957 at Moscow, The threat to unity of ‘the inter= “ 
national movement does not come from our: insistence’ ‘on .consulta=: 
tion. We.are. “willing, to exert every effort for a common. document. 
Now ‘that we. have agreed on most of the document we should not 
‘allow the remainder to threaten our unity. — 

“Tn the draft there is still the part on factionalism, 
and there is the charge of national Communisn, _ and there is still 
the point on the 20th and 2lst Congresses. This is an effort 
to impose. your views on, us and is. detrimental to unity. The 

. CPC will not agree to these, Supposing we don't write these 
things into. the document, . Will this threaten our unity? It is. 
better to. leave these things ‘out and reach unanimity. against the 
common eneny » Yes, ‘it is better to. leave something out. Ina 
protracted ‘struggle we united against: imperialism. . We, hope we 
can once’ again unite and ‘restore our friendship sO that we can . 
unitedly fight the enemy." 

Hh. the conclusion of the speech of. TENG Hsiao~ping, | John 
Gollan, General, Secretary of the. Communist Party. ‘of Great Britain, 
said that the British are against further discussions. ; 

Maurice. Thorez, General Secretary of the French Com- 
munist, Party ,, ‘objected to the: statement of John, Gollan and said 
he thought the discussions should continue’ 

Nikita Khrushchev, First. Secretary of the. CCCPSU, said 
he thought" ‘the motive of those: who did not want. more discussions 
was. good. but. the. CPSU: believes that those who ‘want the floor 
should: be given. the: ‘opportunity to speak. 

This document, contains neither recommendations. nor 
conclusions of the. Federal ‘Bureau of Investigation, It is the. 
property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned 
to your agency ; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your AZONCY «: 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT : 

Memorandum ¥ ἘΞΞ 
το : Mr. A. H, Belmont Δι pare: January 24, .196]. ie 

McGutfre - 

, " NO Whi oom 

yw FROM : Mr, F, J. Baungardngjy | . = oath —— 

sunjecre_ SOL0- 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

Chicago airtel 1- 17-61 discloses that CG 5824-S* + darth] 
e eighth SOLO mission to Moscow, Russia, met with_Viadimir | 

Barkovsk in Moscow on 12-13-60, Barkoysky is a_,counseLor, assigned 
"Tost OVE t.. Mission to the United Nations. He returned to the 

to. resume his duties at the United Nations 1 

for the Soviet Union. Barkovsky has been informant's contact in 
New_York City on previous: clandestine meetings. 

Barkovsky made tentative arrangements with CG 5824-S* 
for Barkovsky to meet with NY 694-S* in New York City during eA, 
January, 1961, and told (ἃ 5824-S* that if any money were to be ba ὦ, 
delivered, it would not be delivered at the office of NY 694-S* Bra" | 
because that office is too close to. Communist Party, USA, head- f*...¢. 1 
quarters, Barkovsky said that any Communist Party, USA, documents” πε 
being delivered to him should be on microfilm, The role of film - aot 
should be so wrapped that Barkovsky can pull a string and expose +. eye 
the film in case he gets caught or gets into a tight spot... ἘΌΝ 

Lar 2S 3 

- ACTION: ode 

» 7 * Tet 

For information, Future meetings between our informants? - a 
and Barkovsky are being closely supervised and you will be — 
promptly advised of ἤν results of these planned clandestine 
meetings . 
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i - Mr. : bs 
1 «γ΄ ere 

January 27, 1961 
Legal Attache, Mexico City 

Director, FBI (100-428091) 

" COMMUNIST PARTY, USA ~ 
“INTERNATEONAL-RELATIONS — - 
"INTERNAL SECURITY - C ’ 

The Bureau has learned that a representative 

of the Communist Party, USA, has been advised he should 

continue to retain Xavier Guerrero, a well-known artist, 

as. the contact with the Communist Party of Mexico. 

a This is for your information. and ‘is not to. be 

disseminated. 

- NOTE ON. YELLOW: . oy, 

Informazton Contained in Chicago airtel dated | 
1-18-61 captiond FIS ~ CC." CG §824-S% was instructed 
during his recent-Solonission δ use Guerrero as his con- 

. tact with the CP of Mexico. These instructions. were given 
by Arnoldo Martinez Verdugo, General Secretary of the CP 

ΠΟΥ Mexico. No action is necessary by Legat, Mexico, as 
CG 5824-S%-wili make these contacts. | 

| WALD IG 

ANZ 7 1961 1 
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' Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

ren WW. i ativan 

AIRTEL 

| (Priority or Method of'Mailing 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) wa 
ἢ Uh tf 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) eh ; we } 
1500 

CG 5824-S* orally furnished the information on 
the following pages to SAs JOHN E, KEATING and RICHARD W. tne 
HANSEN on December 27, 1960. It pertains to the activities ἊΝ 
of CG 5824-S* in Prague on 9/26 and 9/27/60. CG 5824-S* a 
arrived in Prague, Czechoslovakia from Paris, France, on 
9/26/60 and departed for Moscow on 9/27/60. 

“f 
4 _ Due to the nature of the information and the. 
if manner in which it was obtained, it is not being incorporated 

| / in a letterhead memorandum. 

Fre fi 
y _ shiek 

3 ̓  @- mca (AM) (RM) 
1 - New York (100-134637): (ΑΜ) (ΕΜ) 
1 + Chicago 

JEK: ntb 
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Approved: tL ΕἾ v—™ Sent —. 
Special Agent in Charge 



_ ACTIVITIES. It PRAGUE, ᾿ 
CZECHOSLOVAKIA ‘ON " 
SEPTEMBER 26 AND .- 
SEPTEMBER 27; i 1900. 

Upon. arrival in Prague , £ C206! 1. 
ptenbor 26, 1966, NORRIS CHILDS | ἘΠΕ ‘with ΥΣ ΤΟΣ ἢ 
DERKA, Assistant to GUSTAMZSOUCES,., who is the Head : χ chtpofathe..ContralCORSEELGO mw, ie International rtnen 3 

Von TCP) of Czcochoslovakia. and also: 
s who is also in the International — 

Dopaxtnen of ite | ‘Contrat Committes of the CP of 
Czechoslovakia, They were éncouraging ropresontativos 
of various. CPs poing to Moséow to. support the viewpoint 
of the CP of the Soviet Union (CPSU),, They indicated 
that there was no improvement 4n, the relationship with a 
representatives of the CP of China, and that. the ideological ". 
resolved: το the CP of China and the CPSU Wak not -hein : f 
resolved, | oe 

 Lours WEINSTOCK and . : | ΒΞ 
PHIL CONNELLY ςς οἷ a a 

ΕΒ 

‘{  Czechosloy: to ὦ a ΠΥ ΣΕ Of the Moria Federation 
»»Ἐ ΤΟΣ Trade Unions, CONNELLY was also te see about doing 

publicity work for the World Feddration of Trade Unions 
{in the social organizations of the United δε λοι 

WEINSTOCK has just roturned to Prague from Budapest, 
LAY , whore he attended tho wedding of his ‘daughtor. 
srvOCK tg daughter marricd a Hungarian, name not known, 

who works for the Security Police, Tho rule, that Tungarians 
cannot mirry forcigners, was waived, The wodding was a state -. 
affair, PAUL ROBESON participated in the ceremonies which 
were on telovision, 

- - WEINSTOCK wasthort of finds; He shld that CONNELLY 
owes him $1,000,. He stated that. he Bad borrowad money D 
Hungary. ΝΕ 

CHILDS borrowed $521,00 from KOTZMAN aad ἢ gave it to. 
WEINSTOCK, A messenger was sont fron. the. office of. ‘tho . | 

fan 

= Low 

ALLA GDGE | J 
tice A Oh) , he 

7 ars 4 



“World Marxist Review” with 3200.00 which was given to 
CHILDS. This sum represents payment for an article by 
GUS HALL which dealt with tho collapse of the Summit 
Meeting in Paris. 

Visit to the Chinese 

Embassy in Prague ΝΕ 
ἔπος. USA τ ἐς 2 

᾿ | ef 3 : ; Tnited 
States and CE is ferivered a message to CHILDS that 
some Chinese in Prague would like to gee him, CHAPMAN 
said that he did not want to get involved in any discus- 
Bion with the Chinese. CHILDS told CHAPNAN that he could 
tell the Chinege that CHILDS was staying at the CP hotel 
in Prague. 

The Chinese Embassy called on September 27, 1960, 
and at noon sent two people to take CHILDS to the Chinese 
Embassy in Prague. CHILDS was due te take a 4:30 p.m. plane 
to Moscow. CHILDS talked to the Chinese Ambassador and a 
translator for avproximately one hour. CHILDS said that the 
CY, USA wants tobave good relations with the CP of China, 
but suysorts the viewpoint of the CPSU in the ideological 
dispute between the CPSU and the CP of China, 

CHILDS said that ho had heard that the CP of China. 
has 2 letter dated September 10, 1960, dealing with this 
ideological dispute, He agked for a copy of it. He was 
informed that he could read a copy but he could not be given 
a copy. Because of time limitations CHILDS said he would 
contact the Chinese comrades in Moscow. 
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(Type in plain text or code) 
{ 

AIRTEL ; I 

Mia 
TF; “ , Pa π΄ Ὁ van 

| (Priority or Method of Mailing) ] a Perearerast' 

ἢ ᾿ _ οἰ [πῶ Rota 
στ an “πα σα σα απ OO Se eee ew ew eee fiir. > ΤΑ: 

bliss 
Ἢ vy) TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) sar dy} 

SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) δὲ : 

There are enclosed herewith to the Bureau, 7 copies, 
and to the New York Division, one copy, of a letterhead φ-- 
memorandum. containing information that SEVERO AGUIRRE of ™ 
the People's Socialist Party of Cuba reported to the CPSU 
on the 8th National Assembly of the PSP. 

“- πὶ 

σι τον ee oe 
4 

The letterhead memorandum is classified NeCeet " a) 
because CG 5824-5* is the only member of the CP, USA known Y . 
to have seen AGUIRRE in Chechoslovakia and to know that of {" 
AGUIRRE Had been in Moscow. The place of issue was reflected 
as Washington, D, C. to further: protect CG 5824-S*, 

The information in the letterhead memorandum was ς ὦ 
furnished by CG 5824=S* to SAs JOHN E, KEATING and RICHARD W, 
HANSEN on 12/27/60. 

(3)- Bureau (Encls. 7) (AM) (RM) (RRR) of ao aa 
1 - New York (100-134637) (Encl. 1) (AM) (RM) (RRR) καὶ oe Ks Εἰ 
lL - Chicago RY [3 
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DREIVED FROM: 

FEIT AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION CUIDE 

DATE 06-30-2011 
. a. Af “ 

ον ; a 
ες ἂς 
nom STATES DEPARTMENT of ousrice 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. 

100-428091 _ Washington; D.C. . Βαμα 
᾿ January 20), 1961 

πω. ὦ 

SEVERO AGUIRRE ‘OF THE. PEOPLE'S 
SOCIALIST PARTY. (PSP) OF CUBA 
REPORTED TO THE COMMUNIST PARTY 
OF THE’ SOVIET UNION: (CPSU) ON THE | 
‘OTH NATIONAL: ASSEMBLY" ‘OF | THE: ‘PSP 

A‘ source, “who has furnished reliable information in. 
the past, has furnished the following information. 

AGE: During the Latter part. of September, 1960; Severo 
Pigaires, a member of the, Peoplé'ts. Socialist Party. (PSP), of: 
“Ciba which is the Communist Party (CP)_in Cuba,,.was: in “~~ 
rape ezechoslovakia Aguirre was ‘returning. to Cuba from. 
Moscow, Russia, where he had given a report ‘to the Communist. 
Party of "fhe Soviet Union (CPSU) on the 8th National Assembly 
of ‘the PSP which. was ‘held daring, Au ast 1960. 

VSS' te ~CZ 
Aguirre was waiting & Pra 1 to see ΛΑ ΡΣ ΤΙ Escalante, 

a Secretary of. thé, Central Committee. of the PSP™ Ἢ “Escalante was 
enroute from Cuba. to Moscow for the October and November ‘neeting 
of representatives - ‘o£ CPs and Workers ! Parties: 

t 

This. docunent contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions: of the Federal Bureau of: Investigation. it is the 
property of t 18 Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned, 
to your agency; it and its contents jare not to be distributed 
outside Your, agency. ᾿ 
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ante : | lr + bbc 

SAG, Chicago (134-46-Sub B) January 27, 1961 

- Ὁ | Director, τὴς <1000428091) f] u Qe 

SOLO oo | 
ANTBENAL SECURITY - c 

fe | Reurairtel 1-17-61, copy furnished New .Yort,.- 
disclosing that Vladimir Barkovsky was: still interested. ΝΣ 
in a third person for contacts in New York City between - ae 
him and CG 5824-S# and that ‘Barkovsky would Like 2 Plguraphy : 
of any: person suggested. - . 

_ Chicago and. New York are instructed to sgubrit 
recommendations to the Bureau by 2.8.61 as.to whether. it 
Would be feasible to work in one of our informants as a 
τὸν ΠΝ δδδοννι meetings, such as 

or | 

: Referenced airtel also discloses that Barkovsky 
has indicated he will no longer deliver money to NY 694-55 
at the informant's office because it is too close to ες 

- Comriunist Party, USA, headquarters and to the ‘Four en 
Continent Book Store. ΝΜ ᾿ τς me 

New York is instructed to submit recommendation 
by ‘2-8-61 as. to the feasibility of. moving the informant!s 
office to another location in New ‘York City... 

2 = New York (100-134637) 

NOTE. ON YELLOW: : 

We feet this situation presents us with an oppor, SO 
tunity of,gétting another of our informants in a position of ̓ - 
trust with«the CP foreign CP's. We should take 

7 it. egro, is a Chitago informant 
ho 15: 8 forier member ὁ e CPUSA National Commnittee and 
ational-Executive Committee: He is.a member of the Illinois, 

OTE ΟΝ. YELLGN. συν Ν σεν PAGE πο ἡ 
Ἵ Mr. Belitiont_— 

“Mr. ‘Callahan 
. “Mr. Conrad... 
Mr. DeLoach__.. 

| Mr. Ingram... | 
"| Miss’ Gandy.__.. | 



Letter to Chicago “ 
RE: ‘SOLO: Oo » 
100.428091 τς 

' NOTE’ ON YELLOW CONTINUED: 

_ CP State Committee and Staite Board; a member of the. National 
, Negro Commission; rman of the Illinois CP State ,.. 

᾿ Negro Commission. white, is a member:-of a Wall ΄ 
Street brokerage firm. He 18 reputedly a former. CP angel. 
and allegedly a former member of the "Wall Street group” of 
the CP.. He is. known personally to. NY 694-S%, 

In order ‘to. assure continued contacts bétween 
Barkovsky; a counselor assigned to the Soviet Mission to 
the United Nations, and NY 694-S*, it may be advisable to 

, ; ‘change the Location of the informants: office. Informant's. 
office has been used for the passage-of 5010. funds. 
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Transmit the following in 

Dir 
AIRTEL Mrf WC Suilivan 

Via _ 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

Is - € 

a ἃ ᾿ J ALK 
CG 5824-S* orally furnished the information ‘on 

; the following pages to SAs JOHN E, KEATING and RICHARD W. 
HANSEN on 12/27/60., The information pertains to meetings 
of CG 5824-S* in Moscow, Russia, with PETR BORISSOV and 

7 VLADIMIR BARKOVSKY, BORISSOV is the subject of Bufile 
a 105~28360. BARKOVSKY is assigned to the Russian Delegation 
΄“. to the United Nations and is the regular contact of CG 5824~-S* 

and NY 694-S* in New York City. 
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“represen ative of the ΟΡ, 80, in Now York City. 

Vadinisy kovaly in Room 619 of ‘the Hotel mentioned ἡ“ τ“ τ ~ 
provaougly. rkovsky said that le was still interested ~~ 
would dike ὁ blogaphy of a contacts in New York σιν 2 and ws 
would like a graphy of a any pérson—suprested,, 7 7. 

. the mooting would be. the same day. If the call is πιαᾶθ 
after noon, the meeting would be the feéllowing day. Jack 
Childs should go té the Townhouse Restaurant, his usual 

_ -4%:00- p.m, Earkovsky said that he might. be in an automobile 
and often is not alone when he makes thgse personal contacts. 

« dn the room of Childs in a hotel restricted to ¢ 
. who wore in Moscow, Russia, as guests of tho: contral 
-Committee.of the CP of the Soviet. Union (CCCPSU), This 
“hotel is: Located at Platnikov: Paraulik (phonetic); Nunbor 

: “ chtcago, lilinois 
: - December 271, 1900᾽ 

MEETINGS IN MOSCOW, RUSSIA, 
WITH PETR PAVLOVICH BORISSOV 
AND VLADIMIR BARKOVSRY __ 

. During October, 1960, Norris cniias, representing 
the Cofimunist Party, USA.(CP, USA), met with. Pet 

12. It is near Arbatskaya Street, tho main: polyclinic and 
the Foroign Office. . 

At this. meeting. between Childs and Borissov, 
conversation was. Llinited to. a complaint by Childs that πὸ 
was not satisfied with arrangements for meeting with a 

On Decenber: 13, 1960, Morris: Childs met with < 

Barkovsky said that sometime during Januar 4961; 
he: would contact Jack Chiids telephonically and arrange to~ 
niet with Jack Childs.. If a Gali is made in the morning, 

place of contact, and go. through the normal procedure of 
walking out of the yvestaurant ohd turning to the left at 

CO — we J PY, Ἷ OGLE Pj) f 2 
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Barkovaky paid that if any noney 18. ta be dolivered, it~ 
will not be dolivored at the office of Jack Childs in the 

{Flat Iron Building’ because this. building is too close to 
tho headquarters of the CP, USA, ‘and to the Four Continent 

ο ore, 

Darkovaky seid. thet any CP, USA, documents being 
) delivered to him shouid be on microfiin. The roll ο 2110. 
should be so wrapped that he ean pull a string and expose 
tho. 211m in ἀπε he gets caught or gets inte a tight spot. 

The next mooting place for: Borkoveky and Morris 
Childs. will again be the Willard Theatex in Queens, Barkovsky 
paid. he would profer that Morris Childs make direct contact 
‘with him only on rare occasions. Provious arrangements for 
setting up émorgency nicetings by telephoning tho hoadquarters 
of the Russian Dolegation to the, United Nations are stil2 in’ 

+ ekiect, 

Rarkoveky said that he wants.at least: 40 minutes 
before making a personal contact in order to ascertain 
whether or hot he is being followed, It is 211 right if 
Morris Childs goes to. the Willard Thoater well ‘before 
7:00. p.m. as long as he leaves the theater at 7:00 p.n. 
No date was set. for the: next neotang botweon Baxkovsky 
and Morris Childs, - 

Barkovaky and: later mnoresMetova Hond d_6f the 
North and South Amorican Section of Ὁ interac metagoal ι 

ΤΡ Βα tnent” ΟΣ tho tccpsu,;-sutd that tho CP, USA, should 
poms CP of Cann abi for she rt messages to the CP, δῦ, 

ὃ SQUIET feet SSA 
Barkovsaky CL ais ἜΔΟΤΕ, that he wilt be in 

Now York City through 1961. 

i el 



Ν Mr, Belmont 
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Date: 1/23/61 ἫΝ atone 
Mr, Δ Cyuire__ 

Mr. ἴσοι... 
Mr. To "ter 

Rev. 12413-S6) ἃ of _ ᾿ 
Ι | Myr. Tolson___. 

Pee C) ι ] Mr. Mohr. 
wow |, | Mr. Paxsons 
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| Transmit the following in : : 

(Type in plain text or code) 

AIRTEL Mr. w.C.Sullivan 

id _ Tels. Room —___. 
ΕΝ ᾿ (Priority or Method of Mailing) 1 1 Mx. Ingram 

ey a ........ὄψ.... ....ὄὕὔ....Ψ..... Ψ..ὕ.0. Ὁὕνὕὕὦ.ὄ τὸν aye ee ee ee Lp lt Gandy 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI ‘(00- 428091) — | : 
π᾿ 

FROM; SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) / Y G8 72 

. ἢ ζέξοι 5) parr = 
Ἧ 15-0 ἢ νι 

ῇ CG 5824.8Ὲ orally furnished the information on 
| the following pages to SAs JOHN E, KEATING and RICHARD YW. 

δ HANSEN on 12/27/60. It concerns MICKEY LIMA and the. ΟΡ, 
\sie Υδδά delegation to the Moscow meeting of 81 CPs and Workers! 

Parties. Because of the nature of the information and the 
manner in which it was obtained, it is not being incorporated 
in a letterhead memorandum. 

The San Francisco Division has previously been 
advised that the CPSU was suspicious of MICKEY LIMA. The 
San Francisco Division is being advised of the plans. of 
LIMA to make a trip to China during 1961. ᾿ 

' , be 
This airtel completés all the information furnished f Ibe 

to date: by CG 5824-S* in regard to the recent SOLO trip. : Ι 
There are a few odds and ends concerning individuals which 
-had not been furnished by CG 5824-S* prior to his departure 
for New York City on 1/13/61. This information will be” 
obtained from CG 5824-S* as soon as CG 5824-S* returns fron 
the meeting of the National Committee of the CP, USA in 
New York City. 

In regard to the 11/60 meeting of 81 CPs and~ 
Workerst Parties, CG 5824-S* had advised that approximately 
78_speechds were delivered at this meting, The Bureau has 
been furnished details of approximately 21 of these speeches. 
Many Θ remaining speeches, according to CG 5824-5* were. ‘A | | ; 

dda Yaw) στὸ ge /00- £4260 4G /~ lit 
τῷ δ York (100..134637) (AM) ( 

γ᾽ ΟἿ hicago =. 20 VAN BS ae =) 

ἢ “JERK: ntb. | 3 | " ᾿ 

| iy ! | yen ; | | 
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Approves es ΚΕΝ (Yi. Sent ——_______ M ἊΣ -.Φ. .  Ό  ὉὃὃἕἝἕἕ ' 
Ὅ 020 ὁ ΝΣ Lin Charge 
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“CG 134-46 Sub Β 

delivered prior to the first speech of TENG Hsiao-ping, 
General, Secretary of the CP of China on 11/14/60, and 
were cumulative, mild and in praise of the USSR position, 
Most of these Speakers merely praised the CPSU for arranging 
for the meeting and urged: unity in the international 
‘Communist movement. The speech of JAMES JACKSON for the cP, 
USA was delivered before the speech of TENG Hsiao-ping and - 
was Similar to the others delivered. Because of the cumula- 

_ tive nature, and lack of Significant new or controversial 
matter and. also because lack of informant's recollection of 
these speeches in toto, they will not be reported. However, 
details have been furnished on 811. speeches which dealt with 
the dispute between Russia and China and Albania. Details 
were also submitted on those speeches which might be of 

‘particular interest to. the United States Government such as 
those dealing with activities in East Germany, Japan, Cuba. 
and India: 

GALE 



INFOMATION CONCERNING 
WICKEY LINA AND TUE CP 
USA DILIGATION TO THE 
MOSCOW MEETING, OF 81 CPs 

oh AND WORKERS! PARTING . 
-“΄“΄- ᾿ { RRR Sind ann al ieee | ἷ ; 

Δ Ξ2.--- 
Ξ 

«Ὁ During November, 1960, NIKOLAL VLADETROVICH 
δ ead of the North and ὃ ret OUT oh 3 

of “tho _Intornational Dopartnont_of. tho Ce antral Comait too 
of “tho Communist, SG cman eto aa ino ACcOPDY) ,” and” 

Ἢ 
_ALDKSEY ANDREEVI uo is in charge of tho. 

nited States” an e Communist Party, USA (CP, USA) as 
Re o\h- n doputy to MOSTOVETS, came to the hotel in Moscow where 

tho CP, USA delegation, to the moéting of 81 CPs and 
Workors * Partios, was staying, The purpose of this. visit 
wan to brief? the CP, USA dolefation on the CPSU version 
of a session of tho. nooting at vhich there was a ἀλρρυῖσ, 
Ῥοΐποσῃ the ΡΒ and tke CP of China, - 

Ws dadd to HOSTOVETS and GRECHUUMY, _: Ὲ ΠΉΡΑΝ 
- πὸ want tomd eu these things by_ ourselves. - TY 

ce 

Tho CP, USA_ doles ΔΈΟΣ held a total “OE 19 ἘΡΡΕΣΟΚΟΥ 
in Moscow but MOSTOVETS and GRECRURHIN ἃ cas 

and. the Moldavian Republic. HELE. TUTTE, j 
his wife TGADELLE aiso wont on 5. tour. ζ Cf Me pete ge 

1 MEM ORR 
ORE a aiso ‘vated ropresontatives of the. - 

- OP of China jto' Toon without prior notification _ 
to the CPSU of his intention,.of doing this, JANES ALLIN — 
participatod in these discusnaions bétweon representatives 
of tho CP of China and LIMA. “7,5. LUssia . εις. Fee Ο] ἢ 

LIWA, whoso wife was born in China, arranged for 
a trip to China sono tine during 1962, The cPgU is aware 
of this. 7 

" | 06 ΤΆ 7 Ὁ. © ~ 
LNCLOSURE 



Ο τ ὦ 

LIMA boasted that. ho had talked to ropresentatives 
of sone Ὁ GPs vaile in Mcacow, 

LIMA xoquedted that his wifo be pormitted to join 
hin in Iucsia, Tho CPSU δὲ f£ivat would not grant this requost. 
Finally, the CPOU agracd Int said that frou now on, wives wili 
not bo invited to accompany CP, UIA dolegatcs to rootinga in 
Moscow. In tho mcahtine, LIUAsa wife wis unablo to join 

LIUA arranged to return to the United Ῥέαξοσ by way 
of Last Gerrary and Yong, Italy, Tho CPSU would profexr that 
renbers of tho CD, USA rotura diveéctly to the United States 
from Loscor. 

of LINA by tho ΟΕ beeaute ko was too rnuxicus to obtain 
copies of documents, LIMA is not too wolconme in tho Soyiat 
Union, . 

As ἃ result of theco activities ond a suspicion 
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fi v TO :- DIRECTOR; FBI (100428091) 
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There appears. on the » following ‘page information 
reflecting that XAV-IER :;GUERRERO. is the contact in Mexico 
for the CP, USA, . 

" 

Ἰ 

This. infornation was furnished by CG 5824-S* 101- 
to SAs JOHN Ε. KEATING. and RICHARD W, HANSEN on 1/11/61. 
in the form, of" a ‘dictaphone: dictabelt. 
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δάπιανν 11, 1961 

XAVIER GUERRERO Τῷ TOL CONTACT 
Im WEXICO FOR THE CoLMunNIos 
PANTY (CP), UGA 

Arnole: Tia tanon Vora». Goncral Secretary of 
tho CP. of W6xico ‘and Uanvol AitMuorroro;, monber of 
tha Contral Committed of thd cp of” oxiep; advised Uorris™ 
Childs in oscow, Russia, in“Doecuhor, 19Cd, that ho 
showld continue to votain XavioxvGucrrpro ἃ, 7011 πον 
artist, ἀδ tho coatact with tho CP of Mexico. Thoy stated 
that cven thouch Xavier Gucrroro is tio Ioator in the | 
leadership of the CP of Mexico, tho curront Acadership of | 
the CP of Loexico. has confidence in him and ke can bo used Ί 
to establish personel contact. with the CP of Mexico. 

τὰ 
THT gngsuh 
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